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Abstract
A model is developed· to study the interface behavior of
steel-concrete connections with welded headed studs.' The
model employs the theory of Rlasticity, in particular the
lower bound theorem. An extensive literature review was
..
conducted which brought many important issue's to the
forefront.
The study clearly distinguishes between all possible
failure modes in both tension and shear. In particular, the
interface failure of long studs was considered which implies
that two plastic hinges form at the ultimate loading
/'
conditions; one at the interface and one in the interior,'
along the stud shank. The model clearly separates and studies
~
two' possibilities of mechanisms of interface ~hear resis~ahc~
includi~g the dowel action mechanism and the friction
)
mechanism and how they combine to resist interface shear. As
a prelimInary step an embedded dowel, which was not attached
to a~plate, was studied. This analysis resulted in dowel end
moment, shear, and tension inte~action equations and the
corresponding yield ~igure .
.- The dowel action. of the stud was considered to be
comprised of two parts, namely the dowel action of the
flexible stud shank and the dowel action of the rigid weld
~
collar. The effects of the weld collar are analyzed in detail
in this study with the main result being that the interface
shear resistance of the stud shank can be increased due to the
1
~igid, enlarged cross-section of the weld collar.
It was found that the interface shea~ and moment only
interact over a small rangeanct are-independent of each other
over a large range. Both the interface shear and moment are
;>-
dependent on the interface ·tension.
The model was compared to several existing m9dels and
experimental data. It was found that the data available does
not contradict the mOdel but many variables needed to prediGt
the model were unknown in1most test series. Therefore, more
controlled experimental studies are needed in the area of
interface behavior before t_hese types of models can be used in
design.
/
2
.1. Introduction
1.1 Background
,
The design of connection~ is one of the most critical
phases in the design. of precast concrete struct:1,1r.~s. The
purpose of a connection ~s to transfer load, and studs, which
are welded to steel plates ,.;or members and embedded in
. .
concrete, are often used to provide this load transfer. Some
common precast concrete connections involving the use of
,
welded neaded studs are shown in Fig. 1.1. 39
Figure 1.1 . Common precast concrete connections. 39
The behavior of typical steel-to-concrete connections
, "
involving steel plates and embedded studs is not well
"- .,
cnaracterized by existing design standards9 • For these design
.
standards were developed mostly on an empirical basis.
Therefore, it may be helpful to develop theoretical models
which can provide a better understanding of the behavior of
precast concrete connections that use ,welded headed studs .
•There are several obstacles to a better underst~nding of
).
the behavior of these types of connections.
3
One is the
"contrasting treatment, by the ACI and AISC codes,6,27 of she~ar
transfer across the interface of connections that incorporate
welded headed studs. The ACI 6 code considers that shear is
transferred by shear friction which implies that the mechanism
for shear transfer is related to friction 9 •
~The AISC27 code, on the other hand, specifie.s equations
regarding shear trancfer across composite beam interfaces that -
are based on formulas developed by Ollgaa.rd et. al: 38 However,
a closer look at their research reveals that shear is ass~med
to be transferred by dowel action9 •
The question that remains lingering_is which mechanlsm,
shear friction or dowel action, is actually responsible for
transferring shear across the interface between a steel plate
with welded headed studs and concrete. Dr, is it possible
that a combination of the two mechanisms is actually present
at failure?
A second obstacle is the remaining lack of knowledge
regarding the behavior of these types of connections under
r"
realistic general loading conditions. Most experimental
research on the behavi'or of embedded studs deals either with
pure tension or pure shear. But, in reality, a typical
connection interface with embeddE\d studs is practically always
, .
subjected to a combination of moment, shear, and tensile
forces. In spite of the simplistic treatment many differing
procedures have emerged for predicting the nominal capacity of
embedded studs22,23. To date, only a few researchers have
4
considered the more complex behavior of interfaces with
embedded studs subjected to .combined loading conditions; but
, ~
this work is, again" mainly empirical. Therefore', much more
theoretical work is needed to fully understand the behavior of
precast concrete connections with welded headed studs.
6 1.2 Behavior of Studs at Ultimate Capacity
An important step to a fuller understanding of the
behavior of connections between concrete and steel plates with
welded headed studs is identifying which failure modes develop
at ultimate capacity.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the majority of tests on
precast concrete connections with welded headed studs were
conducted under conditions of pure tension or pure shear. The
possible modes of failure for a plate and stud assemely that
is subjected to pure tension are shown in Fig. 1.2. The
failure moqes that-can occur when the assembly is subjected to
pure shear are shown in Fig. 1.3.
These failure modes, can generally be categorized under
two basic types of failures. The first type is concrete
\
tension failure. In this failure mode the concrete tensile'
strength is the main factor that controls the ultimate
capacity of the ~tud, the strength of the steel does not play
. ,
a role. The failure modes of Figs. 1~2(a) and (b) and Figs.
1.3(a) and (b) fall under this category. The second basic
type of failure is characterized by steel yielding or
5
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Figure 1.2 Failure modes in tension: 'concrete tension ?ilures
(a) concrete splitting or cracking (b) cone pullout; steel
fa~lure (c) stud rupture.
• IPOint of Rotation
1>'
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I J Concrete Crushing
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Figure 1.3 Failure modes in shear:~crete tension failures
(a) concrete splitting or cracking (b) cone pullout; steel
yielding and concrete crushing (C?) one (d) two plastic hinges;-
steel failure (e) stud 'shearing.
6
r·
rupturing along with the possible simultaneous crushing of
I-
concrete. The remainin~ failure modes (Fig .. 1.2(c), and Figs~
1.3 (c), (d), and (e)) can be classified under this category.
The ultimate capacity is controlled by both the steel strerigth
and the concrete strength for failure modes Fig. 1.3 (c) and
(d), .while failure mode (e) is governed only by the steel
strength. In each of these categories further distinctions
can be made as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.
Since there are so many" different modes in which a
connection with welded headed studs can fail, it seems
1.
imperative to dIstinguish between tnem -inexperimehtal work.-
aimed at determining the ultimate capacity. But most'
researchers do not clearly define and distinguish them when
, leporting their results and, therefo;e, it is not ~ways clear
in which failure mode the specimen failed. This lack of
"....~
information can make it very difficult to compare the results
of various tests.
I
In general, it is'preferable to have steel failure govern
the connection strength, because such failures are more
predictable and ductile39 • But the experimental data actually
·r
shows large amounts of scatter for reported stud failures
. '
which actually usually occur combined with concrete crushing. 56
Therefore, a need exists for a better theoretical model of
this failure mode so that better tests can be made which
. 1:
properly control the parameters indicated as critical by the
model.
7
1.3 'Related Research
"
In general, most structures can be divided into beam (B)
~ regions and disturbed (D) regions 43 : c !B-regions are defined as
those regions of a structure where beam theory applies. Beam
~~~~~--~~~~~~~D- -~--- .- ..--.----~
theory assumes that the longitu"dinal strains are linearly
distributed over the entire cross-section and that cross-
sections remain intact up to failure. Regions where beam
theory is not valid are called D-regions. Beam theory is not
valid where stress concentrations develop as a result of a
disturbance or discontinu~ty in the stress field and where
cross-sections may not remain intact ~p to failure. St.
Venants principle can, "be used to define the extent of D-
regions.
Connections introduce a disturbance into the" stress field
accordIng to Beam theory. A connection, therefore, comprises
both an interface between typically dis~imilar materials and
\
the adjacent D-regions. An "examp~e of these regions is shown
in Fig. 1. 4. D-regions require ppecial attention both in
concrete and in steel. In concrete D-regions supplementary
well detailed reinforcement is needed. In steel D-regions
typically stiffeners are required. Hence, connection design
requires both design of the interface .and design of the
adjacent concrete and steel D-regions.
The behavior of each of these regions that comprise a
typical precast concrete structure - the B-regions, D-regions,
and interfaces - must be clearly understood so that the
8
/structure can be designed satisfactorily for its intended use.
The behavior of B~regions can_b~ analyzed using traditional
beam theory. In particular, the ultimate capacity of B--
regions can be expressed in termso~ the ultimate capacities
of cross-sections. This is no longer possible for O=regions.
For more complex failure modes can develop in which crQss-
sections do not remain intact. Truss models have been
suggested as· a viable tool to - descr.ibe the behavior of
concrete O-regions B,9,lB,29,3o but more work is still needed.
Interface
Connection
8
8
.Connection
8 -
~. "-.l
Figure 1.4 B and D-regions, interfaces, and connections.
9
-_ ..~--
Very little work ha~ been done on the behavior of interf~ces~
Generally, then, m6re~esearch is needed on connections which
comprise both Bn interface ~nd the adjacent D-regions.
• - J
This study ,is part of C! larger research projec.t at Lehigh
University at the Center ,for Advanced Technology for Large
Structural Systems (ATLSS) to develop a better understanding
of precast concrete connection ~ehavior. One phase of this
,
project is dealing with the development of trusSimodels for D-
-regions in order to better understand their behavior . Another
phase of this project deals with the development of interface
models which is the topic ,of this thesis~
Rational interface_models are needed to facilitate the
research on the D-regions of typical precast concrete
connections. The mechanism of shear transfer present at the
--
interface places constraints on the D-region truss models
which are being developed for several different generic
connections, an example of which can be seen in Fig. 1.5.
There are at least two possible mechanisms of shear
transfer across an interface, material friction and dowel
action (as ment.ioned in Section 1.1). Various combinations of
these two mechanisms
.
produce different controlling truss
models for the neighboring D-regions. In summary, then,
,)
rational interface models ~re needed, both to better
understand the behavior of the force transfer across
interfaces itself and to help define the neighboring, truss
models in the D-regions. A better theoretical understanding
10
of the force transfer in the D-regions and interfaces of
H
precast concrete connections will also benefit experimental
research.
Figure 1.5 General connection currently under study for
. project ADC-02.
1 .. 4 Objective and Scope of Study
The principal objective of this study is to develop a
rational model for the interface strength of connections with
welded headed studs which is simple enough to be understood
and used in design. This excludes finite element models. To
achiev~ this objective, simplifications and idealizations are
needed.
As implied in the objective statement, only the interface
11
will be modelled which excludes treatment of the adjacent D~
region~ and, therefore,some failure modes; Idea~ization of
material properties is needed in order to achieve a simple
enough model that can be analyzeq in a rigorous manner .. This
idealization allows the theory of plasticity to be used as the
theoretical foundation of this rigorous analysis. In
particular, the lower bound theorem or statical method of
analysis is used to develop this model. However, the
test data.
differences between the idealized model material and the real
material are prope~ly recognized in the analysis of actual
r-"
The remaining portion of this report consists of five
chapters. A brief literature review of several topics
relating to precast concrete connections is presented in the
next chapter, Chapter 2. Chapter 3 develops a rational model
for the interface of a typical precast concrete cionnection
with welded headed studs. In particular, interface
inte~action diagrams are derived. Chapter 4· compares this
-
model to existing models and experimental results. And,
finally, Chapter 5 presents a summary, conclusions, and
recommendations for future research.
12
2. Literature Review
2.1 Historical Background
The use of welded headed studs as reinforcing d~tails fOr
precast concrete connections progressed as a natural extension
from their use as shear connectors in the composite
• <t
construction industry. But even in composite construction'
studs were not always the only type of shear connector used.
In fact, shear connectors were not used at all at the
inception of composite construction in the early 1920's.57
Natural bond was the primary "connection" relied' ~pon for
,
composite action between concrete and steel ;;hen the idea that/
concrete and steel, acting together as ~ composite member,
might provide higher strength than two noncomposite members,
was first realized. 57 But it was soon found that natural bond
was an unreliable connection and may not provide composite
action throughout the life of the structure. 55 A mechanical
shear connector was needed. It was determined that this
connector must 'resist horizontal shear between the slab and
beam as well as prevent up.{ift of the slab from the steel
beam. 11
The use of~shear connectors to achieve composite action
had to be justified by experimental evidence. Naturally,
since the first application of these connectors was for
composite beams, the. early ,tests conducted in the area of
/
composite construction focused on beam tests. Also, since the
majority of composite beams were being used for bridge
13
-"~
girders, most of these tests focused on fatigue loading as
compared to static loading. 3,11,46,51',;2' Only later the pushout
test_ specimen (Figure 2.1), was introduced and verified as a
v
viable ~terna~ive to beam te~ting in order to determine the
static ~ear strength of these connectors. 52,55
:'
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Figure 2.1 Detail of typicarfus~ut specimen.
Over time various types of shear connectors had been
. proposed and used including spirals, angles, channels, and zee
sections. In a series of studies conducted at the University
of Illinois45 ,54 the channel connector was found to best satisfy
14
the requirements placed upon shear connectors. But channel
connectors also had many disadvantages' including complicated
(and lengthy fabrication, and transportation and erection
)
problems. A shear connector was desirable that;. could be
fastened rapidly to I-beams both in the shop and at the
construction site. Welded headed studs emerged as a possible,
economically feasible, option. . The advantages of portable
equipment and speed of, application actually made headed studs ",,'
a . very viable alternative to the other mechanical shear
connectors of the time. 51
However, tests had to be performed first to prove that
"welded headed studs were structurally equivalent to channel
,
shear connectors. Several researchers conducted tests 44,51,57
that established welded headed studs as-a credible option to
the other mechanical shear connectors.
Based on fatigue tests on composite beams, design
criteria were developed for the use of welded headed studs in
composite bridge construction. 2 Later it was recognized that
it was ~ossible to use less conservative specificatiohs for
\
~
building members subjected to only static loading. 12
Therefore, subsequent research also included an emphasis on
building members .12,46 More recently their range of application
has been expanded to include precast concrete connections. 20
~A review of typical precast concrete. connection detailing39
(Fig. 1.1) shows that precast concrete construction shares
with composite and mixed construction the need to connect
15
concrete to steel.
All of the previously noted research was empi:r:ical. Only
recently have comprehensive theoretical analyses been applied
to these connectors/connections. In support of a theoretical
analysis of precast concrete connections between concrete and
steel, a review of several topics is desirable. Section 2.2
reviews the literature on the general behavior of steel-
concrete interfaces with embedded studs including the ~
mechanisms of shear resistance,. rigid and flexible dowels,
beams on elastic foundations, and a comparison to' piles
embedded in soil. A review of the literature on the topics of
the behavior of embedded studs at ultimate and of the effects
of a weld collar and of concrete confinement on the ultimate
capacity of studs embedded in concrete is presented in
Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 respectively. The relevant
literature from the c16sely related field of shear transfer
over existing cracks in reinforced concrete is reviewed in
Section 2.6 a!1d, finally, Section 2. 7 presents a brief summary
of design equations~n use to estimate the tension and shear
capacity of embedded studs, anchor bolts, and dowels.
of
2.2 General Behavior of Studs Embedded in Concrete
Many authors have identif~ two distinct mechan~sms of
shear resistance at a connection intert:ace. 9,14,31,47,53 These two
mechani$ms are material friction and dowel action.
The material friction mechanism implies that shear is
16
transferred across an interface by a friction force which can
develop betwe~n the steel plate and the con~~ete surface9 in
,
response to normal compressive-stresses acting si~ultaneously
on the interfa,ce. Since shear forces typically occur in
combination with a moment, a normal compressive force, namely
the ~lexural compressive resultant, will typically be present
when shear is transferred~across an interface.
However, even if no m9ment ahd axial force are applied
and the interface is subjected to pure shear, a compressive
resultant may be acting ac':(oss the interface, if a mechanism
exists that tends to open the interface up when it slips.
Opening of the interface induces tension in the steel bars
crossing the interface, which must be balanced by compression.
Protruding parts such as aggregates in a crack or possibly the
weld collar of a stud typically induce .this opening. The
aggregate interlock mechanism is well known ih the context of
shear transfer over cracks (see Section 2.6). In the context
of steel-concrete inte~:Eaces wi.tl1_w~lQ.edhea_dedst1.lds. it is
interesting to note that according to Driscoll and Slutter13
stud shear connections appear to fail primarily in tension.
The dowel action mechanism, on the other hand, implies
/
that shear is transferred by-d1'r'-.ect bearing against a dowel
1
(e. g. a stud) which then transfers the load as a beam in
flexure and shear across the interface.
The division of mechanisms of shear resistance is
reflected in the codes being used in the U.S. at the present
17
,time;9 The ACI cod~6 treats shear transfer across connection
interfaces as so-called "shear friction" which implies that
shear transfer is relq,ted to friction. The AISC code27
specifies equations developed by Ollgaard et. al. 38 for shear
transfer across interfgces between concrete and steel in
, composite construction. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1,
Section 1.1, a closer look at'_ the research that forms the
basis of these formulas_reveals that-they are based on the
concept of shear transfer by dowel action.
Since both codes consider only that a single mechanism
resists interface shear, they each arrive at artificially high
values of design resistance for the respective mechanism
considere~. The AISC code allows shear resistance, or dowel
action, to be as high as 0.7 STu27:' while the ACI code allows
shear resistance, or shear friction action in this case, to be
as high as O. 7T/ . But experimental studies in which the
mechanisms of shear resistance were separated,9 suggest that
the shear resisted by dowel action can only reach values in
the order of magnitude of O. STu while that resisted by
material friction can only reach values of O. STu as well. 9
I
Assuming that the strength of a stud cross-section in pure
shear, Vu' corresponds to that of rivets and bolts implies Vu
= (0.7 to 075)Tu • Thus while the values specified by the
codes can clearly be reached, they cannot originate from a
single mechanism of shear resistanc€.
It has been suggested by many researchers including Cook-
18
and Klingfler9 , Millard and Johnson, 31 and Vintzeleou ,and
Tassios 58,59 that the dowel action and material friction
mechanisms act simultaneously and interact with each other in
a complex manner. This interaction is studied in more detail
in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. One result of Section 3.3 is that
in combination the friction and dowel action mechanisms cannot
This may explain the
values of interface shear resistance -suggested by the AISC and
ACI codes.
Regardles~ of the values of interface shear resistance
suggested by the codes, experimental research has shown that
the interface shear resistance of pushout test specimens can
reach values as high as 1. OTu • 38,56 The effect of a small
./
compressive force applied to the interface, due to the typical
, "
loading apparatus and base restraints, may explain part of
this discrepancy, but still cannot explain the entire
difference between experimental values and the values for
combined resistance of the two mechanisms noted above, O.7Tu •
Another effect that might hElllp explain these experimental
results is that of the weld collar of a stud, a topic which is
discussed below an~ in more detail in Section 2.4.
As a result of their extensive"studies on channel shear
connectors Viest et. al. 54 concluded that a shear connector
,
acts as a dowel. They also ~uggested.that the connector can
be considered to behave as both a rigid and flexible dowel at
various sections along the connector length. It was stated
19
that the segment of the channel welded to the ,beam transmitted
the largest part of the load and that the shape and stiffness
oe this segment lends itself to being considered as a rigid
~
dowel. The remaining portion of the channel was considered as
a flexible dowel.
,
Figure 2.2· shows the idealized shape
suggested for channel connectors by Viest et. al. 54 Notice that
the moment of inertia of the welde? flange of the channel is
considered infinitely high to emulate a rigid dowel. Due to
a slmilar geometry of a welded headed stud, resulting~from the
welding process, it is thought that a stud can also be
considered as containing both a rigid and a flexible segment
namely the weld collar and the shaft of the stud. This issue
will be explained in more detail in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.2 Idealized shape of channel connector.~~
Viest et. al. 54 assumed that the .flexible dowel segment
can be modelled as an elastic beam on an elastic foundation.
They report good correlation between the calcula~ed pressure,
. '20
Ishear, and,momen~ distribution curves and experimental data.
_. ~ .....
Thyy also concluded that the rigid segment of the connector,
near the base, takes. up to 80% of the applied shear but this
only applies to the elastic range of ' the channel material.
This model has subsequently been used by several other
authors1S,47,48 to model embedded shear connectors.
Obviously, though, connectors can be modelled as elastic
beams on elastic foundations only as long as the mat,erial
remains in the linear elastic range~ Clea~ly, at the ultimate
load stage on which this study focuses, the system must go
into the plastic range. ,Therefore, a logical extension is to
model the flexible dowel segment, namely the stud shank, as a
plastic beam on a plastic foundation. This concept is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 and not new. It has
been used by several researc.hers 14 ,58,59 to model the dowel
action of reinforcement crossing cracks, the topic of Section
2.6.
The beam on foundation model for dowels (studs) embedded
in concrete calls for another analogy, namely piles embedded
in soil, the behavior of which is typically described in terms
of this model. Two aspects of the behavior of piles embedded
•
in soil are relevant to this study: The maximum bearing
pressure that can develop under a pile, relating to the
maximum concrete bearing stress under ,the dowel discussed in
I
Section 2.5, and the failure modes in which an embedded pile
can fail which is the topic of the next section.
21
\ 2.3 Failure ~odes of Steel-Concrete Interfaces with Studs
Embedded in Concrete
An important step towards a better' understanding of the
resistance of studs embedded in concrete is to identify,
distinguish, and clearly define the failure modes in which
they reach this resistance. The literature relating to this
subject tends to be confusing. - -
Johnson and Oehlers21 noted that there' are several
~
different fail1.lremodes-thcft cart occur at the ultimate shear
capacity of a welded headed stud. But there seems to be some
difficulty in determining which failure mode actually occurs
at ultimate. Some authors reported severe slab cracking at
failure 4 ,19,24,38,56 but did not state if the studs failed before
this cracking started, after it started, or if they even
failed at all. One author reports weld failures along with
stud failures in the same series. 56 But no other author makes
~
any mention of weld failures. This raises the question of
whether or not weld failures were just not reporte~ or if they
were classified as another failure mode.
Even .if all researchers could readily identify the
failure modes, there is no uniform classification available
which is clearly needed to correlate the results of various
researchers correctly. When an embedded stud attached to a
steel p1ate is subjected to pure te.nsion there are three
possible modes of interface failure; either tension cone pull-
out, shank failure, or weld failure. 20,22 Any embedment failure
22
other than cone pullout is classified as a D-region fa~lure
mode. These' failure modes are shown schematically in Fig.
1.2. It was suggested that the stud embedment length is the
control~ing factor that determines which mechanism will form
upon failure. 20 If the stud has inadequate embedment length,
-
a tension cone pull-out failure mechanism develops as shown in
Fig. 1.2(b). The tensile strength of the concrete determines
the capacity in this ~ailure mode. If the stud is adequately
embedded, failure typically occurs in the shank of thestua a-s----
shown in Fig. 1.2(c).
For welded headed studs weld failures appear to occur
only if proper welding techniques are not observed. In order
to produce a weld failure, Oehler32 had to turn the weld collar
,
down to a diameter less than that of~he shank. He concluded
that the weld collar mate~ial had a 13% higher strength than
the shank steel.
If the stud is adequately embedded, but has inadequate
reinforcement, a so-called D-region failure mode forms, (Fig.
1.2(a)) since the strength of the connection is determined by
the properties of an adjacent concrete D-region. The various
reported forms of concrete/slab cracking and splitting fall
into this category. D-region failure modes can be avoided or
controlled by proper reinforcement details. Cone pullout is
not included in this category since trying to control it by
supplementary reinforcem~nt is less practical and probably
effective than to simply increase the embedment length of the
23
stud. It hasqeen reported that the less pr~dictab~e tension
,
cone pull-out failure mode of Fig. 1.2(b) can be avoided for
'"H/ds values greater than 8,13 where
H = nominal sJUd height
ds = nominal stud'diameter.
If an ~mbedded stud is subjected to pure shear several
different interface and D-regions failure modes must be
distinguished. 20,21,23,26 These failure modes are shown
schematically in Fig. 1.3. It was ~ugges~ed that for this
type of loading both stud. embedment and concrete strength
control which failure mechanism- will occur. 20,26
,:.1 Most
researchers divide the resulting failure modes into either
concrete failure (shear cone pull-out failures or
concrete/ slab cracking) or steel failures. 20,23,26 Johnson and
Oehlers 21 also note the possibilitTof a D-region failure (Fig.
1.3(a» but note that this can easily be avoided by placing
appropriate reinforcement transverse to the axis of the plate.
They also note that a shear cone pull-out failure (Fig.
1.3(b» can be prevented by u~ing studs of sufficient height.
In fact, it has been suggested that shear cone pull-out
failures can be avoided for H/ds values greater than 4.2. 13
All of the remaining failure modes in Fig. 1.3 (c, d, and
e) are, generally classified as steel failures; distinctions
between the three modes are not made by most researchers. One
researcher who did distinguish between them was Broms. 5 _ Even
though Broms' research dealt with piles, his analysis of the
24
various failure modes that can occur when piles are subjected
.to lateral 1oads, is helpful in discussing the topic at hand. 58
'"--
A schematic drawing of the relevant failure modes
considered by Broms5 is shown in Fig. 2.3. He discussed the
difference between the respective failure mo~es in the context
of various embedment lengths. He stated that the difference
between the failure modes of Fig.-2.3(a) and (b) is that the
pile in (a) has enough emberuient to allow for the formation of
two plastic-hinges while the pile in (b) does not. The'pile
in (b) forms only a plastic hinge at the top and rotates about
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Faiure modes for restrained laterally loaded
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l
an instantaneous center of rotation, which lies somewhat above
its bottom end.
.
Finally if the piles are very short, Fig
2.3(c), they do not form any plastic hinge at all and simply
"slice" thro.ugh the soil., These pile fail!1r'e modes are
analogous to ~he failure modes of Figs. 1.3(d), (c), and (b)
respectively. The stud of Fig. 1.3 (d) can then be considered
to be fully embedded while the studs of Figs. 1. 3 (c) and (b)
are partially embedded. While, as m~ntioned above, most
--~------~researcbersclassify the failure modes of Figs. 1.3(c), (d),
and (e), as stud failures, thisis-on-ly correct for the case of
Fig. 1.3(e). In failure mode Figs. 1.3(c) and (d), the stud
yields or ruptures, while simultaneously the concrete
nnderneath it crushes. Thus the strength in these modes is
governed by both the steel strength and the concrete
compressive strength.' Since Ollgaard et. al. 38 reports that
\
in some specimens stud and cone pullout failures occurred
simultaneously, it is possible that the failure modes of Fig.
1.3(c) and (b) can occur combinea. Then failure mode Fig.
1.3(c) would be controlled simultaneously by steel strength,
concrete compressive strength, and concrete tensile strength.
The failure mode, Fig. 1. 3 (e), occurs when the concrete
strength is very high relative Ito the stud steel strength.
The results of Chapters 3 and 4 would suggest that this
failure mode can only occur for high, strength concrete fot
typical stud strengths.
The relationship between failure mode, strength, and
26
aspect ratio, Bids' becomes particularly clear, if strength is
.' .
plotted versus Bids along with an indication of the governing
failure mode.· Figure 2~4 shows such a plot .for the
experimental data of Viest56 along with his suggested el!lpirical
curve fit. What is plotted in Fig. 2.4 is actually not
ultimate strength, but a so-called critical capacity which is
defined as the resistance at a certain permanent offset in the
load-sliprliagram. Thus critical capacity is analogous to the
yie.ld strength of a steel without yield plateau. This, along
with the fact that Fig. 2.4 shows only Viest' s own data,
explains the small amount of scatter ..
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Note that cone pullout;. failures (Fig. 1.3 (b)) occur bel.ow
H/ds = 3 "(in general rather 4) and that the limit between the
parabola and the horizontal straight line ~egment lies at H/ds
= 7. Thus the .range HI ds = 4 to HI ds = 7 corresponds to
failure mode Fig. 1.3(c) (partial embedment), while H/ds > 7
relates to failure mode Fig. 1.3(d) (full embedment).
APl?arently, the" stud aspect ratio HI ds is not only a good
empirical indicator of the failure mode, but also a good
descriptor of resistance: if a theoretical or empirical
r
,,"-
expression for the maximum achievable resistance of a stud,
J
namely that of a fully embedded stud, has been developed, the
resistance for the other failure modes can be described by a
smooth transition function in .t~rms of H/ds ' Notice in Fig.
2.4 that Viest normalizes dowel strenqth with respect to
basically cross-section" area and the square root of the
cv
product of concrete and steel strength. Thus, the resistance
of a fully embedded stud (Fig. 1.3(d)) correctly depends on
both concrete and steel strength.
Figure 2.4 reflects a surprising insight of Viest into
the behavior of studs considering he was one of the first
researchers in this field. Together with the limit H/ds ::::: 4
it properly reflects the 3 failure modes of Figs. 1.3(b), (c),
and (d) (failure mode Fig. 1.3(~) cannot be reached by
increasing H/ds ' only by increasing ~c'), in particular the
transition failure mode Fig. 1.3(c), and the theoretical fact
that resistance must be related to both concrete and steel
28
strength in failure mode Fig. 1.3(d).
A similar plot by Driscoll and Slutter, 12 Fig. 2.5,' is
much more typical for Jthe current situation: It shows the
tremendous scatter at t,hat point now that more numerous
experimental data are included. In_ contrast to Fig. 2.4, Fig.
2.5 plots ultimate strength rather than yield strength which
may be another reason for the increased scatter. It displays
the typical failure mode classification of stud failure and
concrete ~ailure and shows that their proposed limit Bids =
4.2 (or depending on the reference 4) fairly well separates
the two failure modes. They replaced Viest's parabola with
loaf
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Jits tangent so that the two straight line segments intersect
at the limit between cone pullout failure (Fig. 1.3 (b)) and
stud failure (Fig. 1.3 (e) ). According ~o this curve fit there
is no difference in strength-between the two failure modes o£
Fig. 1.3 (c) and (d). In modifying \Tiest' s resistance formula
to ultimate strength the steel strength was dropped and
included in the constant. Ref~ned versions of this feat of
engineering logic puzzle engineers in today's codes. The
resistanc~ in a failure mode ieported as stud failure depends
solely on the concrete strength!
Figure 2.6 show-s a first preliminary attempt to associate
failure modes with both the stud aspect ratio and the ratio of
concrete to steel strength. Figure 2.7 presents photographs
illustrating the failure modes discussed in this'
section. 26 ,32,38,56 Figure 2.7 (a) shows a cone pullout failure
(Fig. 1.3(b)); Fig. 2.7(b) a lightweight pushout specimen that
was sawed in half after reaching the maximum load but before
failing; it would have failed in a cone pullout failure (Fig.
:;.
1.3(b)) or in failure mode Fig. 1.3(c); Fig. 2.7(c) and (d)
(
show studs removed from specimens failing in failure mode
Figs. 1.3(c) and (d) respectively. Notice in Figs. 2.7(b) and
(d) that the studs are completely straight and exhibit no
plastic deformations in the interior, only a kink and hence an
plastic hinge at the interface, while the stud in Fig. 2.7 (c)
clearly exhibits both a kink at the interface and interior
\
plastic deformations.
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( a)
Fiqure.2.7 Photographs of experimental results corresponding
fo failure moeds: (a) Fig. 1.3(0) (0) Fig. 1.3 (c) (e) Fig.
1.3(d) and (d) Fig. 1.3(c)
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2.4 Effects of Weld Collar on Interface Shear Strength
The effect of the rigid segment of a stud (the weld
collar) on the inte~face shea~ resistance was not a controlled ~
parameter in most pushout tests as the weld collar dimensions
were not even measured, or re~orted, in most cases. In fact,
this topic was not discussed in detail until the research by
Johnson and Oehlers,21,32-36 conduc;ted in the early 1980' s.
As mentioned in Section 2.2 it is believed that welded
headed studs, like channel connectors, can be considered to
consist of both a rigid and fle~ible dowel segment. It was
assumed by Viest et. al. 54 that the shape and stiffness of the
\
channel flange welded to the beam (Fig. 2.2) lends itself to
act as a rigid dowe~. But welded headed studs also have a
segment of increased cross-section, stiffness, and strength
adjacent to the beam, namely tile weld collar. The weld
collar, shown schematically in Fig. 2.8, is created by the
electric arc stud welding process which is used to connect
weld stud stud
collar shank head
1
\
Figure 2.8 Typical stud including weld collar.
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,studs to beams. The material constituting this weld collar
was found to be stronger than the adjacent stud shank
material. 32 Several other researcher's32,38 also reported that
the studs typically fail at the shank-weld collar interface
rather than at the weld collar-beam interface. This also
implies that the weld colla.;:' is -stronger than the adjacent
stud shank. Therefore, it is a~sumed in this rep~t that the
weld collar can be modelled as a rigid dowel. In this study,
the terms rigid and "flexible" are understood in the sense of
the theory of plasticity: a rigid part exhibits no plastic
deformations, only rigid body motions, while a "flexible" part ~
deforms plastically (e.g. in a plastic hinge) in the governing
failure mechanism.
Since the critical section occurs at the weld collar-stud
shank interface, the weld collar can transfer loads in
addition to those that are controlled by the critical section,
from the concrete to the steel plate. The presence of these
"additional loads" may help explain part of the difference
noted in Section 2.2 between the interface she~r resistance
provided by friction and dowel action of the stud shank (~
O.7TJ and that measured in experiments 38 (1. OTu ) • Denoting
",
the so-called "additional loads" by Cw' the vertical component
of the compressive resultant by CT , the shear force in the
critical stud shank section by, Vs ' and the interface shear
force by, Vj , equilibrium of the free body shown in Fig. 2.9
requires,
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v· = (CT+ V ) +C] 5 W
Thus, the interface shear force Vj is resisted by friction, CT ,
flexible dowel~action, Vs ' and rigid dowel action, Cwo The
first two terms (CT + Vs ) are in the order of magnitude of ~
O.7Tu which also happens to be the resistance relied upon and
specified by the ACI 6 and AISC27 codes. The weld collar
effect, first addressed by Johnson and Oehlers,21 could also
help explain the tremendous scatter in th~ test data. Oehler32
reports tremendous co variability in the height of the weld
collar. Indeed (see Chapter 4) the test data appears to
.~'1
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Figure 2.9 Added capacity, Cwr due to weld collar.
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scatter between O. 7Tu aDd 1. OTu ' Little is known about the
variability of the weld collar in this country, since most
reE/earchers -neglected to systematically meas,ure, or report- on,
the dimensions of the weld collar. As noted in Section 2.2
the weld collar might also play a role in inducing frictional
resistance through an aggregate interlock-like mechanism. The
effects of the weld cdllar on the-interface shear resistance
is covered in more detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.
The shear resistance provided by-both the weld collar,
Cw' and the shank, Vs ' of the stud of course strongly depends
on the magnitude of the bearing stresses between the stud and
the concrete which are primarily controlled by the degree of
concrete confinement in the v.:icinity of the stud and the
interface. This is the topic of the next section.
2.5 Effect of Concrete Confinement on Bearing stress Under
Dowel
Many authors15 ,28,49,58,54 report that the bearing stress in
the confined concrete surrounding embedded dowels can be much
higher than the uniaxial concrete compressive strength, f e '.
The effect of concrete confinement acts to increase the value
of both Vs and Cwo
Tassios et. al. 58 theoretica;lly concludecy that the bearing
stresses under the dowel can reach values as high as kfe ' =
5fc' where k is the ratio of confined concrete compressive
strength to uniaxial concrete compressive strength. They drew
{
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this conclusion from an analogy between dowels embedded in
confined concrete and piles embedded in confined soil. They
'"
confirmed earlier theoretical and experimental work ori shear
transfer by dowel action over cracks and concrete-concrete
interfaces by Rasmussen42
..
and Dulacska14 who reported or
implied a similar value of k. Several other authors
experimentally measured k under»arious differing conditions.
Viest et. al. 54 concluded that' k = 3.3-3.6 under an
''''- . embedded channel in a pushout test and suggested that it could
have been higher but they had problems of the slabs separating
from the beams during the tests. Friberg15 and Marcus 28
studied the effects of confinement for dowels across
transverse joints in concrete pavements. Friberg15 measured
k = 1.0-4.8 while Marcus 28 measured k = 1.5-3.6. Soroushian
et. al. 49 designed a test specimen to simulate dowel. bars
bearing against a concrete core in reinforced concrete beams
(see Figure 2.10) and measured k = 1.2-3.0.
1 ~ __ --1
..
I"".-~"'\
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t 1 1 1 .ci
Figure 2.10 Schematic drawing of test setup used by
Soroushian et. al. 49
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These high stresses are supported by the experiments
conducted by Richardt et. al. 42 who found that the compressive
strength of confined concrete, fcc', can be much higher than
the uniaxial compressive strength of an unconfined specimen,
fe', if a lateral confining stresses, f l , are present.
,
research led to the following equation,
f:c , = f:+-4.,:elf]
This
(2.1)
If the two orthogonal confining stresses are nQt equal, a good
approximation is to take the smaller as ~l in Eq. (2.1).
As a result of these previous experimental studies it can
be assumed that confined concrete compre~$ive strengths can
reach values as high as 2-5fe' under a dowel embedded in
concrete. This is the range th~t will be used when comparing
the model developed in Chapter 3 to the existing rational
models presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.
While the magnitude of the confined concrete compressive
/
strength is of critical importance to dowel action, the dowel
action mechanism of course also depends on the strength of the
dowel itself, i.e~ the steel strength. A better understanding
of how concrete strength and steel strength interact in dowel
action, can be gained from a review of the literature on shear
transfer over existing cracks, in general, and dowel action in
existing cracks, in particular. This is the topic of the next
section. Both the theoretical and experimental knowledge and
the degree of ~ophistication of experimentation are
significantly more advanced in this area than for interfaces
40
with welded headed studs.
2.6 Shear Transfer Across Existing Cracks by Dowel Action
As explained by the commentary of the ACI code,6 a shear
force acting across an existing crack is resisted by friction
between the crack faces, by resistance to the shearing off of
protrusions on the crack faces ~aggregate interlock), and by
dowel action of the reinforcement crossing the'crack.
l<;#'
The research mentioned in this section is particularly
interesting
resistance
because)
are not
these different mechanisms of shear
only distinguished at the theoretical
level, but actually separated in the experimental work and
individually measured. Such analytical experimental work is
missing in the area of steel-concrete interfaces with the
notable exception of the work of Cook and Klingner. 9 Millard31
presents a good review of this research area.
The main difference between dowel action of reinforcement
crossing a crack and dowel action of reinforcing details for
precast concrete connections (welded headed studs) lies in the
boundary conditions at the respective interfaces transferring
shear. The stud rotation at the interface is constrained by
the weld to a plate, whereas reinforcement crossing a crack
can rotate at the crack if the concrete is crushing. The
interface constraint for the stud allows for the development
of a stud end moment, while symmetry conditions require the
moment in reinforcement crossing a crack to be zero at the
41
crack.
Therefore, . shear -transfer across existing cracks is
I
analogous to shear transfer Cl-cross interfaces between concrete
and steel in precast concrete connections with the exception
of the respective boundary conditions. In particular, the
research done by Dulacska,14 Millard,31 and Vintzeleou and
Tassios 58,59 regarding dowel act-ion shear transfer across
pure shear. 23
existing cracks can be compared to dowel action shear transfer
across interfaces between concrete and '. steel for precast
concrete connections if appropriate changes are made regarding
the different interface restraints. A comparison between the
equations for dowel action resistance of precast concrete
connections, derived in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 and the
equations derived by Rasmussen,42 Dulacska,14 and Vintzeleou
and Tassios58 ,59 is made in Chapter 4, Section 4.2 and therefore
not discussed in detail here.
2.7 Empirical Models for Tension and Shear Capacity of Studs
Embedded in Concrete
:As noted by Klingner and Mendonca22 ,23 there exists a
confusing variety of empirical models (curve fits) to predict
the ultimate capacity of embedded anchors. A unified set of
equations needs to be accepted industry-wide. Klingner and
Mendonca summarize the various formulas for pure tension22 and
•
/
It could be expected that for the simple case of pure
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\tension reasonable agreement exists. If the studs fail in the
shank the basic form is Ty = Asfy or Tu = Asfu • 1 But if a cone
pull-out failure occurs two procedures exist for calculating
the ultimate capacity at failure. The first procedure
computes this capacity using ultimate concrete tensile
stresses acting parallel to the applied load on the projected
area of the truncated conical fa~lure surface, excluding the
area of the anchor head. The second procedure computes this
capacity using ultimate concrete tensile stresses acting on
the surface area of the truncated cone but directed parallel
;=
to the applied load. Since this surface is generally assumed
to form at an angle of 45° to the applied tensile load, the
ultimate capacity calculated -by the second procedure can
differ from the first by a factor of ~ 12. 22 This is a very
large discrepancy and seems to reflect the general state of
the art.
The existing empirical models' for the ultimate .capacity
of studs and anchors in pure shear have been summarized by
Klingner and Mendonca23 (Ta1;?le 2.1) following the typically
used classification in either steel failures of the anchor
itself, or concrete failures. If·the reported failure mode is
used as the basis of classification the failure modes Figs.
1.3(c), (d), and (e) should all be included under the column
of steel failure, since all of them inGlude a shearing off of
the stud at failure. However, since failure modes Figs.
1.3(c) and (d) also involve concrete crushing, it seems that
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concrete strength should also' play a role in the ultimate
capacity of- these failure modes. But the formulas presented
in the steel failure column of Table 2.1 only include
regarding material strength 'of the connector
,
will be shown in Chapter 3 that a combination ofitself.
v, = A, (0.75 f,,)
v, = A,fu,
v, = A, (0.75 fu ,)
~/, = A,{.,
A,{.
II =-'
. C
V,= A, {I-' (.)
Governed by concrete failure
far from edge/dose to edge
v. = 2:1 d,: VI:
V. = 1.106 .4..(;0') E, 0."
(
d - I)V'= V. -'--
, . 3d
V~ = 1. 106 .4. ./;0.) E. 0."
(
d, - I)V.=--
• 3d
V.' = A. (0.9 f,,)
- .,~ - V7jV: - ) __ 0 (d, 1) V1000
1/. = 6.66 x 10-.' .4.,{;O,) E,.o..,.
(
d. - I )V:= V. -'--
. • 3d
V.': 0.5.4.,'1' t'J E,
_, [d,'" dl2J:V. - _:I 1/ r;:
. tana
a = (d,"" dl2) ~ + 25 deg.\O .15 dig
(Comments
i!
~, = 0.9
~. = 0.65
full embedment ani::
f;. E, in ksi units
?, = 0.35 - 0.9
9, = 0.35 - 0.9
9, = 0.85 - 0.9
~, = 0.35 - 0.9
Formulas are from
~, = 0.i5
~, = 0.35
;;. C,. in psi units
?, = 0.9
" = 0.35
Sc:: r~stric:ions ir:
Appe:ldix. :<si units
" =0.9
ii, = 0.65
C = 1.0 to i.5
full embc:dme:1t oniy
(se: Appendi.x)
?, = 0.35
?- = 0.35
,~ =0.55 to 0.9
full embedmem oniy
(see Appendix)
•ii, = 0.35
fuil embedme:lt oniy
Table 2. 1 Summary of procedures for calculating nominal shear
capacity reproduced from Ref. 23.
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connector strength and concrete strength, as well as several
other factors, are needed to fully define the capacity of,·
/
failure mode~ 1.3(c), and (d).
Actually, the formulas for failure modes Fig. 1.3 (c) and
(d) involving simu~taneous'stud yielding or ruptu\ing and
concrete crushing appear in the concrete failure column,
I
lumped together with formulas _covering cone pullout, Fig.
1.3(b), i.e. concrete tension failures. They appear in rows
2, 3, 5, and 6 as those formulas that include a term for the
concrete modulus of elasticity, Ec • These empirical formulas
are based on the experimental results and regression analysis
of Ollgaard et. al. 38 Thes~ experimental results, though,
clearly also include stud failures involving steel yielding
and concrete crushing in compression at failure, failure mode
t>
1.3 (c) and possibly (d). - These failure modes are very
different from the intended failure modes of this column,
shear cone pull-out failures, or concrete tension failures.
Obviously then the formulas in Table 2.1 are simply classified
according to the strength variable th~t appears in it. The
formulas of rows 2, 3, 5, and 6, Eq. (4.23), are basically an
extension (to cover also light .. weight concrete) of the
formulas of Driscoll and Slutter13 , Eq. (4.22), (Fig. 2.5) who
dropped the steel strength from Viest's more rational
expression, Eq. (4.21) (Fig. 2.4). This introduced the need to
place an upper limit on the empirical expression and this
upper limit now appears in the steel column. Obviously, the
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set of formulas /as presepted in Table
'-......--"
2 . 1 has- lost any
rational relationship.to the failure modes of Fig. 1.3 (b) to
(e) and, hence, to structural beh,avior. Clearly, a need
exists to properly detine, distinguish and identify the
various failure modes and to associate with each failure mode
a stzength expression in terms of variables that zeflect it.
The formulas briefly mentiDned in this section are
discussed in more detail and compared to the model in_this
report in Chapter 4, Secti<?n 4.3.
l'
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3. Rational Interface Model
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 General
,
There are many different precast concrete connections in
use that employ welded headed stud as tpe primary connector,
as can be seen in Fig. 1.1 (a). fi9ure 3.1 (a) shows an example
of the type of connection that will be considered in this
study, an angle seat bearing connection.
In this chapter a rational theoretical model is developed
to study the strength of the steel/concrete interface of stud
connections. A rational theoretical model means a model which
is based on first principles, i.e. material constitutive laws,
e~uilibrium, and compatibility. The objectives of this study
are to perform a rigorous analysis of the interface yet also
develop a model that is simple enough to be understood and
used in~design. In order to achieve both of these objectives,
simplifications and idealizat~ons need to be made particularly
regarding the material constitutive laws.
As noted above, this is a model of the interface rather
than a model of a complete connection which means that-the
study of the disturbed regions (D-regions) in the concrete and
in the steel on either side of the interface is beyond the
scope of this report. Therefore, only ,the stress distribution
along the concrete-plate and concrete-stud interface will be
considered.
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Figure 3.1 General connection to be studied.
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3.1.2 Assumptions and Simplifications
As discussed in Section 3.1.1 only the interface will be
modelled. Therefore, only interface failure modes are
considered which excludes slab cracking (Fig. 1.3(a)) and cone
pull-out failures (Fig. 1.3(b)). Notice also that cone pull-
out failures imply reliance on the concrete tensile, strength
and therefore require a completely- different model, while slab
cracking failures can be avoided by proper reinforcement
detailed on the basis of truss models 40 as discussed in Section
1.3. Both of these failure modes can be classified as either
D-region failures or combined D-region/interface failures and
are therefore outside the scope of this study.
The failure modes of Figs. 1. 3 (c), (d) and (e) can be
classified as interface failures; but this study is restricted
to long studs only which excludes the failure mode of Fig.
1.3(c). The failure mechanism of Fig. 1.3(c) forms when the
stud is not long enough to either develop both an intern~l and
an interface plastic hinge together with concrete crushing
along the stud-concrete interface (Fig. 1.3(d)) or an
interface plastic hinge only without concrete crushing (Fig.
1.3(e)). The failure mode of Fig. 1.3(c) involves rotation of
the stud head and, hence, appears to require the inclusion of
deformations in the model which is beyond the scope of this
analysis.
In both of:_th~_~1iilur~modes9QD~idered, Fig. 1.3 (d) and
(e), it is assumed that the stud fails at the shank-weld
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collar interface. Thus, failure of the weld or weld plate
material is excluded from this study. Experimental results
show32 ,38 that shank-'-weld collar interface failures appear to be
the dominant type of stud failure as discussed in Chapter 2,
Section 2.3, and that weld failures can be attributed to human
error. It will also be assumed that the plate is rigid which
means the interface strength is ~ot governed by the plate.
This is visualized in Fig. 3.1(b) by showing a plate that is
stiffened by a steel section to the right. In contrast, the
lack of stiffeners in Fig. 3.1(a) could imply a "flexible"
plate which can be treated following the method outlined by
Cook and Klingner9 • Plate failures can be considered as D-
region failures of the steel member and are therefore outside
.the scope of this study which, according to Section 3.1.1, is
limited to the interface strength.
An interface model only requires consideration of the
bearing (and possibly shear stresses) acting at the concrete-
plate or concrete-stud, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). I~
particular, the forces involved include the flexure, shear,
and axial force of the dowel, bearing stresses between the
dowel and the concrete, and the friction and normal forces
between the plate and the concrete. It is assumed that the
effects of friction along the stud length are small and can
therefore be neglected. Since bearing. of the edge of embedded
plates on the concrete cover is considered unreliable, it will
be neglected. This is visualized by showing the plate on the
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concrete exterior (Fig. 3.1(b)). This should not be
misinterpreted as meaning that the model developed in this
report does not apply to embedded plated; it does. It merely
means that the resulting increase in resistance is not relied
upon in the sense of a prudent design decision. A complete
connection model that is also capable of exploring D-region
and combined fai\re modes would require .modeling and analysis
of the stress fi~ldS in the D-regions of the connected
concrete and steel members, but the analysis of D-regions is,
again, outside the '~cope of this study and treated
elsewhere. 4o ,43
As discussed in .Section 3.1.1 some idealizations must be
made in order to achieve a simple model that can be rigorously
analyzed. The idealization of material properties is
essential in this process. The steel will be considered as an
elastic-ideally plastic, ductile material as shown in Fig.
3.2(a). The yield stress of this elastic-ideally plastic
material, f p ' can be set to the yield strength, f y ' or the
ultimate strength, f u ' of the real stud material or to some
intermediate value f p = vfu depending on the actual realized
stress and strain as observed in tests.
The effects of concrete in tension will be neglected,
since the behavior of concrete in te~sion can generally be
considered as brittle and unreliable. It will be assumed that
the bearing stresses exerted by the dowel can reach very high
values due to confinement of the concrete. The assumption of
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high concrete bearing stresses is supported by several
researchers. Both Vintzeleou and Tassios 58 and Viese 4
copclude that the bearing stresses can reach values as high as
5*fc ' as discussed in Chap~er 2, Section 2.4. Generally, the
~atio of confined concrete compressive strength to uniaxial
concrete compressive strength will be denoted by k. Since the
concrete in the vicinity of the-stud and plate is confined by
the plate and surrounding concrete, it is also assumed to
.~~"Olo
behave as an elastic-ideally plastic material,_ in compression,.
as shown in Fig. 3.2(b).
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Figure 3.2 Idealized stress-strain curves for (a) stud steel
and (b) concrete.
The theoretical basis of the proposed model is the theory
..-
of plasticity. The theory of plasticity provides two powerful
theorems that allow for bounds on exact theoretical ultimate
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/load. These theorems are the upper bound theorem and the
lower bound theorem. The upper bound theorem states that a
load computed on. the basis of an assumed kinematically
admissible mechanism will always be greater than or equal to
the theoretical ultimate load. The lower bound theorem states
that a load computed on the basis of an assumed state of
stress which is' 'statically _admissible, i. e. satisfies
equilibrium everywhere and does not violate the yield
conditions anywhere, is less than or equal to the theoretical
ultimate load16 •
The statical method of analysis is based on the lower
bound theorem, while the mechanism method, on the other hand,
is based on the upper bound theorem. We approach the analysis
of this connection interface using the statical method of
analysis or lower bound theorem, but the same results can be
derived using the mechanism method or upper bound theorem.
In this study the stud is idealized using beam theory
even though the effective span of the "stud beam" may be short
in comparison to the dimensions of the cross-section. In
essence, the stud is treated as a plastic beam on a plastic
foundation.
Since the connection considered, Fig. 3.1(a), is fairly
complex, the solution of the problem will be broken down into
several steps as follows. In Sectipn 3.2 the interaction
diagram will be derived for the system of an isolated long
stud embedded in concrete, which is loaded by a combination of
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Figure 3.3 Solution steps.
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end moment, shear, and axial forces (Fig. 3.3(a)). In Section
,
3.3 the shear-moment interaction diagram for a rigid plate
with one row of long studs embedded in concrete, neglecting
.
the effects of a weld collar, will be developed (Fig. 3.3(b)).
In Section 3.4 the interface diagram derived in Section 3.3 is
generalized to include an axial force acting on the interface.
In Section 3.5 the effects of a weld collar are included (Fig.
",\ 3. 3 (~)~i.inallY, in Section 3. 6 th~ shear-moment interaction
-,'~m for a rigid plate with several rows' of long studs
embedded in concrete, including the effects of a weld collar,
is developed (Fig. 3.. 3(d)).
\
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3.2 End Moment, Shear, and Axial Force Interaction Diagram
~ >
for a Single Long Embedded Stud
3.2.1 System and Loading Conditions
The system that will be studied in this section consists
of a single long stud embedded in concrete as shown in Fig.
3.4. The stud is subjected to the external forces acting at
the stud end, Ms ' VS ' and Ts ' and the internal forces resulting
fro~ the concrete bearing stresses. Fig. 3.4(a) shows the
free body diagram for the stud along with the moment, shear,
and axial force diagrams for the stud. The bearing stresse$
acting over length Xl' transfer the stud end shear force, VS '
from the stud into the concr.ete, while those acting over
length x2 transfer the stud "fixed end moment" in section r,
Mr , into the concrete. The bearing stresses acting on the
stud head transfer the stud end axial force, Ts ' into the
concrete, since friction forces along the stud are neglected
(Section 3.1.2). The bearing stresses are assumed to· be
piece-wise uniformly -distributed along the stud and to act
over an effective width equal to the stud diameter.
Corrective factors for deviations from these assumptions
are lumped together with the ratio of confined to uniaxial
concrete compressive strength into one parameter, ks ' Thus,
the parameter, ks ' contains the effects of several factors as
explained in more detail in Sec. 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.4 General system under study; long embedded stud.
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Based on the force rlistribution discu~sed above and the
resulting moment, shear, and axial force diagrams for the stud
shown in Fig. 3.4 (a), it is reasonable to assume that the
critical sections, where generalized plastic hinges may
develop, are the sections of maximum absolute moment and/or
shear force. It is shown in Appendix B that these sections,
rand s in Fig. 3.4(a), are inpeed the controlling sections
where plastic hinges form. But, in order to first gain a
meaningful understanding of this sUbject~ a discussion will be
deferred until the end of Section 3.2.6.
As indicated in Section 3.1, the scope of the following
derivation is limited to long studs. This implies that the
stud must be long enough that the plastic moment in section r
can be developed either over length x2 or by the e~ed stud
head. Since it i~_ assumed that the steel strength of. the stud
in section r controls rather than the concr4te strength to the
left of section ·r, the bearing stresses acting over x2 and on
the stud head do not playa role in the following derivation.
3.2.2 Governing Yield Conditions
The governing yield conditions for the stud are the yield
conditions for a circular steel cross-section subjected to
moment, shear, and axial ~orces. The derivation of these
yield conditions can be found in Appendix A. Introducing
normalized variables for stud moment, shear, and axial forces,
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M
m = li'p
Ii T
v = n =v' Tp p
where ~, Vp = KTp ' and Tp are the plastic capacities
(3.1)
for pure
flexure, shear, and axial force given by Eqs. (A.2). or
Eq. (3.25), these yield conditions can be written,
Iml+v2+n2 ~ 1
or,
(3.2)
,_ - m ~ 0
m ~ 0
(3.2. a)
. (3.2 .b)
The yield surface enclosing all statically,admissible
stress states for this cross-section and d~fined by Eq. (3.2),
taken as an equality, consists of two intersecting elliptic
paraboloids as depicted in Fig. 3.5.
The governing yield condition for the concrete bearing
stresses according Pto Richardt et. al. 42 is,
f c ~ f ~c = (1 +4 . 1 f 1/ f ~) f ~ (2 . 1)
which, since the lateral confining stress, f 1 , are not known,
is simplified to,
(3.3)
where k is a parameter which is lumped together with other
factors into the parameter ks as discussed in Section 3.2.1.
This parameter, ks' is to be determined empirically (see
Chapter 4) .
3.2.3 Governing Equilibrium Conditions
Since we assumed that plastic hinges form at the sections
of maximum absolute moment and/or shear force, sections rand
s, the free body of interest is ~hat of the stud segment
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Figure 3.5 Yield surface for a circular cross-section subjected to moment, shear, and axial force.
between those two sections which is shown in Fig. 3.4(b). The
equilibrium conditions for thls free body are:
LFx = a
Tr = Ts (3.4)
LF y = a '\
IVsl = ksf~d~l (3.5)
LMc = a ~
Xl _ (3. 6)2 Vs = -Mr -Ms
Substituting Xl from Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.6) and solving for Vs
yields,
vslvsl = 2ksf~ds(MI-Ms) (3.7)
Note that Eqs. (3.5) to (3.7) are valid for both positive
and negative Vs ' Ms ' and Mr. The sign conventions used for M,
V, T and Ms ' Vs ' Ts are indicated in Fig. 3.4 (a) and (b),
respectively.
A quantity, which is useful when expressing Eq. (3.7) in
terms of the normalized variables. of Eq. (3.1), is obt~ined if
the moments in Eq. (3.7) are set to their maximum plastic
capacity, Mr = +~, Ms = -~, which yields Vs = Va' where,
Vo=J4ksf~d~p (3.8)
This quantity, Va' can be physically interpreted as the
maximum possible dowel end shear force, V s ' which can be
achieved in the absence of an axial force and ignoring the
effects of the moment-shear interaction in section s.
Expressing Eq. (3.7) in terms of the normalized variables
of Eq. (3.1) then yields,
(3.9)
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or,
(3.9.a)
(3.9.b)
where,
(3.10)
and Va is given by Eq. (3.8) .
~
-
It was mentio.ned earlier thai: ks contains several factors
relating to the loading on the stud. The first factor is the
ratio of confined concrete compressive strength to uniaxial
concrete compressive strength, k, as discussed earlier. The
second and third relate to the force distribution along the
stud length. If the force distribution is not uniform, as
assumed,in Fig. 3.4(b), two additional factors would appear in
th~ square root of the expression for Vo • Deviations in the
effective width of loading from the widtl:J:L ds ' assumed in Fig.
3.4, introduce a fourth factor in Eq.(3.8). These four
factors are lumped into the single parameter, ks' since they
cannot be easily distinguished if they are determined
empirically. It is important to note, that all these possible
deviations from the idealized force distribution in Fig. 3.4,
merely affect the expression for Vo, Eq. (3.8) .
J
The following derivation leads to an interaction diagram
for stud end moment, shear, and axial forces of the form shown
in Fig. 3.6. Capital letters denote the governing yield
regimes. The equations that define each yield regime are
derived in the sections that follow.
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Figure 3.6 Yield surface for end moment, shear, and axial force of a long embedded stud.
3.2.4 Yield Regimes A and C
In yield regimes A and C the critical section for yield
condition Eq. (3.2) is the section of maximum moment, section
r. Formulating yield condition Eq. (3.2) at section r,
inserting Eq. (3'.4) expressed in terms of the normalized
variables of Eq. (3.1), and noting that the shear force in
section r is zero, yields,
··\mrl ~ I-n;
or,
(3.11)
(3.ll.a)
(3.ll.b)
(3.l2.a)
From Eq. (3.9) we note that mr-ms ~ 0 if V s ~ O. If mr >
ms ' section r can only control if mr > 0, since for ms < mr <
o section s is more critical as indicated in Fig. 3.5.
Therefore, Eq. (3.9.a) is inserted into Eq. (3.ll.a) yielding,
m +.J:.- v 2 +n 2 ~ 1 ;
s 2 S SPo
Likewise, from Eq. (3.9) we note that mr-ms ~ 0 when
If mr < ms ' section r can only control if mr < 0,
since for 0 < ffir < ms section s .is more critical as indicated
in Fig. 3.5. Therefore, Eq. (3.9.b) is inserted into
(3.l2.c)
Eq. (3.ll.b) yielding,
-m +J:... v 2 +n 2 ~ 1 ;S 2 S SPo
The yield surfaces defined by Eqs. (3.l2.a) and (3.l2.c),
taken as equalities, consist of parts of ·two elliptic
parabaloids as depicted in Fig. 3.7. Equations (3.l2.a) and
(3.l2.c) represent surfaces A and C, respectively.
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Figure 3.8 Yield surface for yield regimes Band D: plastic hinge in section s.
3.2.5 Yield Regimes Band D
In yield regimes Band D the critical section for yield
condition Eq. (3;2) is the section of minimum momeDt and/or
shear force, section s. Formulating yield condition Eq. (3.2)
for section s yields,
(3.13)
or,
(3.13.b)
(3.13.d)
The yield surfaces defined by Eqs. (3.13.b) and (3.13.d),
taken as equalities, consist of two intersecting elliptic
parabaloids as depicted in Fig. 3.8. Equations (3.13.b) and
(3.13.d) represent- surfaces Band D, respectively.
3.2.6 Interaction Diagram for a Long Embedded stud
Which yield conditions control the resulting yield
surface of a long embedded stud depends on the value of ~o.
If ~o ~ 1, surfaces A and C in Fig. 3.7 cut into surfaces B
and D in Fig. 3.8 and, hence, control in these locations. The
resulting yield surface then consists of segments of four
")
elliptic parabaloids intersecting each other as shown in Fig.
3.9. Equations (3.12.a), (3.13.b), (3.12.c), and (3~13.d),
taken as equalities, represent surfaces A, B, C, and D,
respectively.
If ~o > 1, surfaces A and C iri. Fig. 3.7 lie outside
surfaces Band D in Fig. 3.8 and hence do not control. The
resulting yield surface for an embedded stud is therefore
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Figure 3.9 Yield surface for end moment, shear, and axial force of a long embedded stud.
identical to the yield surface for the stud cross-section, s,
shown in Fig. 3.8. where Eqs. (3.13.b) and (3.13.d) represent
surfaces Band D, respectively.
The yield conditions for these two cases, ~o ~ 1 and
~o > 1, can be represented by the same equations, if we define
~ = ~o
~ = 1
~o ~ 1
~o ) 1 (3.14)
Note that the modified
where,
v?~~ = 0
2V2p
and replace f30 by ~ in Eqs. (3.12) .
(3.10)
Eqs. (3.12) become identical to Eqs. (3.13) for ~o > 1 and,
hence, f3 = 1.
The curve of intersection E between surfaces A and D
(vs ~ 0) in Fig. 3.9 is found by inserting modified,
Eq. (3. 12. a) , solved as equalities for ms ' vs ' or ns '
respectively, into Eq. (3.13.d),
where,
or, ,
l-a 2 2
ms = ---va2 5
(3.15.a)
(3.15.b)
(3.15.c)
(3.16.a)
(3.16.b)
where,
a = ao
a = 1
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(3.17.a)
2
0;0 =
and Va is given by Eq. (3.8) .
v?o (3.17.b)
Two of the three equations, (3.15.a), (3.15.b), and
(3.15.c); define the curve of intersection, E, of surfaces A
and D. Notice that aa > 1 if ~a > 1 and a < 1 if ~ < 1.
The curve of intersection F_between surfaces Band C
- !
. (vs ~ 0) in Fig. 3.9 is found by inserting Eq. (3.13 .b), solved
for ms ' vs ' or ns respectively, into modified Eq. (3.12.c),
1-0;2 2
m = --v
.5 2 5
0;
(3.15.dY
(3.15.e)
(3.15.f)
Two of the three equations, (3.15.d), (3.15.e), and (3.15.f),
define the curve of intersection, F, of surfaces B andC.
Two interesting points can be noted from the curves of
intersection, Eqs. (3.15). First, Eqs. (3.15.a) and (3.15.d) are
identical and independent of th~ sign of vs ' Second, for
aa> 1 (a = 1) the curve of intersection Eq. (3.15) becomes the
curve of intersection of surfaces Band D of Fig. 3.8, i.e. an
ellipse in the plane ms = O.
,
The yield conditions for the end moment, shear, and axial
force of a long embedded stud can now be summarized along with
their respective ranges of validity,
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Vs ~ 0
V2j0;2+n 2 ~ 15 5
+m +-.lv2+n~ ~ 1 ms .~ -(1-0;2) (l-n;) (3.18.a)5 ~2 5 S
1-0;2 2
ms ~ ---V2 50;
Vs ~ 0
v;j0;2+n ; ~ 1
2 2
1 (1-0;2) (l-n;) (3.18.b)+ms +Vs +n s ~ ms ~
'I 1-0;2 2
-Ins ~ --V2 s0;
V s ~ 0
v;j 0;2+n ; ~ 1
m
s
~ (1-0;2) (l-n;)
1-0;2 2
ms ~ --2- vs
0;
V s ~ 0
v 2j0;2+n 2 ~ 1s s
(3.18.c) -
(3.18.d)
where ~-and ~ are given by Eqs. (3.17), and (3.14) and (3.10),
respectively. Equations (3.18) and (3.15) are indicated in
Fig. 3.9.
Equations (3.18) and (3.15) have been derived assuming
that the critical sections for yield condition Eq. (3.2) are
sections rand s in Fig. 3.4. Appendix B proves that this is
indeed the case.
3.2.7 Summary and Discussion
This section summarizes the notable characteristics of
the yield surface of Fig. 3.9 and points out the physical
meaning of various surfaces and key variables.
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eFor points on surfaces A and C a plastic hinge forms in
the interior of the stud, section r, and the concrete' crushes
over length Xl (Fig. 3.4), while for points on surf,aces Band
D oply a plastic hinge forms in the stud end, section s, for
U o ~ 1, ~o ~ 1 (Fig. 3.9). On the curves of intersection, E
and F, plastic h~nges form simultaneously in sections rand s,
while the concrete crushes over length Xl. As shown in
Appendix B, the special case of U o = 1, ~o = } is inte~esting
insofar as on the curves of intersection, E and F, sections r
and s and all sections in between yield simultaneously for
ms*vs ~ 0, so that the whole segment r-s can deform plastically
while the concrete crushes over length Xl.
For U o > 1, ~o '> 1 (u = ~ =: 1) a plastic hinge forms only
in section s of the stud at the interface regardless of what
yield surface governs. The confined concrete strength, ksfe',
is large enough in comparison to the steel strength, f p ' to
develop the full capacity of the stud section s at the
interface. Note that only in this case is ms = a on the
curves of intersection E and F.
If U o ~ ,1, the strength of a connection interface
controlled by surfaces A and C will depend on both fe' and f p •
On the other hand, if the strength is controlled by surfaces
Band D or if Uo > 1, it will depend only on f p •
Viewing the yield surface ~f Fig. 3.9 p~rallel to the ms
axis we notice that the contour of this figure coincides with
the curv'es of intersection, E and F, Eq. (3.15. a/d) .
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This
contour describes the maximum possible combinations of Vs and
ns ' if a restraint - such as a plate or the loading system of
a test apparatus - supplies the associated stud end moment,
ms ' This contour must be clearly distinguished from the curve
of intersection of the yield figure with the plane ms = 0,
which describes the maximum possible combinations of V s and ns
if there is no end moment, ms = 0.- In particular, the maximum
possible dowel end shear force, vsrnax ' is attained for nonzero
dowel end moment, ms * O. Setting ns = a in Eqs. (3.15.a) or
(3.15.d) and (3.15.b) yields,
V smax = 0;
for
m
s
= - (1-0;2) .
On the other hand, setting ms = 0, along with ns = 0, in
Eq. (3.18. a), which is the controlling yield condition in this
case (see Fig. 3.9), yields only,
V s = P
which is always less than a according to Eq. (3.16.b) unless
/ a = ~ = 1. Only in this case (a = ~ = 1) is vsrnax reached, for
Thus the parameters a and ~ have a simple physical
meaning: they represent the maximum possible end shear force
of an embedded dowel, normalized with respect to the cross-
sectional shear capatity of the dowel, V p ' for the case that
a moment restraint is present or not present, respectively.
Finally, it is worth noting that the maximum possible
dowel end shear force, vsrnax = a, is always less than Vo/Vp
according to Eq. (3.17) due to the moment shear interaction in
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section s, (Fig. 3.4). In particular, a = 1 is reached for
, .J Vo/Vp = .[2. Therefore, VA is a fictitious strength that can
never be reached. Similarly, the end shear force of an
embedded dowel can, in general, not reach the cross-sectional
shear capacity, Vp ' unless 0.0 .~ 1, a = 1.
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3.3 Interface Interaction Diagram for Rigid Plate with One
Row of Long Embedded Studs
The system that will be studi-ed in this sectIon consists '
of a rigid plate with a single row of long embedded studs as
snown in Fig. 3.10. The rigid plate is subjected to the
external actions MJ and VJ , and the internal forces in the
concrete and in the stud act;i.ng along the plate-concrete
interface. Notice that the external moment and shear forces,
MJ , VJ' are defined to act'"at the plate-concrete interface.
The internal forces comprise the concrete compressive
resultant C acting at an angle 8 to the interface, and the
forces MS1 Vs ' and Ts acting at the end of a row of studs. The
yield conditions in terms of Ms ' Vs ' and Ts for a long stud
y
Interface
c~T
I
Ir----r---------I
c
Stud End --Lx
d ,
klcds
M jT
1 Ts Ts
Msb
~ klcds
Figure 3.10 Rigid plate with one row of long embedded studs.
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embedded in concrete have been derived in Section 3.2 and
equally apply to a row of studs, if the plastic capacities ~,
Vp and Tp denote the sum of the corresponding cppacities o~an
individual stud. Notice that there is no axial force acting at
the interface and that there is no weld collar. Inclusion of
an axial force and a weld collar is treated in Sections 3.4
and 3.5, respectively.
3.3.1 Governing Equilibrium Equations and Yield Cpnditions
There are three equilibrium equations and four yield
conditions that govern the behavior of this system at
ultimate.
The equilibrium conditions for the free body diagram of
the rigid plate (Fig. 3.10) are:
LFx = 0:
Ts = Cease
LFy = 0:
(3.19)
V· = v +Csin6] 5
which, upon insertion of C from Eq. (3.19) results in,
v· = V +T tan6 (3.20)] 5 5
LMc = 0:
M· = dT +M (3 . 21)] 5 5
The yield conditions governing the interface comprise:
the friction yield condition,
-I-L ~ tane ~ I-L (3.22)
the condition expressing that the plate-concrete interface can
only transfer compression,
o ~ C (3.23)
the condition expressing that the compressive resultant C must
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/lie within the boundaries of the rigid plate,
-b ~ d ~ t (3.24)
where d, t, and b are defined in Fig. 3.10, and the yield
conditions for the end forces of embedded studs, derived in
Secti'on 3.2:
Vs ~ 0
'2/ 2 '2 ~ 1Vs a +ns
+m +.l:.-v2+n~ ~ 1 ms ~ -(l-a'2) (l-n;) (3.18.a)5 ~2 5 S
l-a2 2I ms ~ ---v__J 2 5a
v;/ a"+n; ~ 1
2 2 1 (1-a 2 ) (l-n;)+ms+vs+n s ~ ,- ms ~
l-a2 2·
(3.18.b)
ms ~ --v2 5
a
v;/ a"+n; ~ 1,
ms ~ (1':"a 2 ) (l-n;)
. l-a2 2
ms ~ --vs
a2
(3.18.c)
(3.18.d)
v; / a" +n i' ~ 1
m
s
~ -(l-a2 ) (l-n;)
l-a2 2
ms ~ ---2- vs
a
As noted before, for a row of s studs the plastic
capacities appearing in Eqs. (3.1) are given by,
Tp = SAsfp
Vp = KTp (3. 25)
Mp = sZsfp
The limits of validity of these yield conditions are defined
by the curve of intersection derived in Section 3.2:
Vs = +aJl-n;
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(3.15.a)
(3.15.b)
(3.15.c)
v = -([.V1-n2s S
1-([.2 2
m = --VS 2 s([.
(3.15. d)
(3.15.e)
(3.15.f)
Strictly speaking, the limits on d in Eq.(3.24) are
variables which vary with C, kfc', ,and 0 as indi~ated in
-,
(3.26)
Eq: (3 . 86 ) and
However,
Fig. 3.1l.
b- a =b~d~t=t- a
o 2cos6 0 2cos6
it is reasonable to assume that b ~ bo and t =
since the compression block depth, a/cosO, has
experimentally been shown to be very small (0.25 - 0.50")7 in
comparison to typical values of bo and to.
I
T
d
bj'J_
Figure 3.11 Limits of flexural lever arm d.
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..
If this approximation seems unjustified, inserting the
maximum possible values of a and 0 into Eg. (3.26) yields safe
lower bounds,
(
I
b=b- ~ax ~d~t=t- ~ax
a 2cosemax a 2coSemax
(3.26.a)
where amu is found from first principles, and 0 is limited by
tan-ill·
The following derivation leads to an interface moment-
shear interaction diagram of the form sketched schematically
in Fig. 3.12. The roman numerals indicate governing yield
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Figure 3.12 Schematic interaction diagram for system
of Fig. 3.10.
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regimes and the upper case letters refer to thefimits between
these yield regimes. The equation~ that define each yield
regime are derived in the sections that follow.
3.3.2 Yield Regimes I and III
In yield regime I the maximum shear force, Vjmax'· is
attained that can be transferred by the interface in the
absence of an axial load. This maximum interface shear force
is attained when the shear force, tension, and moment in the
stud end assume certain optimum values Va', Ta', and ~'. These
optimum values are determined by maximizing the shear force Vj ,
Eg. (3.20), regardless of the moment, ~.
The yield conditions goyerning this yield regime
are Egs. (3.18) and (3.22). The remaining yield conditions,
Ega. (3.23) and (3.24), define its range of validity. Since
inserting C from equilibrium condition Eg. (3.19) into yield
condition Eg. (3.23) yields Ts C!: 0, the second term in
Eg .. (3.20) is maximized for tanO = +~, which, together with a
change to the normalized variables of Eg. (3.1), leads to,
Vj = Vs+IJ.Ts = Vpvs+IJ.T~s (3.27)
The first term in Eg. (3.27) represents the resistance
provided by dowel action, while the second term represents
that provided by friction.
For fixed values of Vj , Eg. (3.27) represents planes
. lIeI h' .. . h"para e to t e ffis ax~s ~n the vs ' ffis, ns space as s own ~n F~g.
3.13. Note that the outward normal on these planes points
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into the positive vs ' ns quadrant due to the positive
coefficients in Eg. (3.27). Maximizing ~ under the condition
of Eg. (3.18) means finding the plane, Eg. (3.27), which has
maximum distance from the -origin and touches -the yield surface
in at least one point. It is clear fro~ Fig. 3.13 that the
plane ~ = ~mll touches the yield surface along the curve of
intersection, Eg. (3.15) since ~ this curve represents the
"'"
contour of the yield figure when viewed parallel to the ~-
Inserting Eg. (3.15.a) into Eg. (3.27) yields,
Vj '='(1. VpV1-n;+IlT;115 (3.28)
Setting the derivative of Eg. (3.28) with respect to ns to
axis.
zero,
_ and solving for ns yields the optimum value of the normalized
axial force, ns ', which maximizes Vj •
T' Tn' = S = 11 p
S Tp J«(1.Vp)2+(IlTp)2
Inserting Eg. (3.29) into Eg. (3.28) and Egs. (3.15)
(3.29)
yields
v -v. =·/«(1.V)2+(ILT)2jmax - ]0 V P r P
and the optimum stud shear force and moment, va', ~',
(3.30)
V' =S (3.31)
(1-(1.2) (V~)2 = _ (1-(1.2) «(1.Vp)-
(1.2 «(1.Vp) 2+ (Il Tp) (3.32)
Note that in yield regime I a shear force is resisted by an
-
optimal combination of dowel action and friction.
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Figure 3.13 Position of plane VI = VlmaJn relation to stud yield surface.
ms
The interface moment, ~, can vary within yield regime I
as long as the 'remaining yield condition Eq. (3.24) is not
violated. Inserting d form equilibrtum Eq. (3.21) for ~,
expressed in terms of the optimum values, Eqs. (3.29).and
(3.32), into yield condition Eq. (3.24) and' rearranging yields,
(3.33)
Thus, the minimum and maximum moments, MA and MB, which define
the range of validity of yield regime I in Fig. 3.12, are
given by,
(3.33.a)
(3.34.a)
(3.33.b)
where ns' and ~' are given by Eqs. (3.29) and (3.32). Note
that ~' sa.
Varying the interface moment, ~, over the range of
validity of yield regime I, (MA , MB), corresponds to the
movement' of the concrete compressive resultant, C, from the
bottom edge of the rigid plate to' the top edge, while all
other variables remain constant, as visualized in Fig. 3.14 (a) .
Yield regime III is practically a mirror image of yield
regime I except that the limits of its validity are changed.
In yield regime III the maximum negative shear force, Vjmm , is
attained that can be transferred by the interface in the
ab~ence of an axial load. Following a similar line pattern of
reasoning as for yield regime I it can be shown that,
V . . = -v. = -./(a.v )2+(ILT)2J~ JO V P ~ P
(
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Figure 3.14 Visualization of state of stress at the limits
of validity of yield regime I to IV.
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and,
ITs = Ts
I
Vs = -V~ (3.34 .-b)
Ms = -Ms
tanS = -IJ.
where Ts', Vs', and ~' are given by Egs. (3.29), (3.31), and
(3.32), respectively. Note that the stud is still in tension
but that the angle of inclination of C has changed from the
-
.'--'V I. .-
maxlmum posltlve value of tan-1 (Jl) to the maximum negative
value of - tan-1 (Jl). Similarly, the end moment and shear force
of the stud have changed their directions.
The interface moment, ~, can vary within yield regime III
;
as long as yield condition Eg. (3.24) is not violated.
Inserting d from equilibrium Eg. (3.21), expr~ssed in terms of
the optimum values of Egs. (3.29) and~ (3.32), into yield
condition Eg. (3.24) and rearranging yields,
/
(3.35)
Thus the maximum and minimum momepts, ME and MF , which
define the range of validity of yield regime III in Fig. 3.12
are given by,
(3.35.a)
(3.35.b)
where ns' and Ins' are given by Egs. (3.29) and (3.32) and -Ins'
C!: o.
Again, varying ~ over the range. of validity of yield
regime III, (ME' MF), corresponds to the movement of the
concrete compressive resultant, C, from the top edge of the
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rigid plate to the bot tom edge, while 'all other variables
remain constant, as visualized in Fig.- 3.14(c) 0 Note that MB
and ME' and similarly MA and Mp , are not equal, but differ by
- 2~'. Thus ,while the magnitude of Vjmax and Vjmin is the same,
the range of validity of yield regime I and yield regime III
is slightly different. For b=t yield regimes I and III are
point symmetric with respect to __the origi.n.
3.3.3 Yield Regimes II and IV
In yield regime II the maximum moment, ~max' is attained
that can be transferred by the interface in the absence of an
axial load. This maximum interface moment will be attained
when the shear force, tension,. and moment in the stud end
assume certain optimum valut;:!s, Va", Ta", and M,". These
.
_ f
values are determined by maximizing the moment~, Eg. (3.21),
regardless of the shear force, ~.
The yield conditions governing this yield regime are
Egs. (3 . 24 ) and (3 . 18) . The remaining yield conditions,
Egs. (3.22) and (3.23), define its range of validity. Since
inserting C from equilibrium Eg. (3.19) into yield condition
Eg.(3.23) yields Ts ~ 0, the first term in Eg.(3.21) is
maximized for d = +t, which together with a change to the
normalized variables, Eg. (3.1), leads to~
M. = tT.n +MmJ IT-S IT"S
For fixed values of ~, Eg. (3.36)
(3.36)
represents planes
parallel to the v, axis in the v" ffi" n, space as shown in
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-1
(c) Contour lines vs=constant.
Figure 3.15 Position of plane(s) V, =constant in relation to stud yield surface.
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\
Fig. 3.15. Note that the outward normal on these planes
points into the positive ns , ~ quadrant due to the positive
coefficients in Eg. (3.36). Maximizing ~ under· the yield
conditions of Eg. (3.18) means finding the plane, Eg. (3.36),
which has maximum distance from the origin and touches the
yield surface in at least one point. It is clear from Fig.
3.15 that the plane ~ = ~mu touqhes the yield surface in the
plane V s = 0 either at point PA on surface A or at point PE on
the curve of intersection E. Assuming it touches at point PA,
~ and ns in Eg. (3.36) must satisfy Eg. (3.18.a) as an equality.
Inserting V s = 0 into Eg.(3.18.a), solving it as an
equality for nSl and inserting into Eg. (3.36) yields,
. 2
Mj = tT~s+Mp(l-ns) (3.37)
ISetting the derivative of Eg. (3.37) with respect to ns to
zero,
dMj =. tT -2M n = 0
dn p rr-ss
and solving for ns yields the optimum value of the normalized
axial force, ns", which maximizes ~, provided surface A
indeed governs,
Inserting Egs. (3.25)
Clearly, for the stud
" tTp (3.38)n =--
s 2Mp
and (A. 3) , into Eg. (3.38) yields,
n"=31tt (3.38.a)s 4d
s
to be on the plate, t ~ dJ2.
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Therefore, ns" ~ 3~/8 = 1.18 > 1. Hence, point PA lies on
surface A beyond its intersection with surface D, i.e. outside
its range of validity, v/lot? + n/ sLIt follows that the
plane ~ = ~mu touches the yield surface at the curve of
intersection point PE, where,
r
V"
v" = ss Vp
= 0 (3.39)
and,
Mjmax = MjO = tTp (3.40)
The interface shear force, Vi' can vary within yield
regime II as I long as yield condition Eq. (3.22) is not
violated. Inserting tanO from equilibrium Eq. (3.20),
expressed in terms of the optimum values of Vs", Ts", and
~' , , Eqs. (3 . 39) , into yield condition Eq. (3.22) and
rearranging yields,
(3.41)
Thus, the maximum and minimum shear forces, Vc and Vn ,
which define the range of validity of yield regime II in Fig.
3.12, are given by,
(3.41.a)
~ = -liTD r- p (3.41.b)
Varying the interface shear force, ~, over the range of
validity of yield regime II, (Vc, Vn), corresponds to the
rotation of the compressive resultant C from its positive
extreme inclination to its negative extreme inclination, while
all the other variables remain constant, as visualized in F~g.
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3.14(b). Note from Egs. (3.39) and (3.41) that in yield regime
II a shear force is transferred solely by friction and that
the interface is in a state of impending slip at .points C and
D in Fig. -3 .12 . I~creasing the shear force beyond these
points activates the dowel action.
In yield regime IV the maximum negative moment, ~ is
attained that can be transfer~ed by the interface in the
absence of an axial load. Following a similar line of
reasoning as for yield regime II yields,
bMjmin = -bTp = -tMjo (3.42.a)
(3.42.b)
Ts = Tp
V = 0s
Ms = 0
d = -b
Note that the stud is'still in tension but that the
location of the compressi4t force in the 'concrete has moved
from the upper edge to the lower edge of the rigid plat~.
Vj can vary within yield regime IV as long as yield
condition Eg. (3.22) is not violated. Inserting tanO from
eqtiilibrium Eg. (3.20), expressed in terms of the optimum
values of Vs , Ts , and Ms of Eg. (3.42 .b), into yield condition
Eg. (3.22) and rearranging yields,
-IJ.Tp ~ Vj ~ IJ.Tp (3.43)
Thus, the minimum and maximum she~r forces, Va and VH ,
which define the range of validity of yield regime IV in Fig.
3.12, are given by,
V '= -liTG t'" p
v '= liTH t'" p
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(3.43. a)
(3.43.b)""-./
(3 .44)
The range of validity of yield regime IV, (Va, VH),
corresponds to the rotation of the compressive resultant C
from its negative extreme inclin~tioIlto its positive extreme,
while all the other quantities remain constant, as visualized
in Fig. 3.14(d).
3.3.4 Yield Regimes V - VIII
Yield regime V is a transition yield regime between yield
regimes I and II. The controlling yield conditions for this
yield regime are Eqs. (3.18), (3.22) and (3.24). The remaining
yield condition, Eq. (3.23), defines its range of validity.
Since d increases from -bto +t in yield regime I and equals
+t in yield regime II, and tan8 increases from -~ to +~ in
/"--
yield regime II and equals +~ in yield regime I, d = +t and
tan8 = +~ in yield regime V. Inserting these ~ximum values
into Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21), together with a change to the
normalized variables of Eq. (3.1) leads to,
Vj = Vs+IJ.Ts = Vpvs+IJ.TpDs
M· = tT +M = tT n +Mm (3.45)J s·s p--s p-··s
Introducing the normalized variables :vr~and ~,
Vj = Vj
v j = V (3 .46 . a)
jO V(aVp)2+(IJ.Tp)2
M· M·
mj = MJ = tTJ (3 .46. b)
jO p
and expressing Eq. (3.44) in terms of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.46. a)
yields,
v· =J
VpVs + l1T~s
J(a Vp) 2 + (IJ. Tp) 2 J(a Vp) 2 + (IJ. Tp) 2
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(3.47)
which can be written with Eqs. (3.29) and (3.31) as,
I
.vs I r ( )v· = -v +n~ 3.48] «2 s S
Likewise, expressing Eq. (3.45) in terms of the normalized
variables of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.46.b) yields,
M'
mJ. = n +---.E..mS M S
o jO
(3.49)
For fixed values of ~ and ~, which ate positive in yield
-
regime V, Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49) --represent p~anes parallel to
IJ ,
the lUg and V s axis, respectively, in the V st lUg, ns space. We
will maximize ~ for given fixed Vj. Hence, the solution V st lUg,
ns must lie on the curve of intersection of plane' Eq. (3.48)
with the yield surface. Note that the outward normal on plane
Eq.(3.48) points in the direction of the positive V st n s axes
" . .
according to the positive coefficients of Eg. (3.48). Hence,
plane Eq.(3.48) cuts yield surfaces A and D or Band C as
shown schematically in Fig. 3.16.
Solving Eg. (3.48) for Vs and inserting into yield
condition Eg. (3.18.a) yields the equations for the curve of
intersection between yield surface A and planes of Vj =
constant,
(3.50.a)
ms = 1-n;-(<<2/v~)2(vj-n~~)2/~2 (3.50.b)
Notice that setting (3 = 1 in Eq. (3.50) yields the
equations for the curve of intersectio~ofplanes Vj = constant
with surface B. The curve'of intersection Eq.(3.50) with
surface A or B is denoted with the letter G in Fig. 3.16,
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Figure 3.16 Position of plane(s) v J ::: constant, m J=: mjmax in relation to stud yield yield surface.
(3.51)
while the letter H denotes the curve of intersection with
\
surfaces D or C.
Maximizing ~ for fixed values of vj means find~ng the '---0,
plane Eg. (3.49) which has maximum distance from the orig:i;.n and
touches the curve of intersection G-H in one point. Note that
the outward normal on plane Eg. (3.49) points in the direction
of . the positive ns ' IDs axes .:according to the positive
coefficients of Eg. (3.49). Considering this orientation, it
I
is clear from Fig. 3.16 that this plane touches the curve of
f
,
intersection G, Eg. (3.50), rather than H, either at point PA
on surface A or at point PE on the curve of intersection
between surfaces A and D.
Assuming that the solution is PA, and inserting
Egs. (3.50) into Eg. (3.49) yields,
mj = n S + M
Mp [1-n:-(a2/v~)2(vj-n~s)2/~2]
jo
Setting the derivative of Eg. (3.51) with respect to ns to
zero gives, '
dmj = 1+2MMp[(CX2/v~)2(n~Vj-(n~)2ns)/~2-ns] = 0
dn s jO
and solving for ns yields the optimum value of the normalized
axial force, ns"',
MjO (J.L Tp )2 vj
n lll = 2M; + lfV; ~'.
s 1 +( J.L Tp )2
~Vp
where in yield regime v, ~ is bounded 'by,
I Vcns = ~ vj ~ 1VjO
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(3.52.a)
(3.52.b)
In order to be a valid, solution, ns'" and the
corref?ponding vs'" found from Eg. (3.50.a) must lie within the
range of validity of yield condition Eg. (3.18.a), namely,
(v:/)2/ cx2+{n:/)2 ~ 1 (3.53)
Notice that since according to Section 3.3.3,
MjO = tTp > 1
2Mp 2Mp
and,
Vj ~ 1
n ls
it follows that, in general, n ' , ,s > 1. Since this value
violates Eg. (3.53), the optimum stud end actions ns"', V ' , ,s ,
~'" maximizing ~ and ~ in yield regime V must correspond to
point PE in Fig. 3.16 and satisfy Eg. (3.15) for the curve of
intersection E.
Inserting Egs. (3.15 .a) and (3.15 .b)/for the curve of
intersection E, into Egs.(3.48) and (3.49), respectively,
yields a parametric repres'entation of yi!=ld regime V,
M'
mj = n s - MP (1-cx 2 ) (l-n;)jo
where the parameter ns assumes values in the range,
Ins ~ ns ~ 1
(3.55.a)
(3.55.b)
(3.55.c)
A close approximatioI?- of Eg. (3.55) is obtained if" the
second term in Eg. (3.55 .b) 'is neglected as small in comparison
to the first and the parameter n l is, eliminated from
EgS. (3 • 55) ,
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IVS RJ2 IV· = - 1-mJ·+nsfll·J~. J
where ~ and ~ assume values in the range,
n~ ~ v j ~ 1
(3.56.a)
(3.56.b)
(3.56.c)
Notice that since v/ 10l. = . / (1- (ns' ) 2) the approximate solution
reaches Vj = 1 for ~ = ns', while, according to the exact
solution this occurs for ~ = ns' + (~/~o) m,' .
Figure 3.17 shows a comparison of the exact and
approximate interaction equations.
1.2,.------------------------,
1.0
0.8
Eq.(3.55)
0.6 fA =0.5
v· t =0. 5-7
-Rs =~
0.4 +-, I
·!tl'::o.oi5
0.2
1.21.00.80.60.40.2
0.0-t-----,.----,-----..,.-----r----+------1
0.0
m·1-
Figure 3.17 Comparison of exact and approximate interactions
equations for yield regime V.
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As shown in Fig. 3.17 the approximate solution is on the
unsafe side. This results from setting ~ = 0 whichv~olates
either equilibrium Eq. (3.21) or the yield condition.
Eqs. (3.18). Notice that the approximate solution, which seems
to be fairly close to the exact solution, is shown for the
extreme case t = ds • Therefore, for the. normal case t ~ ds '
the approximation would be very,Eood.
Following a similar l'~. Of" reasoning as for yield regime
V yields the exact equations that define the remaining yield
regimes in parametric form:
yield regime VI,
(3.57)
yield regime VII,
(3.58)
V· =]
m· =]
V'
--='V1 - n2 +n 'na. s SO·s
b M. 2 2
--n --E.. (1-a. ) (l-n )t S MjO s
(3.59 )
where the parameter ns varies between the limits,
,
ns ~ ns ~ 1
for all transition yield regimes. It can easily be checked
that setting the parameter ns to its upper and lower limit in
. \"
Eqs. (3.55) and (3.57) to (3.59) results in the moments and
shear forces derived previously for points A, B, ,H,
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Eqs. (3 . 33), (3. 35), (3 . 41), and (3. 43) .
Neglecting the second term in the equations for ~ and
eliminating ns ' Eqs.,(3.57) tb (3.59) can of cour.se again be
approximated with simple interaction equations analogous to
)
Eq. (3.56) .
3.3.5 Summary and Discussion
This section summarizes the most notable characteristics
of the interface--interaction diagram for a rigid plate with
one row of long embedded studs and points out its physical
meaning. Figure 3.18 shows a typical interface interaction
dia~ram and presents a summary of the equations that define
the various yield regimes. Also shown in Fig. 3.18 are the
components of interface shear resista~ce, dowel action and
friction (shaded). How these two mechanisms of interface
shear resistance are activated is explained in the following
for the upper right hand quadrant, starting from the well
understood case of maximum moment and zero shear force, ~ =
~o,' Vj = o.
Although the studs could also resist a moment, Section
3.3.3 shows that as expected at maximum moment the stud row is
in pure tension, Ts = Tp , and the lever arm of the compressive
resultant, C, is at its maximum distance from the stud row
centroidal axis, d = t. However,' a compressive normal force
C allows a shear force to be. transferred by friction.
Thus, the interface shear force can be increased until
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Ithe friction mechanism reaches its maximum capacity, point C
of·Fig. 3.18. At the limit C of yield regime II the
interface is in a state of impending slip. Increasing the
interface shear force beyond limit C into yield regime V
/
Vj
l'Eq.(3:33.a)
Eq.(3.59)
Eq.(3.43.b)
Eq.(3.42)
Eq.(3.43.a)
Eq.(3.56)
Eq.(3.30)
Eq.(3.34)
Eq.(33.b)
E
Eq.(3.35.a)
Eq.(3.41.a)
Mj
Eq.(3.40)
Eq.(3.41.b)
Figure 3.18 Interaction diagram for system of Fig. 3.10.
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activates the~dowel action. However, an' increasing dowel
shear force and moment, Vs and~, reduces the capacity of the
dowel in tension, Ts ' and, hence, the interface moment, ~ .
. Since a decreasing dowel tension, Ts ' implies a decreasing
compressive resultant, C, the frictional resistance decreases
in yield regime V as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3.16.
However, this decrease in the _shear force transferred by
friction is more than compensated by the increase in the shear
force transferred by dowel action, so that the total shear
force is still increasing until Ts has reduced to Ts' .
But, if Ts became smaller than Ts', point B in Fig. 3.18, '
the decrease in the friction resistance.would become larger
than the increase in the dowel action resistance and the total
interface shear force would decrease as ~ decrease~ below MB
as indicated by the sloped line in Fig. 3.18.
In other words, when Ts = Ts' the rate of decrease of the
friction resistance equals the rate of increase of the dowel
action resistance. This implies that at poin~ B all of the
dowel end forces are at their optimum values, Ts = Ts', Vs =
Vs', ~ = ~', and that the interface shear resistance is at its
maximum, Vj = Vjo •
This maximum shear resistance, VjO ' can be maintained even
if ~ < MB if, for decreasing moment, the flexural lever arm
reduces and Ts remains constant at Ts = Ts' in contrast to a,-
reducing Tst while the flexural lever arm remains constant at
d = t(represented by yield regime I in Fig. 3.18).
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Following a similar line of reasoning as for the upper
right hand quadrant of Fig. 3.18, the physical meaning of the
interface interaction diag~am in the other three quadrants can
.. be understood.
An important point to be noted in Section 3.3 relates to
the maximum interface shear force, VjO ' t~at can be transferred
across the interface. As indicat;.eSi by Eq. (3.30), -the maximum
shear forces transferred by dowel action, avp' and transferred
by friction, ~Tp' cannot simply be added, since they interact
over the stud axial force. Rather, they combine, as indicated
by Eq. (3 . 30), in a square root of the sum of the squares
manner.
In a recent study Cook and. Klingner9 developed a closely
related rational model. A detailed comparison of the two. will
be postponed until Chapter 4 but some basic differences will
be stated here.
The maj or differe~ce. between the two models is the
location of the concrete compressive resultant, C, which was
fixed at a constant location, d = t, in the studies conducted
by Cook and Klingner,9 while it is allowed to vary within the
prescribed limits of the plate in the present analysis. The
stationary location of C implies that the stud end tensile
force, decreases past T's to zero whith decreasing
interface moment, ~. The corresponding interface shear
resistance decreases since the rate of decrease of the
friction action is larger that the rate of increase of the
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dowel action for ~ < MB• The corresponding curve is shown in
Fig. 3.18. In mathematicql terms Cook and Klingners9 assume
that the ~ - Vj interaction 'equations for yield regime V in
our model, continue to govern until ~ equals zero and Vj =
Vsmax •
The solution presented by Cook and Klingner9 represents
a statically admissible solution and, hence, a lower bound,
whereas this solution is also a statically admissible solution
but represents a higher lower bound. In other words, the
forces in the system of this report assume values and
locations that result in a higher interface resistance than in
Cook and Klingners9 model but remain statically admissible.
A mo~e subtle difference between the model developed by
Cook and Klingner9 and that developed here is that it seems
the effects of the stud end moment, fig, were neglected in
their analysis. We also neglect the effects of fig in the
moment equilibrium equation of yield regime V since ~/MB ~ 1
(see Fig. 3.17):' But it should be pointed out that we do not
neglect it in yield regime I.
If ~ is set equal to zero in yield regime I the maximum
dowel action becomes vsmax = {3, rather than V smax = O! for fig = ~' •
Inserting a typical value of O! = 10.65 = 0.8 into Eg. (3.16.b)
yields {3 = 0.7. Therefore, neglecting ~ in yield regime I
would result in a 10% error in the prediction of dowel action.
Since Cook and Klingner9 determine Vsmax experimentally rather
than theoretically the difference has no consequences.
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An important general result of Section 3.3 is that all
solutions for all yield regimes lie on the curve of
intersection E-F o~ the yield surface for a long embedded stud
(Fig. 3.9). This implies that two plastic hinges always form
, -
at fa~re along with concrete crushing unless the concrete
compressive strength is relatively high in comparison to the
stud steel strength. In this qase ~ = ~ = 1 and only one
plastic hinge forms, at the interface, without concrete
crushing at failure.
\
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3.4 Interface Interaction Diagram Considering Axial Force
The system studied in this section and shown in Fig. 3.19
is exactly the same as that treated in the previous section
(Section 3.3; rigid plate with one row of embedd~d studs
neglecting weld collar) except that the interface is subjected
to an axial force, ~, in addition to moment and shear force,
~ and Vj • For convenience, ~he ~xial force Tj , is assumed to
be located in the axis of the row of studs as shown in Fig.
3.19. The range of values considered for the axial force
consists of the entire tensile range from zero to ultimate as
well as moderately small values of axial compression.
y
cLx Stud End InterfacecJ,T
Ie Ir-----.--------i
C N---
d
Ts Ts ~
M s M i t---------;
T
.1
b
I k~s
~'"-------
Figure 3.19 Rigid plate with one row of long embedded studs
subjected to moment, shear, and tensile force.
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However, the closure of the yield figure on the compression
side is not studied here, since it is likely controlled by D-
region failure modes of the concrete and steel. This is the
reason for limiting axial compressive forces to "small"
values.
3.4.1 Governing Equilibrium Equ~tions and Yield Conditions
As in Section 3.3.1 there are three equilibrium and four
yield conditions that govern the behavior of this system at
ultimate.
The equilibrium conditions for the. free body diagram. of
the rigid plate including the axial force ~ (Fig. 3.19) are:
EFx = 0:
(3.60 )
EFy = 0:
V· = V +CsinSJ s
which, upon insertion of C from Eg. (3.60) results in ,
Vj = Vs+ (Ts-T) tanS (3.61)
EMc = 0:
Mj = (Ts-Tj)d+Ms (3.62)
The yield conditions governing at the interface are
identical to those of Section 3.3.1 namely, Egs. (3.18),
(3 . 22), (3 . 23), and (3. 24) .
The following derivati9n leads to'~n interface moment-
shear-axial force interaction diagram of the form sketched
schematically in Fig. 3.20. Fig. 3.20(a) shows a perspective
view while Fig. 3.20(b) shows the contour of the yield surface
when viewed parallel to the ~ axis. The intersection of this
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yield figure with the plane T· =J o corresponds to the
interaction diagram derived in Section 3.3 (Fig. 3.18). The
roman numerals indicate governing yield re$imes and the upper
case letters refer to the limits between these yield regimes.
The equations that define each yield regime are derived in the
sections that follow.
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Figure 3.20 Interface Interaction Dia~ram; (a) moment-shear-
axial force interaction (b) contour of yield surface ·(a)
•
viewed along ~ axis.
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3.4.2 Yield Regimes I and III
In yield regime I, which is enclosed by the lines
joining points ~, B, and K in Fig. 3.20, the maximum shea~
force is attained that can be transferred by the interface in
the presence of a given axial force,~. This shear force is
attained when the moment, shear, and axial force in the stud
end assume certain optimum value~ MJns', Vpvs' , and Tpns'. These
optimum values are determined by maximizing the shear force,
Eq: (3.61), for given values of the axial tensile force,
Eq. (3.60) .
The yield .conditions governing this yield regime are
Eqs. (3. 18 ) and (3 . 22) . The remaining yield conditions,
Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), define ~ts range'of validity. Since
,
sUbstituting C from equilibrium Eq. (3.60) into yield condition
Eq.(3.23) yields Ts-Tj ~ 0, the second term in Eq.(3.61) is
-
maximized for tanO = +~ which, together with a change to the
normalized variables of Eq. (3.1), leads to,
(3.63)
The first term in Eq. (3.63) represents the resistance
provided by dowel action, while the second and third terms
represent that provided by friction.
Maximizing ~ for given values of ~ regardless of ~ means
- .
maximizing the first two terms of Eq. (-3.63), since the third
term is merely a constant. However, the first two terms of
Eq. (3.63) are identical to those in Eq. (3.27) and accordingly
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..
they assume the same maximum value, VjO ' for the same stud
actions, Tpns ', Vpvs ', M;ns' as in Section 3.3.2,
I IVj = Vpvs+J.lT~s-J.lTj = VjO-J.lTj
wh~re vs', ns', and VjO are given by Eqs.( 3 .29) ,
(3.30), respectively.
(3.64)
(3.31), and
Thus, the yield surface corresponding to yield regime I
is a plane parallel to the ~ axis passing through ~o at
.
~ = b and sloping down along the_positive ~ axis at a slope
~ as shown in Fig. 3.20.
The interface axial force, Tj , can vary within yield
regime I as long a~ yield condition Eq. (3.23) is not violated.
Inserting the optimum value Ts' = Tplls' into Eq. (3.60) , solving
for C, and substituting into Eq. (3.23) yields,
Tj ~ T~ = T~~ = TK (3 • 65)
The interfa~e moment, ~, can vary in yield regime I as
long as the remaini~g yield condition, Eq.(3.24), is not
violated. Inserting the optimum values Ts' = Tpns', ~' = MJns'
given by Eqs. (3.29) and (3.32) into equilibrium Eq. (3.62),
solving for d, and substituting into Eq. (3.24) yields,
I I I . I ( 66)-bT~s+MrJI1s+bTj ~ Mj ~ tT~s+M;IfIs-tTj 3.
or,
':::? MA+bTj ~. Mj ~ MB-tTj (3.66 .a)
where MA and MB are the moments defining the range of validity
in yield regime I for Tj = 0 as derived in Section 3.3.2,
Eg. (3.33). Recall that IDs' s O.
Hence, the upper and lower limits in Eq. (3.66) represent
st~aight lines on yield plane Eq. (3.64) which, at ~ = 0, pass
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(3.67)
of validity of yield
through points A a~d B in Fig. 3.20(a) at ~ = 0. Setting the
axial force to its upper limit in Eg. (~. 65), Tj = Tpns' = TK ,
and inserting it into Eg. (3.64) as well as, the upper and lower
limits of Eg. (3.66) yields,
Vj = Vpv~ = VK
IMj = MrflIs = MK
Thus the lines defining the range
regime I, Egs. (3.64) and (3.66) ,-intersect at point K in Fig.
3.20, where ~ reaches its upper limit within yield regime I,
Eg .. (3.65). Note that the interface moment at point' K is not
zero for a < 1 but equal to the (small) stud end moment +~'
< ° and that the interface shear force is solely resisted by
dowel action, the frictional resistance being zero. The
reason for this is that increasing the axial tensile force
within the range of validity of yield regime I from zero to
Tpns' corresponds to a decrease of the normal component of the
compressive resultant, C, from Tpns' to zero. However, C = °
means no frictional resistance. As in Section 3.3, varying ~
for given ~ within the range of validity of yield regime I,
Eg. (3.66), corresponds to the movement of the compressive
re~ultant, C, from the bottom edge of the rigid plate to the
top edge.
The extent of yield regime I into the compression region
of the axial force, ~ < 0, is not further investigated since
failure modes beyond the scope of this $tudy are most likely
controlling.
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Yield regime III is practically a mirror image of yield
regime I e~cept that the limits of validity of the interface
moment, ~, are changed. In yield regime III, the maximum
negative shear force is attained that can be transferred by
the interface in the presence of a small given axial force.
Following a similar line of reasoning as for yield regime
I it can be shown that,
~
Vj = -VpV~-J.tT~~+J.tTj = -Vjo+J.tTj
or,
(3.68)
(3 .69)
(3.70)
MF+bTj ~ Mj ~ ME - tTj (3.70. a)
where ns', v/, fis', VjO ' and ME' and Mp are given by Egs. (3 .29) ,
(3.31), (3.32), (3.30), and (3.35) and In, = -fis' ~ 0 in this
yie:ld regime.
Setting the axial force to its upper limit in Eg. (3.69),
Tj = Tpns' = TM , and inserting it into Eg. (3.68) as ~ell as the
~/
validity of yield
upper and lower limits of Eg. (3.70) yields,
IVj = -VpVs = VM
M. = -M rot = MJ IT--S M
Thus the lines defining the range of
(3 .71)
regime III, Egs. (3.68) and (3~70), slope upward for increasing
~ and intersect at point M in Fig. 3.20, where ~ reaches its
v
upper limit within yield regime III, Eg. (3.69). Note that the
interface moment at point M is not zero for ~ < 1 but equal to
the (small) stud end moment -~' > O. As in Section 3.3.2,
varying ~ for given ~ within the range of validity of yield
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regime II~,' Eq. (3.70), corresponds to the movement of the
concrete compressive resultant, C, from the top edge of the
rigid plate to the bottom edge. Varying Tj from 0 to Tpns'
corresponds to C changing from Tpns ' to o.
3.4.3 Yield Regimes II and IV
In yield regime II, which Js enclosed by the lines
joining points C, L, and D, in Fi~. 3.20, the maximum moment
is attained that can be transferred by the interface in the
prE3sence of a given axial force. This moment is attained when
the stud end actions assume certain, optimum values ~",
These optimum values are determined by
maximizing the moment, ~, for given values of the axial force,
The yield conditions governing this yield regime are
-Eqs. (3.18) and (3.24). T~e remaining yield conditions,
EqS. (3.22) and (3.23), define its range of validity. Since
inserting C from equilibrium Eq. (3.60) into yield condition
Eq. (3.23). yields Ts - Tj ~ 0, the first term in equilibrium
Eq. (3.62) is maximized for d = +t, which together with a
change to the normalized variables of Eq. (3.1) leads to, .
Mj = tT~s+MrJ11s- tTj (3 ••.72)
Maximizing ~ for given values of ~ regardless of ~ means
maximizing the first two terms of Eq. (3.72), since the third
term is m~rely a constant. However, the first two terms of
Eq. (3.72) are identical to those of Eq. (3 .36)
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and,
accordingly, they assume the same maximum value, ~O, for the
same stud end actions, ns" =1, vs" =0, and ~' '=0, as in Section
3.3.3,
,,,
Mj = tTp - tTj = MjO - tTj
where ~o is given by Eg. (3.40) .
(3.73)
Thus the yield surface corresponding to yield regime II
is a plane parallel to the ~ axis passing through ~o at ~=O
and through Tj = Tjo at ~=O, where,
(3.74)
as shown in Fig. 3.20(a).
The interface shear force, Vj , can vary within yield
regime II as long as yield condition Eg. (3.22) is not
violated. Inserting the optimum values T ' '=T n ' '=Ts p s p'
Vs' '=Vpvs' '=0, into equilibrium -Eg. (3.61), solving for tanlJ,
substituting into Eg. (3.22), rearranging, and considering
Eg. (3.73) yields,
M.
-11--:Z =b
or,
(3.75)
VD+l1Tj ~ Vj ~ Vc-\-LTj (3.75 .a)
where Vc and VD are the shear forces defining the range of
validity of yield regime II for ~ = 0 as derived in Sect~on
3 . 3 . 3, Eg. (3. 41) .
Hence, the upper and lower limits in Eg. (3.75) represent
straight lines on yield plane, Eg. (3.73), which pass through
points C and D in Fig. 3.20(a) and in~ersect at point L for
Comparing Egs.(3.73) and (3.75) to
Egs. (3.64) and (3.66) shows that the slopes of lines CL and BK
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defining the range of validity of yield regimes II and I,
respectively, are equal and, hence, CL and BK are parallel.
. .
The same is true with respect to lines DL and EM.
Note that in yield regime II the interface shear force,
Vj , is solely resisted by friction. On the lines defining the
range of validity of yield regime II, Eg. (3.75), the interface
is in a state of impending slip. _Increasing the shear force
beyond the limits of Eg. (3.75) activates the dowel action.
In yield regime IV, which is enclosed c'by~ the lines
joining points H, L, and G, in Fig. 3.20, the maximum negative
moment is attained that can be transferred by the interface in
the presence of a given axial force.
Following a similar line of. reasoning as for yield.regime
II it can be shown that,
and,
b
= --M·o+bT.t J . J (3.76)
or,
(3.77)
VG+J.1Tj ~ Vj ~ VH-J.1Tj (3.77. a)
where ~o is given by Eg. (3.40) and Va and VH are the shear
forces defining the range of validity of yield regime IV for
~ = 0 as derived in Section 3.3.3, Eg. (3.43).
Yield regime IV, then, is a plane passing through points
H, G, and L, and bounded by the straight lines HL and GL which
are parallel to AI< and FM, respectively, as shown in Fig.
3.20(a) .
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On the lines HL and GL defining the range of validity of
yield regime IV, Eq. (3.77), the interface is in a state of
impending slip. Increasing the shear force beyond the limits
of Eq. (3.77) activates the dowel action.
3.4.3 Yield Regimes V-VIII
Yield regimes V-VIII are· the transition yield regimes
between yield regime I to IV. The controlling yield
'conditions for these yield regimes are Eqs. (3.18), (3.22), and
(3.24). The remaining yield condi t ion, Eq. (3.23), def ines
their range of validity. For yield regime V d = +t and tanO
= +Jl as in Section 3.3.4. Inserting these values into
Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62), together with a change to the
normalized variables of Eq. (3.1) leads to,
Vj = Vpvs+IJ.T~s-IJ.Tj (3.78)
Mj = tT~s+M~s-tTj (3.79)
or, in terms of the normalized variables of Eqs. (3.46),
where,
V'
vJ' = ~v +n'n -n'n.«2 s s s ~.J
M
mj = n +-----E..m -n·s M S Jjo
(3.80)
(3.81)
T· T.n.=_J_=_~ (3.82)
J Tjmax Tj
Notice that the first two terms in Eqs. (3.80) and (3.81)
are identical to those in Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49) and that the
third term is merely a constant, if v j and ~ are maximized for
given values of~. The first two terms therefore reach their
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maximum values for the same stud actions va' ' " !TIs"', ns'" as
in Section 3~3.4, which must lie on the curve of intersection
E.
Inserting Vs and !TIs from Eqs. (3.15.a) and (3.15.b) for the
curve of intersection E into Eqs .. (3.80) and (3.81) ,
respectively, yields. a parametric representation of yield
regime V,
M
m. = n -n .---E... (1-cx 2 ) (1-n 2 )] S] M . S
jO
where the parameter ns varies between the limits
Ins ~ ns ~ 1
(3.83.a)
(3.83.b)
(3.83.c)
Eq. (3.83) defines yield regime V as a cylindrical surface
segment as shown in Fig. 3.20(a).
Setting the parameter to its},upper limit, ns = 1, in
EqS. (3.83) yields,
(3.84.a)
(3.84.b)
and therefore,
(3.84.c)
Notice that Eqs. (3.84.b) and (3.84.c) can be recognized
as the normalized forms of Eq. (3.73) and the upper limit of
Eq. (3.75), respectively, considering Eq. (3.46) and the
.'J
identity ns' = j1.Tp!Vjo following from Eqs. (3.29) 'and (3.30).
Thus Eq. (3.84). describes line CL in Fig. 3.20 (a).
Setting the parameter to its lower limit, ns = ns', in
Eq. (3.83) yields,
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m = n.f - n .+ Mp m'j S J M SjO
(3.85.a)
(3.85.b)
which can similarly be recognized as the normalized forms of
Eq. (3.64) and the upper limit of Eq. (3.66).
Thus, the lines defining the limits of validity of yield
regime V coincide with the line~ defining the limits of
validity of yield regimes I and II. Hence, these yield
regimes adjoin each other and no other yield regimes exist
between them.
Finally, the remaining yield condition, Eq. (3.23),
defines the remaining limit of validity of yield regime v.
Inserting C from equilibrium Eq.(3.60) into yield condition
Eq. (3.23) yields,
Tj~Ts (3.86.a)
or, in terms of the normalized variables of Eqs. (3.1) and
(3.82) ,
nj~ns (3.86.b)
Inserting the limit of Eq. (~.86.b) into Eqs. (3.83)
yields,
,VsRv· = - 1-n·J ~ J (3.87.a)
(3.87.b)
which defi es the remaining limit of validity of yield regime
V, namely, curve KL in Fig. 3.20(a).
FoIl wing a similar line of reasoning as for yield regime
I
V yields the parametric equations that define the remaining
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yield regimes:
yie:ld regime VI:
yield regime VII:
I '
vsR Iv j = -- 1-n -n (n -n.)ex s s S J
b M - 2
mj = -- (n -n.) +----E. (l-ex2 ) (l-n )t S J. M S
. ja
yield regime VIII:
Vi
v j = ~J1-n2+nl (n -n.)ex S S S J
b M 2 2
mj = --(n -n.)--E..(l-ex) (l-n)t S ] Mja S
(3.88)
(3.89 )
(3.90)
where,
(3.83.c)
and yield condition Eg. (3.23) gives the remaining limit of
validity for all transition yield regimes,
n j ~ n s (3.86.b)
Setting ns = Ilj in Eg. (3.90) yields~
Vi
v j = ~J1-n~ex J (3.91)
M 2 2
mj = ---E..(l-ex) (l-nj)Mja
However, Eg. (3.91) is identical to Eg. (3.87) for the
limit of validity of yield regime V. Thus the curves defining
the limit of validity of yield surfaces V and VIII for
increasing Ilj coincide and, hence, are the curve of
intersection, KL, of yield surfaces V and VIII. Therefore,
along KL, yield regimes V and VIII adjoin each other and there
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are no other yield regimes in between. Since on this limit of
validity C = 0, and, hence, Ts = Tj , Vj = Vat ~ = Ma, the
curve of intersection KL in Fig. 3.20 is identical to the
curve of intersection E. in Fig. 3.9. Indeed, for ~ = ~, ~
= vsVp/VjO ~ 0 , and ~ = Il\Mp/~o sO, Egs. (3. 87) or (3 .91)
coincide with Egs. (3.15 .a) and (3.15 .b) .' On curve KL the
resistance of the interface is solely due to the studs and the
presence of the rigid plate has no effect.
Similarly it can be shown that the curve of intersection
LM of yield surfaces VI and VII in Fig. 3.20 is identical to
the curve of intersection F in Fig. 3~9.
Observing that the third term of Eg. (3.83.b) is often
small in comparison to the first two, a close approximation of
Eg. (3.83) can be obtained by setting this term to zero which
yields,
n s = mj+nj
Substituting this expression for ns into Eg. (3.83 .a)
,~
/ \.
yields ~he\following approximation,
":>./ ( )2 Iv j = -ex V1- nj+mj +nsmj (3.92)
Similar approximate equations can be written for yield
regime VI to VIII. Figure 3.21' shows a comparison of the
exact and approximate interaction equations for various values
Notice that the comparison shown in.Fig. 3.21 is for the
extreme case of t = ds. Therefore, for the normal case of t
~ ds' the approximation would be very good.
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Figure 3.21 Comparison of exact and approximate interaction
equation for yield V.
3.4.4 Summary and Discussion
The equations defining t?e yield regimes and their ranges
of validity are summarized in this section and the relevant
characteristics and physical meaning of the yield figure are
pointed out. Figure 3.22 shows a perspective view of a
typical interface interaction diagram and summarizes the
equations defining the various yield regimes. A positive
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+Eqs,(3.76l,(3.77)
Eqs.l3.76Ll3.77)
Eq.(389l
v·
J
Eqs!3.64),(3.66l
Eq,(3,64l
M
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Eqs.(3.64),(3.66l
II Eq.(3.78l
(
c
+Eqs.(3.78l,(3.75l
Eqs.lS.78l,l3.75l •
Figure 3.22
..-------.
Interface interaction diagram for system of Fig.
3.19 including relevant equation numbers.
(negative) superscript on an equation number in Fig. 3.22
denotes the upper (lower) limit of that equation.
A breakdown of the interface shear resistance into its
components, dowel action and friction (dark shading) is
presented in Fig. 3.23. Figure 3.23.a shows a perspective
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view of the positive Vj , ~, Tj quadrant, while Fig. 3.23.b
depicts the contour of the yield figure in Fig. 3.23.a when
viewed parallel to the ~-axis. Also shown in Fig. 3.23 is the
intersection of the yield figure with the plane ~ = 0 (light
curve) .
The interaction between interface moment and shear force,
~, ~, in the absence of an interface axial force, ~, and how
.
it affects the distribution between dowel action and friction
shear transfer is discussed in Section 3.3.5. Qualitatively,
1.=0
J
M.=O
J
dowel action
dowel action
friction TjV=O
J
Mj=O
Tj (a) (b)
Figure 3.23 Interaction diagram for system of Fig. 3.19.
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it affects the distribution between dowel action and friction
sh~ar transfer is ~iscussed in Section 3a3a5a Qualitatively,
this discussion also covers the behavior of an interface for
a given, fixed, nonzero axial load, provided it lies in the
range Tj < ns'Tp' where sections Tj = constant of the yield
fig~re have a qualitative~y similar appearance a Note,
however, in Fig a 3 a23 that the .-plateau within which the
interface shear resistance ~ is independent of the interface
moment, ~ becomes smaller for increasing (~ensile) axial force
and disappears for ~ = ns'Tpa This is also clearly evident in
While in yield regime I (and similarly in yield regime
III) an interface shear force is resisted by an optimum
cO~ination of dowel action and friction~ it is solely
resisted by friction in yield regime r;r (and similarly in
yield regime IV). In both yield regime I and III the
frictional resistance decreases with increasing interface
tension ~ due to the decreasing compressive resultant, C. At
the limit CL of yield regime II the interface is in a state of
impending slip. Increasing the interface shear fo~ce beyond
limit CL into yield regime V activates the dowel action.
However an increasing dowel shear force and moment, Vs and·~,
reduces the capacity of the dowel in tension, Ts ' and, hence,
the interface moment .~. Since both a decreasing dowel tension
Ts and an increasing interface tension ~ imply a decreasing
compressive resultant, C, the frictional resistance decreases
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in yield regime V with decreasing interface moment, ~, and
increasing interface tension,~. This decrease in friction
resistance is more than compensated by an increase in dowel
action in the direction of decreasing moment, ~, because a
decreasing Ts allows for an increasing dowel action, Vs and ~.
Similar compensation is not possible in the direction· of
increasing interface tension ~, since the increase in ~ must
be balanced by an increasing Ts and/or decreasing C, both of
which imply a decreasing shear resistance.
At the limit BK between yield regim~ V and I the optimum
combination of dowel action and friction is reached. A
decrease in the interface moment ~ beyond this limit into
yield regime I seems to imply a decrease in the interface
shear resistance,~. However, as explained in Section 3.3.5,
in yield regime I the interface shear resistance is maximized
by balancing the decrease in interface moment by a decrease in
th~ lever arm, d, between tension and compression resultants
rather than by a decrease in the magnitude of these
resultants. This allows the stud tension and interface shear
force to remain at their optimum values.
Figure 3.23.b allows the behavior Of the interface to be
studied along the contour of the yield figure when viewed in
the direction of the ~ axis. Increasing the interface shear
resistance in yield regime V corresponds to activating either
the dowel action or friction. Since the initial rate of
increase in the dowel action is greater than initial rate of
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increase of friction, the dowel action is activated first.
Activation of the <'dowel action implies decreasing the
interface tensile resistance, Tj , and increasing the dowel
shear force and moment, Vs and~. Since the frictional
resistance is zero, Tj = Ts and Vj = Vs. and the interaction
between the interface shear and tension forces is defined by
the elliptic relationship Eg. (3.15.a) and, hence, results in
the initial elliptic interaction ~n Fig. 3.23.b.
But, eventually, the rate of increase in the dowel action
becomes less than the rate of increase of the friction. At
this point, Tj = ns'Tp' Vj = vs'Vp' the dowel action has reached
its optimum value and remains constant. The compressive
resultant, C, becomes directly proportional to the interface
tension Tj and accordingly an additional increase in the
interface shear resistance is defined by the linear frictional
interaction between the interface shear and tension as shown
in Fig. 3.23.b. Notice that the -interface shear-tension
resistance in the absence of interface moment, ~ = 0, is less
than when the dowel end assumes the optimum values of Ts = Ts' ,
Vs = V/, and ~ = ~' .
Notice in Fig. 3.23 that for small values of axial
tension, Tj , small moments, ~, due to eccentricities of
loading .have little influence on the maximum values of the
shear and axial forces that can b~ transferred by the
interface. But, when Tj approaches or exceeds its maximum
value in yield regime I, Tpns' (point K), small eccentricities
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of loading may significantly influence the maximum shear
capacity of the interface. Therefore, in tests to determine
the maximum shear force transferred ac~oss an interface in
combination with an axial load, careful control of possible
eccentricities is important or significant scatter may be
present in the test results.
For example, the test specimens used by McMackin et. al. 26
to 'experimentally determine the shear-axial force interaction
for studs included only a small plate at the interface as
shown in Fig. 3.24.a. This implies small flexural resistance
at the interface, i.e. a small distance between points A and
B in Fig. 3.20. In this case, even for small axial loads, the
interface strength might be sensitive to small eccentricities
in the applied shear force. Indeed, McMackin et . al .26
reported occasional problems with'plate rotations.
- -
If the test specimen does not include a plate at all, as
shown in Fig. 3.24. b, it corresponds to the sys tern of an
isolated embedded stud analyzed in Section 3.2. In this case
the loads applied to the test specimen are identical to the
stud end actions, vj = VS ' Tj = Ts ' ~ = M,. Therefore, the
failure surface of Fig. 3.9 describes the strength of the test
specimen. Notice that moments, ~, due to eccentricities in
the shear and axial forces in this system, may cause sizable
differences in the maximum interface shear which is given by
vs = (3I(l-n/) for m, = 0 but. by V s = ct.I(l-n/) for ~ on the
curve of intersection E. For a typical value ct. ='10.65, {3/ct.
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Figure 3.24 (a) Cross-section of test setup by MCMackin et.
a1. 26 (b) Alternate test setup.
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= 0.9.
The presence or absence of a rigid plate also affects the
nature of the shear-axial force interaction relationshil. If
a plate is present, the relationship can be described as a
combination of a linear and elliptic interaction as shown in
Fig. 3.23(b). Ii no plate is present, the relationship i~
elliptic over the entire range as shown in Fig. 3.9(a). This
implies that the axial-shear force-interaction determined from
test specimens with a plate (Fig. 3.24(a» theoretically does
not directly give the axial-shear force interaction of an
.individual stud. The latter can be formed from the first if
the coefficient of friction and stud tension, Ts ' which does
not equal ~ in yield regime I, is known.
Finally, note in Fig. 3.23.b that compressive interface
axial forces increase the interface shear resistance above Vjo •
Compressive interface axial forces were not specifically
studied in this analysis, but suffice it to say that for small
values of interface axial compression, yield regime I
continues upward at a constant slope.
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3.5 Shear-Moment Interface Interaction Diagram for Rigid Plate
with One Row of Studs with Weld Collars
The system that will be studied in this section is the
same as that treated in Section 3.3 except that a weld collar
is included as shown in Fig. 3.25. The effects of the weld
.
collar apparently must be considered in order to explain the
maximum interface shear resistanc€ that can be observed in
tests. The maximum dowel shear force, as developed in Section
3.2, is obviously limited by V=u s Vp =d.6Tp • Considering ~
= 0.5 yields Vjmax S TpI (0.62 + O. 52) ~ O. 8Tp a~cording to
Eq. (3.30) of. Section 3.3.2. 'However, experimental values~s
high as Vjmax = Tp or higher have been observed. Typically, the
y
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Figure 3.25 Rigid plate with one row of long embedded studs
including weld collar.
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failure surface is located at the weld collar-stud shank
interface. The weld collar is not controlling due to its
enlarged cro~~-sectional dimensions and higher material
, IIJ i J •
strength. 32 Therefore, as can be seen in "Fig. 3.25, the weld
collar can carry "additional loads" that are not controlled by
the critical section.
The analysis of this system - will be broken down into
three steps as follows. In Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.4 the
interface interaction diagram is developed for a rigid plate
with one row of long embedded studs including weld collars,
but excluding the effects of the concrete bearing stresses
acting on the weld collar, as shown in Fig. 3.26. This step
~§__ I
Vi
~)
Mj
Vs >
s;1I
hw
d
M
Figure 3.26 System excluding concrete ef~ects of weld collar.
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studies the effects of the. eccentricity (due to the weld
collar) of the critical controlling section s of the stud with
respect to the. interface without considering the shear
resistance offered by the weld collar itself. In Section
3. S. Sa rigid plate with a weld collar that has no stud
attached to it (Fig. 3.27) is treated. In this section the
effects of the concrete bearing stresses acting on the weld
collar are introduced without considering the resistance
offered by the shank of the stud.
..
w
--
& ;::>Tj
~ MJ
.-\,
w
,~
c
h
Figure 3.27 Rigid plate with weld collar but withQut stud.
Section 3. S. 6 combines the resistanGes determined in the
previous sections, namely, the resistance of the eccentric
flexible dowel (stud shank) and the resistance of the rigid
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dowel (weld collar) and, finally, Section 3.5.7 summarizes and
discusses the results.
3.5.1 Governing Equilibrium Equations and Yield Conditions
The system that is studied in Section 3.5.1 to 3.5.4 and
shown in Fig. 3.26 is the same as that studied in Section 3.3
except that the critical section,-s, of the stud is located
eccentrically to the plate-concreEe interface due to the weld
collar. As discussed above, the resistance offered by the
weld collar itself is not considered in this section but in
Sections 3.5.5 and 3.5.6. As in Section 3.3 .1, there are
three equilibrium equations and four yield conditions that
govern the behavior of this system at Ultimate.
The equilibrium conditions for the free body diagram of
the rigid plateJ(Fig. 3.26) are:
I:Fx = 0:
Ts = Ccose
I:Fy = 0:
Vj = Vs+Csin6
which, upon insertion of Eg. (3.93) results in,
Vj = Vs+Tstane
. I:Mc = 0:
(3.93)
(3.94)
Mj = dTs+Ms-hwVs (3.95)
where Ts ' ~, and Vs are the total tension, moment, and shear
acting on s studs in a row.
Note that the height of the weld collar, hw, is a
constant defined by the welding process.
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The governing yield conditions are identical to those of
Section 3.3.1 , Eqs. (3.18) 1 (3.22) 1 (3.23) 1 and (3.24). For a
row of studs 1 ~I Vpl and Tpl in ~Eq. (3.1) 1 are given by
Eq. (3.25) .
The following derivation leads to an interface moment-
shear interaction diagram#of the form sketched schematically
in Fig. 3.28. The roman numerals -indicate governing yield
,
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Figure 3.28 Schematic interface interaction diagram.
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regimes and the upper case letters refer to limits between
these yield regimes. The equations that define each yield
regime are derived in the sections that follow.
3.5.2 Yield Regimes I and III
In yield regime I the maximum shear force, V~, that can
be transferred by the interface ~n the absence of an axial
load is attained. This maximum shear force is attained when
the stud end actions assume certain optimum values ~' , Vpvs ' ,
and Tpns'. These optimum values are determined by maximizing
the shear force, ~, Eg. (3.94), regardless of the moment, ~.
The yield conditions governing this yield regime are
Egs. (3.18) and (3.22). The remaining yield conditions,
Egs. (3.2.3) and (3.24), define its range of validity. ~ince
substituting C from equilibrium Eg. (3.93) into yield condition
Eg.(3.23) yields Ts ~ 0, the second term in Eg.(3.94) is
maximized for tanO = +~ which, together with a change to the
normalized variables of Eg. (3.1) leads to,
However,
Vj = Vpvs+IlT~s
Eg. (3.96) is identical
(3.96)
to Eg. (3.27) and,
(3.30)
accordingly, assumes the same maximum value, Vjmax = VjO ' for the
same stud actions, Vpvs' , Tpns' , M;ns' as in Section 3.3.2,
V. = V. = ·/(<<V )2+(ILT)2Jmax JO V P r- P
(3.29)
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(3.31)
=m' =s
(3.32)
The interface moment, ~, can vary within yield regime I
as long as the remaining yield condition Eq. (3.24) is not
violated. Inserting the optimum values Ts' = Tpns' , ~'
= MJns' , Vs' = Vpvs' given by Eqs. (3.29), (3.32), and (3.31) into
equilibrium Eq. (3.95), solving for d, and substituting into
Eq., (3.24) and rearranging yields,
, , ,
MA = -bT~s+MIflls-hwVpvs ~ Mj ~
As expected, the expressions
, , h' (3 9 )tT~s+MIflls- wVpvs = MB • 7
for MA, and MB are the same
as in Section 3.3.2, Eq. (3.33) except for the additional term
hwVpvs' which considers the eccentricity, hw, due to the weld
collar. In comparison to Eq. (3.33), the-range of validity of
yield regime I is translated into the negative ~ direction,
since v's > o. Recall that the approximate Eq. (3.56) of
Section 3.3.4 ignores the nonzero stud end moment ~' in the
moment equilibrium equation. Notice that the errors committed
by ignoring both the stud end moment, ~', and the
eccentricity, hw, are additive, since ~' < 0, vs' > o.
Yield regime ~II is practically a mirror image of yield
regime I except that the limits of its validity are changed.
In yield regime III the maximum negative shear force, V~ = -
~o, that can be transferred by the interface in the absence of
axial load is attained. Following a similar pattern of
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reasoning as in yield regime I, it can be shown that,
Vjmin = -VjO = -J (aVp) 2+ (J..LTp ) 2
and,
(3.34)
- 1 1 I, . 1 1 1 - ( 3 9 8 )Mp - -bTrJls-MP'JIs+hwVpvs ~ Mj ~ tTrJls7MP'JIs+hwVpv s - ME • ,
Again, the only change from the analogous equation of
Section 3.3.2, Eg. (3.35), is the eccentricity term, ~Vpvs',
which translates the range of validity of yield regime III in
the positive ~ direction.
Note that MB and ME' and similarly MA and Mp , are not
equal, but differ by -2~'+2~Vs' as compared to the difference
of -2~' noted in Section 3.3.2. Thus, while the magnitude of
Vjmax and Vjmin is the same, the range of validity of yield regime
I and yield regime III is slightly different. For b = t
yield regimes I and III are point symmetric with respect. to
the origin as before.
3.5.3 Yield Regimes II ~nd IV
In yield regime II the maximum moment, ~, that can be
transferred by the interface in the absence of an axial load
is attained. This maximum moment is attained when the stud
end actions assume certain optimum values, ~", Vpvs", and
Tpns' , . These values are determined by maximizing the moment
~, Eg. (3.95), regardless of the shear force, ~.
The yield conditions governing this yield regime are
EgS. (3.18) and (3.24). The remaining yield conditions,
Egs. (3.22) and (3.23), define its range of validity. Since
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inserting C from equilibrium Eq. (3.93) into yield condition
Eq. (3.23) yields Ts c:: 0, .the first .term in equilibrium
Eq. (3.95) is maximized for d=+t, which together with a change
to the normalized variables of Eq. (3.1) leads to,
Mj = tTrfls+M~s-hwVpvs (3.99)
For fixed values of ~, Eq. (3.99) represents planes in the
vs ' ffig, ns space as shown in Fig. 3.29. MaximiZi~g ~ under the
yield conditions of Eq. (3.18) means finding. the plane,
Eq. (3.99), which has maximum distance from the origin and
touches the yield surface in at least one point. Note that
the outward normal to these planes points into the
direction of the positive ns ' ffig axis but the negative Vs axis
according to the coefficients of ns ' ffig, and V s in Eq.(3.99).
It is clear from Fig. 3.29 that plane Eq. (3.99) touches either
yield surface B at some point PB or the curve of
intersection F at some point·pp •
Inserting ffig from Eq. (3.18.b), which defines yield
surface B if taken as an equality, into Eq. (3.99) yields,
(3.100)
to zero gives,
(3.100)
Setting the derivative of Eq. (3.100) with respect to ns
dMj =
dns
tTp-2Mrfls = O' .
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Figure 329 Position of plane(s) M J= constant in relation to stud yield surface.
and solving for ns yields the optimum value of the normalized
axial force, ns", which maximizes ~' assuming yield surface
Eq. (3.18.b). indeed controls,
nil = tTp
s 2Mp
Note that this is identical to Eq. (3.38)
(3.101)
of Section 3.3.3.
Setting the derivative of Eq.(3.100) with respect to Vs
to zero gives,
dM·
__J = -2Mp vs -hwVp = 0dvs
and solving for V s yields the optimum value of the normalized
shear force, vs", again assuming yield surface Eq. (3.18.b)
controls,
V" = _ hwVp
s 2Mp
It was shown in Section 3.3.3 that n ' ,s ,
(3.102)
Eq. (3.101), is'
always> 1. Therefore, we find from inserting Eqs. (3.101) and_
(3.102) into the range of validity of yield conditions
2 2' 2Eq. (3.18 .b), namely (1/ct. )vs + ns s 1, that the optimum values,
Eqs. (3.101) and (3.102), lie outside the range of validity of
yield condition Eq. (3.18 .b) . Hence, the plane
f
touches the yield figure at the curve of intersection F
between surfaces Band C, Eq. (3.15).
Inserting ~ and V s from Eqs. (3.15.d) and (3.15.e) for the
curve of intersection F i~to Eq. (3.99) yields,
Mj = tT~s+Mp(1-lX2) (1-n;)+hwVplXV1-n; (3.103)
Setting the derivative of Eq. (3.103) with respect to ns
to zero gives,
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the solution of
tTp-2Mp(1-a2)ns-hwavp n s = 0
V1 - n;
which yields the optimum value of the
normalized axial force, n ' ,s • Thus,
. ,
the maximum moment is
given by the implicit solution,
Mjmax = tT~~+Mp(1-a2) (1- (n~) 2) +hwVpaV1- (n:) 2 (3.104 .a)
where ns" is implicitly given by,_
= 1
and V s " < 0,
2Mp ( 2) /I hwa Vp- n~
-- 1-a n s +----:.:--==- -;:::::==::;;::=
tTp tTp V1- (n:) 2
Ina" > 0 follow from Egs. (3! 104. a)
(3.104.b)
and (3.15).
For typical values of Q! = 0.80, K = 0.6, hw/ds = 0.35 and
the extreme case of t = ds ' ~g. (3.104.a) yields,n~ = 0.98 (3.10G)
and, inserting Eg. (3.105) into Eg. (3.15) for the curve of
intersection F yields,
v~ = -0.16
m~ = 0.01 (3.105.b)
Setting n ' ,s = 1, the second and third terms of
Eg. (3.104.a) disappear and the following simple approximation
results,
Mjmax =MjO = tTp (3.40)
where the error in this approximation is,
M· - M· .
Jmax J 0 * 100% = 2. 3%
Mjmax
Note that this error relates to the extreme case of t =
ds • For more typical values of t ~ cis the error would be even
smaller.
The interface shear, ~, can vary within yield regime II
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as long as the remaining yield condition, Eg. (3.23), is not
violated. Inserting equilibrium Eg. (3.94), expressed in terms
into yield condition Eq.(3.23)
of the optimum
~
Eqs. (3.104.b) and
yields,
values
(3 .. 15),
of n ' ,s , V ' ,s , and ~",. from
VD = Vpv:-'tJ,T;ll: ~ Vj ~ Vpv:+'tJ,T;ll: = Vc
where 0 < ns " < 1 and vs " <. 0 .
(3.106)
In contrast to the correspQnding equation of Section
3.3.3, Eg. (3.41), which indicates that the shear force is
resisted in yield regime II solely by friction, here the
eccentricity hw induces some~dowel action, vs " < 0, in yield
regime II. This implies that for Vj = 0, a self equilibrating
state of stress of friction and dowel action exists which
balance each other. In comparison to Eg. (3.41) the range of
validity of yield regime II is both somewhat reduced and
translated in the negative Vj direction, s.ince vs" < 0 and ns' '
< 1. The combined effect of the change in the ranges of
validity of yield regime I and II is to increase the range of
validity of the transition yield regime V.
Yield regime IV is practically a mirror image of yield
regime II for b = t except that the limits of its validity are
changed. In this yield regime the maximum negative moment,
~, that can be transferred by the interface in the absence
of an axial load is attained. Following a similar line of
reasoning as for yield regime II it can be shown that,
Mjmin = -bTpn.:-Mp (1-a.2) (1-(n:)2)-h...,Vp a.V1 -(n%)2, (3.107)
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/I
2Mp ( 2) /I hWa. Vp n S
bT 1-a. ns:t bT = 1 I (3.107 .a)p . p V1 - (n:) 2
v/' > 0 and ~" < 0 follow from Eqs. (3.107 .a) and (3.15) and,
/I /I . /I /I ()VG = Vpvs -IJ.T~s ~ Vj ~ Vpvs +IJ.T~s = VH 3.108
By comparing these limits, Eg. (3.108), to the corresponding
limits of Section 3.3.3, Eg. (3.43), we see that the limits of
validity of yield regime IV are _both somewhat reduced and
translated in the positive ~ direction, and for ~ = a there
exists a self equilibrating state of stress of friction and
dowel action, vs" > a, which balance each other.
3.5.4 Yield Regimes V-VIII
Yield regime V is a transition yield regime between yield
regimes I and II. The controlling yield conditions for this
yield regime are Egs. (3.18), (3.23) and (3.24). Again, d = +t
and tanO = +f.L in this yield regime, as in Section 3.3 .. 4.
Inserting these values into Egs. (3.94) and (3.95), together
with a change to the normalized variables of Eg. (3.1) leads
to,
Mj = tT~s+Mpms-hwVpvs
Introducing the normalized variables,
(3.109.a)
(3.110.a)
V.'1
Mj Mj .mj = =
Mjmax tT~%+Mp(l-a.2) (l-(n%)2)+hwVpa.V1-(n:)2
Expressing Egs. (3.109.a) and (3:110.a) in terms of the
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"respective normalized variables yields,
I
V s I
v· = -v +nsnJ «2 s s (3.109.b)
.~
(3.110.b)tTp Mp hwVpmj = --ns+--mS---vfMjrnax Mjmax Mjrnax
For fixed values of Vj and ~, Egs. (3.109) and (3.110)
represent planes in the vSl llla, nsspace .. We will maximize ~
for given fixed~. Hence, the solution VSl llla, ns must lie on
the curve of intersection of. plane Eg. (3.109) with the yield
surface. Note that the outward normal on plane Eg.(3.109)
points in the direction of the positive Vs' ns axes according
to the positive coefficients of Eg. (3.109). Hence, plane
Eg. (3.109) cuts yield surfaces A and D or Band C as shown
schematically in Fig. 3.30.
Solving Eg.(3.109) for V s and inserting into yield
condition Eg. (3.1a.a) yields the equations for the curve of
intersection between yield surface A and planes of Vj =
constant,
'.
(3.111.a)
ms = l-n:-( ~";J (vj-n,l>S> 2 (3.11lob)
Notice that setting (3 = 1 in Eg. (3.111) yields the
equations for the curve of intrersection of planes Vj =
constant with surface B. The curve of intersection Eg. (3.111)
with surface A or B is denoted with the letter G in Fig. 3.30,
while the letter H denotes the curve of intersection with
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Figure 3,30 Position of plane(s) v J= constant, m J= constant in relation to stud yield surface.
surfaces D or C.
Maximizing Mj for fixed values of Vj means finding the
plane Eq. (3.110) which has maximum distance from the origin
and touches the curve of intersectiofl G-H in one point. Note
that the outward normal on plane Eq. (3.110) points in the
direction of the positive ns , ms axes but in the negative Vs
axis according to the respective coefficients of Eq. (3.110).
Considering this orientation, it ~s clear from Fig. 3.30 that
this plane touches the curve of intersection G, Eq. (3.111),
rather than H, either at a point PA on surface A or at point
PE on the curve of intersection E between surfaces A and D.
Assuming that the solution is PA , and inserting
Eqs. (3.111) into Eq. (3.110) yields,
tT M ( 2]2 h V 2m.=--p-. n +--p- (1-n 2 - ~ (v.-nln )2) -~!£.. (v.-nln ) (3.112)
1M 5M 5 11 55 M 11 55jmax jmax ~ v 5 jmax V s
Setting the derivative of Eq. (3.112) with respect to ns
to zero gives,
the optimum value of the
normalized axial force, n ' , ,s ,
(3.113.a)n III =5
tTp +hWj..LTp +( j..LTp )2 v j
2Mp 2Mp ~ Vp n~
1 +( 11 Tp )2
~Vp
where the shear force v j assumes value.s between the limits,
Vc =. VpV~/+j..LTpn~ ~ Vj ~ Vja (3.113.b)
In order to be a valid solution, ns '" and the
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corresponding vs'" found from Eq. (3.111. a) must lie within
the range of validity of yield condition Eq. (3.18.a) namely,
1/// 2 +n III /' 1V s ex 5"" (3.114)
Notice that if hw = 0 inEq. (3.113.a) it is identical to
Eq. (3.52) which is the optimum value of the normalized axial
force which maximizes m:l for given v:l neglecting the weld
collar effects.
Therefore, if a weld collar is included,
nIl! > 1
5 (3.115)
Hence, the optimum stud end actions ns"', vs"', ms '"
maximizing m:l for given v:l for yield regime .~ including the
weld collar effects must satisfy Eq. (3.15) for the curve on
intersection E.
Following the same procedure for ~ = 1 yields
ns '" > 1 and therefore, the optimum stud actions must also
satisfy Eq. (3.15) but for the curve of intersection F.
Note that the solution is on E for Vs > 0 and on F for
Therefore, inserting Eqs. (3.15. a, b) for the curve of
intersection E or Eqs. (3.15. d, e) for the curve of intersection
F into Eqs. (3.109.b) and (3.110.b) yields the equation for
yield regime V in parametric form,
vI
vj = .....!.Jl-n;+n~nsex
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(3.116.a)
(3.116.b)
for the parametric range,
(3.116.c)·
and,
/I
D s ::; D s £ 1
where M:lmax is given by Eq. (3.104) .
Equations (~.116) describe yield regime V fo~
(3.117.a)
(3.117.b)
(3.117.c)
MB S; M:l < tTp (vs ~ 0), while Eqs. (3.117) describe yield regime
V for t Tp ~ M:l ~ M:lmax (vs ~ 0). Note that as M:l increases from
tTp to M:lmax ' the parameter n s decreases from 1 to ns" and that
for n s = ns" Eq. (3.117 .b) coincides with Eq. (3.104. a) .
Neglecting the second and third terms in Eq. (3.116.b) and
eliminating the parameter n s from Eqs. (3.116) yields,
Ivs~ I
v j = (iyl-mj-DsfTlj (3.56)
where m:l = M)tTp, v:l = V/V:lO which is of course Eq. (3.56) of
Section 3.3.4. Using the same approximation, the equations
for the remaining yield regimes VI, VII, VIII can also be
approximated with simple elliptical interaction equations
analogous to Eq. (3.56). Figure 3.31 compares the approximate
interaction equations, Eqs. (3.56) and (3.40), with the exact
interaction equations, Eqs. (3.116), (3.117) and (3.104).
Notice that if the eccentricity introduced by the weld collar,
hw' is neglected, ns " = 1 and the graph in Fig. 3.17 again
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Figure 3.~1 Comparison of exact and approximate interaction
equations for yield regime v;
compares the exact and approximate interaction equations for
yield regime V. Again, if t > ds ' as is typical, the error is
much smaller. Another important result of this section is
that for all yield regimes the optimum solution lies on the
curves of intersection E and F even when the critical section
s lies eccentrically to the interface. Once this known the
derivation of the exact equations for the controlling yield
regime is straightforward. Knowing the exact solution i.s
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important since it allows us to evaluate the error of
neglecting the eccentricities.
-Q
3.5.5 Shear-Moment Interaction Diagram for Rigid Plate with
Weld Collar without Attached Stud
The system that will be discussed in this section is
shown in Fig. 3.27 and consists of a rigid plate with a weld
collar which, however, has no stud attached to it. This
system considers the effects of the concrete bearing stresses
acting on the weld collar only, as shown in Fig. 3.27. The
concrete compressive resultant, Cw' is assumed to act parallel
to the interface, although that may not be completely
realistic. A more realistic treatment is beyond the scope of
this study. Note that the effect of the compressive resultant
C had already been considered in the system of Fig. 3.26 and
must therefore be omitted here.
The equilibrium equations for the free body diagram of
the rigid plate shown in Fig. 3.27 are:
EFx = 0,
Tj = 0
EFy = 0,
Vj = Cw
EMc = 0,
M· =
h w
--cJ 2 w
where hw is the nominal height of the weld collar.
(3.118)
(3.119)
(3.120)
Note that
since bond is neglected, the weld collar cannot resist any·
interface axial force.
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Figure 3.27 Rigid plate with weld collar but without stud.
The only yield condition that applies to this system is,
k r'J-, d C k r'J-, d C (3.121)Cwmin = -s w'-c'~w w ~w ..~ S w'-c'~w w = wmax
where s equals the number of studs per row and k w is analogous
to k s except that it is .applied to a section of larger
diameter, namely, the weld collar diameter, dw•
Inserting equilibrium Eq. (3.119) into Eq. (3.120) and into
yield condition Eq. (3.121) together with Eq. (3.118) yields,
h wM· = --v·] 2 ] (3.122.a)
Cwmin ~ Vj ~ Cwmax (3.122 .b)
which describes the yield figure shown in Fig. 3.32.
Notice that this system cannot resist any combinations of
T), M), and v) which do not lie on the line segment,
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Eq. (3.122), shown inj,Fig. 3.32. However, we are only
interested in this system ~hen it acts in combination with the
system treated in the previous sections. This is the subject
of the next s~ction.
Figure 3.32 Interaction diagram for system of Fig. 3:27.
3.5.6 Interface Interaction Diagram Considering Weld Collar
Since the resistances provided by the two systems treated
in Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.4 (Fig. 3.26) and Section 3.5.5 (Fig.
3.27) are independent (i.e. there is no interactlon between
these resistances), they can be combined using vectorial
. superposition.
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Figure 3.33 (a) & (b) Superposition of resistance of two
systems (c) resulting yield figure.
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stress states of the twowhere the vectors
systems,
Sj ~ (~) = Sj1
describing the
+ S ")]- (3.123)
S j 1= (~1), S j 2= (~2) (3 . 124 )
]1 . ]2
must each satisfy their respective yield conditions derived in
the previous sections i.e. each vector must lie within its
respective yield figure as visual~zed in Fig. 3.33(a) or (b).
The envelope of all points MJ , V J that can be reached defines
the yield figure for the combined system. This envelope can
be geometrically constructed either by translating yield
figure 3.32 such that iti origin moves along the boundary of
. ~yleld figure 3.28 (Fig. 3.33 (a)) or by translating yield
figure 3.28 such that its origin moves along the line segment
of yield figure 3.32 (Fig. 3.33 (b) ) . Let points P and Q
denote the points on yield figure 3.28 which have the same
slope as the line segment of yield figure 3.32. The yield
figure of the combined systems, Fig. 3.33(c), then consists of
the curve segments P' A' H' Q' and P"D' E' Q", which are the
translated curve segments PAHQ and PDEQ of yield figure 3.32.
Thus, yield regimes I, II, III, IV, VI and VIII are translated
unchanged, while yield regimes V and VII are split up into
three yield regimes, B'P', P'P", p"e', and G'Q', Q'Q", Q"F',
respectively. The procedure outlined is based on the concept
of linear combination of convex bodies. []
Hence, the following equations define the yield regimes
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for the shear-moment interface interaction. diagram for a rigid
plate with one row of long embedded studs including a weld
collar (Fig. 3.34):
yield regime I:
A
VIII
H
IV
Mj
II
G
VIIDry
---
VUe a
D
a";/ VIVUe IF III EVilA
(3.125)
(3.126).
(3.127)
Figure 3.34 Interaction diagram for a rigid plate with one
row of long embedded studs including a weld collar.
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where ns', vS', and ms' are given by Eqs. (3.29), (3.31), and
(3.32), respectively.
yield regime II:
M tT nll+M (1-,.,2) (1- (nil) 2) +h V /V/1- (n 7l ) 2+C h wjmax = p s p '" s w p"'V 5 wmax 2 (3.128)
(3.129)
where
,
n ' ,s ,
V V - +V "- T n"+C (3 130)j ~ D - P V s ~ P s wmax •
and v s " are given by Eqs. (3.104.b) and (3.15.d),
respectively.
As Fig. 331--shows, yield regime V is comprised of four
parts. If point P occurs in the following range,
../~\
the following equations define yield regime V:
yield regime VA:
(3.131. a)
Mj = tTpn s -M;;;(1-«2) (l-n;) -hw«VpV1-n;-cwmax ~w (3.131.b)
for the parameter range,
(3.131.c)
yield regime VB:
I(3.132.a)
Mj = tTpn s +Mp (1-«2) (l-n;) +hw«VpV1-n:-cwmax~w (3.132.b)
for the parameter range,
(3.132.c)
Inserting ns into the curve of intersection F
Eqs. (3.15. d) and (3.15.e) , solving for v Ps and
respectively, and substituting into Eqs. (3.117. a) and
(3.117.b) yields v P:l and Mj P ,
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respectively. Therefore,
translating the origin of yield figure 3.29, Eq. (3.122.a), to
the coordinate (V j P , Mj P ) yields the equations for yi~ld regime,
(3.133.a)
p h w p hMj +Cwmax2 5: Mj 5: Mj -Cwmax"2
and, finally, yield regime Vo :
Vj = -aVpVl-n:+IJ. Trfls- Cwmax
(3.133.b)
(3.133.c)
(3.134.a)
. h
Mj = tTpn s +Mp (1-a 2 ) (l-n;) +hwaVpVl-n;+Cwmax-f (3.134.b)
for the parameter range,
n p "n ".n s!!s "'" s "'"
3.5.7 Summary and Discussion
(3.134.c)
This section summarizes the important findings of Section
3.5 that are new in comparison to Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The
only new element introduced in this section is the inclusion
of a weld collar which introduces an eccentricity between the
critical section of the stud and the interface and allows for
"additional loads" to be transferred that are also at some
eccentricity from the interface.
But the eccentricity of the critical section, hw' and of
the weld collar resistance, hw/2, do not alter the important
findings of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 that in all yield regimes the
state of stress in the stud remains on the curves of
intersection E and F of Fig. 3.9.
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These eccentricities also do not alter the maximum
absolute shear resistance since smal~ moments do not influence
yield regimes I and III, only the range of validity of yield
regimes I and III are affected. In contrast the "additional
loads" do allow for an increase in shear resistance equal to
Cwmax '
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Figure 3.35 Comparison of exact and approximate solutions
neglecting eccentricities and stud end moment.
However, the eccentricities may affect the other yield
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regimes (II, IV, and. V to VIII) . But the error of neglecting
these eccentricities, as well as the non-zero stud end moment,
is relatively small even though all three errors are additive
and do not tend to cancel each other out. Fig. 3.35 compares
the exact and approximate solutions for yield regimes V and
II, Eqs. (3.128) and (3.40), res~ectively.· Note that in this
figure resistance for both the exact and approximate solutions
includes the effects of the wel&collar, Cwo The resulting
error in M)o neglecting all eccentricities and the stud end
moment is approximately 4% for typical values as seen in Fig.
3.35. Since the comparison in Fig. 3.35 is for the extreme
cast t = ds ' the approximation is very good for the typical
case t :> ds '
Vj
T.=OJ
M.= 0
J
dowel action
v=o
J
(a)
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dowel action
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Cwmax
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III
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Figure 3.36 Partial interaction diagram for system of Fig.
3.25.
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If the stud end moment, and eccentricities of Vs and Cw
are neglected, the approximate interaction Eq. (3.56) can be
used for yield ~gime V and the only effect of the weld collar
is to increase VJ by Cwmax as. shown in Fig. 3.36. In this case
the weld collar effect cari also be easily considered in the
three dimensional interaction diagram considering an interface
axial force.
Figure 3.36 (a) presents tfie three dimensional yield
figure in perspective, Fig. 3.36(b) shows a section TJ = 0,
and Fig. 3.36(c) the contour of the three dimensional yield
figure viewed along the MJ axis.
Note in Fig. 3.36 that the dowel action of the stud shank
is be activated only after the resistances provided by the
weld collar and friction have been exhausted.
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.,
3.6 Interface Interaction Diagram for Rigid Plate with
Multiple Rqws of Studs with Weld Collars
The system that is analyzed in ~hissection is the same
as that treated in Section 3.5 except that more than one row
of studs is considered at the interface, as shown in Fig. 3.37
Notice that this is the original interface that we set out to
analyze at the beginning of Chapter 3. The interaction
,
diagram for this system can be developed following the method
Interface
c tT
~
:Pw
Vs'r
:-- Vjs,f- )hw >
:Pw Mj
Vs-..J
Ms /
/7
hw
M
c
y
L Stud EndX
k,fA 1
,
T
i Ts
klcd s
ksf~ds
T
i Ts
klcd s
'Figure 3.37 Rigid plate with multiple rows of long embedded
studs including weld collar.
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linear combination of convex bodies outlined in Section 3.5. 6.
Systems with multiple stud rows can be considered as the
combination of independent systems with only ~ne stud row and
/
can therefore by combined using vectorial superposition. The
single stud row systems being combined are independent because
of the assumption that the plate is rigid and that the limits
band t i yield condition Eq. (3.24) are constants.
Thus the two stud row system shown in Fig. 3.37 can be
considered as the combination of a tension of a tension stud
row system, SJ1' and a compression stud row system, S:)2'
Eq. (3.124). Each must satisfy its own yield condition, i.e.
lie within an interaction diagram of the type derived in
previous sections. The vectorial superposition of the two
systems~ Eq. (3~123), is graphically represented in fig. 3.38.
The envelope of all points MJ, VJ that can be reached by the
two superimposed vectors while remaining within their
r~spective yield figure defines the yield figure of the two
row system. This envelope can be traced by translating the
yield figure of the compression stud row system, SJ2' such that
its origin moves along the boundary of the yield figure of the
tension stud row system. ~
The slope of the translating yield figure at the point
that traces the envelope equals the slope of the stationary
yield figure at the point where its origin is located. This
'00
can be easily concluded from Fig. 3.33(b) is Section 3.5.6.
Therefore, if vectors S:)l and SJ2 describe points on their
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respective yield figures that ~ave equal slope, the tip of the
vector Sj' Eq. (3.123) lies on the envelope and, hence, on the
yield figure of the combined system. Additional studs rows
are added by repeating the procedure.
Using the method outlined above it follows easily that
the appearance of the resulting yield figure of the multiple
row system, Fig. 3.38, is qualitatively similar to the
resistances and limits of yield regime I and II ar~mply the
sum of the corresponding resistances and limits of the single
row systems to be combined.
The equations defining yield regime I therefo~e are,
'(1 ( I) 1Mj ~ MB = ~ tiTpns +IMJIls
where r equals the number of rows of studs.
(3.131)
(3.132)
(3.133)
If the effects of the stud end moment, ms ' and the
eccentricities introduced by introducing a weld collar are
neglected, the equations defining yield regime II are,
Mja = 2;ti Tp (3.134)
(3.135)
(3.136)
The equations that define yield regime V for an interface
with several stud rows cannot be defined as easily as those
for yield regimes I and II. The following derivation
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Figure 3.38 Superposition of resistance of two systems.
represents the equations that would define yield regime V for
I
,
an interface with two rows of 'studs.
According to Eqs. (3.123) and (3.124),
V j = V j1 +Vj2 (3.137)
Mj = Mj1 +Mj2 (3.138)
where the subscripts- 1 and 2 refer to the tension and
compression stud rows as shown in Fig. 3.37. The shear
resistance for each stud row follows from Section 3.5 (the
addition of Eqs. (3.96) and (3.11~)),
(3.139.a)
V j2 = Vpvs2+~T~S2+CW2 (3.139 .b)
From the previous sections it is known that the solution
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for each stud row satisfies Eq. (3.18. a) for the curve of
intersection E (Fig. 3.9). And that the dowel action
resistance of the weld collar is at its maximum value
o
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Figure 3.39 Interaction diagram for systems of Fig. 3.37.
in yield regime V. Therefore, substituting Eq. (3.15.a) along
with Cw = Cwmax into Eqs. (3.139) yields,
Vj1 = Ct VpVl-n;l +~ TpnSl+Cwmax (3.140.a)
v· = Ct VpVl-n;2+~ T~S2+Cwmax (3.140.b)J2
If the stud end moment, ms ' and the eccentricities
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introduced by including a weld collar are neglected, the
moment resistance for each stud row is,
Mjl = t 1 TpnSl (3.141.a)
Mj2 = t2T~S2 (3.141.b)
Solving EqS. (3.141.a) and (3.141.b) for nSl and n S2 '
respectively, and inserting into Eqs. (3.140.a) and (3.140.b),
respectively, yields,
(3.142.a)
{ M.)2 M'2Vj2 = (XV 1- -E.... +\-1_J +Ct
2
Tp t 2 wmax
Applyin9 the equal slope criterion explained
(3.142.b)
above to
yield regime V implies that the derivatives of Vj1 and Vj2 with
respect to Mjl and Mj2 , respectively, must be equal,
= dVj2
dMj2
(3.143)
Eqs. (3.137), (3.138), (3.142), and (3.143) define yield
regime V for the two stud row system. . Thus, the combined
yield figure of yield regime V can be easily obtained
geometrically, analytically, or numerically once the yield
figures and corresponding equations for each stud row are
known.
Hence, cases of several stud rows can be understood very
easily if the case of a single stud row is first understood.
Notice that all of the equations derived in Chapter 3 are in
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general form and can therefore be used to describe a wide
variety of interfaces.
The implications of thts model and how it compares to
existing rational models and experimental data is the topic of
the next chapter.
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4. Comparison of Interface Model with Existing Models and
Experimental Data
4.1 Introduction
In order to verify or disprove the model developed in the
previous chapter it must be compared to existing models and
experimental data.
I"
It was pointed out in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2 that shear
transfer across existing cracks or concrete-concrete
interfaces is analogous to shear transfer across steel-
concrete interfaces considered in this study. In contrast to
most researchers in the latter area, those in the former have
clearly separated the mechanisms of shear resistance both in
their theoretical models and in their experimental studies.'
In particular, the results relating to dowel action are of
interest and Section 4.2 compares these results to the dowel
action model of Section 3.2.
As noted in Sections 2.1 and 2. 7 of Chapter 2, many
researchers have conducted pushout tests to determine the
shear s"t;rength of interfaces with welded headed studs embedded
in concrete. In Section 4.3, results of these tests are
compared to the interface shear strength predicted in Chapter
Many key variables needed to evaluate VJo were not
recorded in the pushout tests; but by setting upper and lower
bounds on these unknown variables the test results can be
compared to our model nevertheless.
Finally, Section 4.4 compares existing rational and
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empirical models and experimental data to the interface
interaction relationships developed in Chapter 3. In
particular, the tension-she~r force interaction relationships
are ·compared to both experimental data and empirical
interaction equations. Lastly, experimental data. and an
existing rational model for interfaces subjected to combined
moment and shear force are compared to the moment-shear force
interaction relationships developed in Chapter 3.
4.2 Comparison of Dowel Action Model with Existing Rational
Models and Experimental Data
Several investigations have been made to study the dowel
action mechanism of shear resistance separately, i.e.
excluding the effects of the material friction or aggregate
-"~I
. interlock mechanisms. 14,15,28,31,47,48 This section compares the
results of these studies on pure dowel action with the dowel
action model developed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3,
specifically with the yield conditions, Eq. (3.18), for the
member end forces of an isolated, long embedded stud without
a plate.
The above mentioned studies focused primarily on the case
of shear transfer across an existing crack in reinforced
concrete or on a concrete-concrete interface. To the author's
knowledge, the only investigation on steel-concrete interfaces
,
in which dowel action and friction were clearly separated, is
that by Cook and Klingner9 , which is discussed in Section 4.4.
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However, as observed in Chapter 2, Section 2.6, the only
difference between the dowel action of reinforcement crossing
a crack and the dowel action of reinforcement details for a
steel-concrete interface lies in the boundary conditions at
the interface, assuming that the dowels are long. The weld
between the stud and the steel plate constrains the end
rotation of the stud and allows for the development of a stud
end moment, ms * 0, at the steer-concrete interface. On the
other hand, the symmetry of the system and antisymmetry of the
loading usually assumed or enforced in .. the studies on the
dowel action of reinforcement crossing a crack imply that the
moment in the reinforcement is zero, ms = 0, at the crack
interface. In addition, the concrete confinement at the
interface may be different in the two cases.
The interaction relationship between the end moment,
shear, and axial forces of a long stud embedded in concrete is
given by Eq. (3.18.a) of Section 3.2, for V s ~ 0, ms ~ 0,
(3.18.a)·-
Setting ms = 0 in Eq. (3.18.a) and solving for Vs gives the
normalized dowel end shear resistance of reinforcement
crossing a crack,
V s = pJl-n; (4.1)
If r30 ~ 1, then r3 = r30 according to Eq. (3.14) . Substituting
Eqs. (3.10) and (3.1) into Eq. (4.1) ,
V
s
= Va Jl- ( T
s
/ Tp ) 212
and inserting Eq. (3.8) for Vo into Eq. (4.2) yields,
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(4.2)
Vs = J2ksf~dtl1p.jl-(Tsl Tp) 2 (4.3)
Finally, substituting Eqs. (A.2.c) and (A.3.c) for ~ into
Eq. (4.3) yields the fo+lowing general expression predicted by
Section 3.2 for the dowel action shear resistance of a
reinforcing bar crossing a crack or concrete-concrete
interface,
(4.4a)
c = IK;73 (4. 4b)
where c is a constant that can directly be determined
experimentally or from ks' if ks has been determined
experimentally. Note that Ts in Eq. (4. 4a) is the tensile
axial force in the bar, which is in general not equal to the
tensile axial force, TJ , applied to the crack or interface, as
should be clear form Sections 3.3 to 3.6. If the bar axial
force is zero, Eq. (4.4) becomes,
Vs = cd;Jf~fp
On the other hand, if ~o > 1,
"1
I
(4.5)
and, hence, ~ = 1
substituting Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (4.1) gives,
Vs = VpJl-(TsITp)2 = K~d;fpJl-(Ts/Tp)2 (4.6)
Thus, Eqs. (4.2) to (4.5) are only valid if they do not exceed
Eq. (4. 6)
Rasmussen41 developed the following expression for the
ultimate dowel shear force, expressed in the notation of this
report,
Vs = cd;Jf~fy (4.7)
and determined the constant c experimentally as c = 1.3.
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Dulacska14 derived a more general expression for the case
of reinforcement subjected also ta tension and crossing the
crack at any angle. For reinforcement normal to the crack and
in the notation of this report, this expression reduces to,
c = fIQ3
(4.8.a)
(4.8.b)
Dulacska tested 16 specimens in which a crack was
simulated by two embedded layers of 0.2 rom thick sheet brass.
This eliminates aggregate interlock, but not necessarily
friction. Dulascka believes that the friction effect is lost
if the crack opens slightly. Dulacska concludes from those
tests that the dowel action exhibited almost ideal elasto-
plastic behavior, that the tension-shear force interaction is
elliptic, and that the concrete bearing strength can be
assumed to be four times the cube strength, ksfc' = 4fcube '
Assuming that f 'C = O. 85fcube on average for these test
specimens, this implies that ks = 4.7 and c = 1.25.
Millard31 tested 7 test specimens with a smooth simulated
crack and a low friction~ polytene sheeting interface in pure
shear or combined tension and shear. He reports that most of
the test results are close to the theoretical prediction of
Eq'o(4.8) for c = 1.3, ks = 5.
It seems clear that for reinforcing steel with a distinct
yield plateau the plastic stress level, f p ' in Eqs. (4.1) to
(4.5) should be fixed at the yield stress, f y • However, for
f p = f y Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) are identical to Eqs. (4.8) and
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(4.7). Both predict an elliptic dowel interface shear-axial
force ihteraction relationship and according to both the dowel
interface shear capacity depends simultaneously on both the
concrete and steel strength, specifically on the geometrical
mean of the two. However, the above mentioned authors do not
explicitly seem to mention the upper limit Eq. (4.6), which
could govern for a combination of high strength concrete and
low strength steel.
Setting the expression Eq. (4.4) less or equal the
expression Eq. (4.6) for f p = f y yields,
f~/ f y ~ (~ ~r (4 • 9)
For c = 1.3, K = 1/13 the limit in Eq. (4.9) is 0.122.
For Grade 40 or 60 reinforcing steel the limiting concrete
strength is 4867 psi. and 7300 psi., respectively.
Interface tests of the type conducted by Dulacska14 and
Millard,31 even with low friction interfaces, leave open the
question whether friction was indeed eliminated. However,
several investigators have conducted tests on dowels cast in
concrete blocks. Since it is impractical to apply a dowel
shear force at zero eccentricity to the block face (i.e. the
interface) an interface dowel moment, Ms~ is simultaneously
applied with Vs and Ts. Substituting Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (3.18.a)
yields,
V;+(pVp/Mp)~Ms-(pVp)2(1-(Ts/Tp);:)= 0 (4.10)
Substituting Eqs. (3.10), (A. 2), and (A.3) into Eq. (4.10) ,
V;+(2ksf~ds)Ms-(ks/3) (d:f~fp) (1-(Ts/Tp)2) = 0 (4.11)
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Most recently, Tassios and his coworkers 50 ,53,58,59 have
(4.12)
extensively published about interface shear transfer, in
general, and dowel action in particular.
According Vintzelou and Tassios5o,53,59 and Tsoukantas and
Tassios,58 the ultimate shear force resisted by dowel action,
as expressed in the notation used in this report, follows from
the equation,
V:+(lOf~dse)Vs-c2d:f~fy(1-(Ts/Ty)2)= 0
or for zero bar tension, Ts = 0,
V:+ (10f~dse) Vs-c2d:I~fy = 0 (4.13)
where ·e represents the eccentricity of the dowel force, Vs '
from the interface and c is an empirical constant which
depends on the failure mode. If the cover (edge distance) of
the dowel is sufficiently large so that failure occurs through
yielding of the bar and crushing of the concrete under the
dowel, the constant is c = 1.3. 59 For smaller cover, the dowel
mechanism fails by concrete splitting. 53 Tsoukantas and
Tassios53 report also empirical values for the limiting edge
distances and for c as a function of edge distance. Figure
4.1(a) shows a comparison between the dowel strengths
predicted by Eq. (4.13) for c = 1.3 and experimental values
from dowels within concrete blocks. Vintzelou and Tassios59
note further that for zero eccentricity, e = 0, Eq. (4.13)
becomes,
V
s
= Cd;Jf~fy . (4 . 14 )
Notice first that Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) are identical to the
Eqs. (4.8) and (4. 7) developed by Dulacska14 and Rasmussen41 and
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Jthat Tassios et. al. reconfirm the empirical constant c ~ 1.3
for sufficient edge distance.
Secondly, note that for a steel with. distinct yield
plateau the plastic stress level in Eq. (4.11) equals the yield
stress, f p = f y , and that the interface moment is Ms = eVs.
Hence, Eq. (4.11), which is derived from yield regime A (or C)
of the yield conditions Eq. (3.18) in Section 3.2, is identical
to Eq. (4.12) for ks = 5, c = l(ks/3) ~ 1.3. ksfc' = 5fc' is the
concrete bearing stress under the dowel at failure suggested
by Vintzelou and Tassios59 for sufficient edge distance as
explained above. As noted in Section 3.2, ks actually
accounts for several other affects. Both equation predict an
elliptical dowel shear-axial force interaction and a parabolic
moment-shear or axial force interaction.
• I
Since the
mathematical form of this interaction follows form the form of
the moment-shear-axial force interaction for a circular cross
section, which directly controls yield regimes Band D, there
is also an implicit agreement on those yield regimes.
In summary, it can be concluded that the yield figure for
an embedded dowel, Eq. (3.18), consisting of four intersecting
elliptic paraboloid segments as shown in Fig. 3.9, is in full
agreement with rational dowel action models which have been
available in the literature on reinforced concrete since at
least 1963. It must be noted, though, that none of these
references have presented the model in the general form of a
complete closed yield figure in the Ms' VS ' Ts space which
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facilitates the consistent derivation of interface interaction
diagrams in terms of MJ , VJ , TJ • Both theoretical and
expE;:rimental studies as well as codes typically treat the
special cases of pure shear or combined shear and tension.
However, in practice a shear force is almost always combined
with a moment and how these equations are then to be used is
not necessarily clear.
There seems to be considerable experimental evidence that
the empirical constant ks has an ave'rage value around 5.
However, Fig 4.1(a) displays considerable scatter and
therefore theoretical predictions for other ks values are
shown as dashed lines in Fig. 4.1 (b) . The data points
typically scatter between ks == 6 and 3 and even lower for
small dowels indicating a possible size effect. The reasons
for this scatter are manifold. Aggregates or voids close to
the dowel are noted by Oehler32 and poorer concrete under the
dowel depending on casting direction by Millard. 31
Dependency of the ultimate dowel load on block depth and
width (i. e. on edge dist,ance) and on the block support
conditions as reported by Marcus 28 would appear to be more
typical if failur~ occurs by concrete splitting rather than by
concrete crushing and dowel yielding. However, if splitting
cracks do occur under the dowel, high concrete bearing
stresses can still b/ achieved if transverse reinforcement is
placed close to the dowel. The scatter apparent in Fig. 4.1
of course transfers to the total shear strength of an
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interface, the topic of the next section.
4.3 Comparison of Interface Model to Experimental Data and
Empir~cal Models from Pushout Tests
As noted in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1 and 2.7 many series
of pushout tests have been conducted to determine the shear
strength of steel-concrete interfaces with welded headed studs
used in composite construction. The results of these tests
are compared in this section to the maximum interface shear
strength, VjO ' developed in Section 3.3 to 3.6.'
The test series' that are included in the comparisons
presented in this section are those conducted by Baldwin4 ,
Culver, Zarzeczny, and Driscoll1o , Hawkins 19 , Oehlers 32 ,
Ollgaard, Slutter, and Fisher38 and Viest56 • These tests
series were chosen because they all contain failures that were
reported as stud failures. Ollgaard et. al. 38 do not
specifically report failure modes but state that many tests
failed by shearing off of the studs. Recall that it is this
failure mode to which the model developed in Chapter 3 applies
(see Section 3.1.2). Details of the pushout specimens used
for each test series are presented in Fig. 4.2. The data from
these tests can be compared to the results of Sections 3.5 to
3.6. In addition to the shear force resisted by flexible
dowel action, Vs ' discussed in the. previous section the
maximum interface shear strength, VjO includes the shear force
resisted by the rigid dowel action of the weld collar and by
177
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friction and the effect'of an axial load on the frictional
r:esistance.
For convenience some of the relevant formulas are
repeated below, ...
• 2~ Va
:t 1
v?+ v,2/ 2p a
(3.68)
(3.125)
(3.17)
Cwmax = kwf~dJ1w (3.121)
The steel used for welded headed studs, similarly as
those for rivets, bolts, and anchor bolts, does not exhibit a
yield plateau. Therefore, strengths are typically expressed
in terms of the ultimate strength, f u ' of the steel. 27 ,39 Due
to the lack of a yield plateau, the plastic stress level of
the idealized or model material, f p = vfu must be selected to
reflect the strain conditions at ultimate as discussed in
Section 3.1, Fig. 3.2. Since the strain environment is not
necessarily the same for different loading conditions, the
empirical constant v may be different for different loading
conditions. Clearly, in pure tension Tp = Tu can be reached. '
The ultimate strength in pure shear, Vu ' is typically
expressed as an experimentally determined fraction, K, of the
ultimate tensile strength, Tu • However, for pure flexure f p
in Eq. (3-..2-5.c) for ~ should theoretically be less than f u •
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Therefore for an interface -in yield regime I,
Tp = Tu = sfuAs
Mp = v f uSZs ; V ~ 1
where s is the number of studs in a row.
(4.l5.a)
(4.l5.b)
(4.l5.c)
It must be pointed out that in yield regime II in which
strength is controlled by flexure.and axial load, Eq. (4.15.a)
is only valid for the case of oae stud row as discussed in
Section 4.4.
While the value of the constant K according to the von
Mises yield criterion, K = 1/13, seems to agree reasonably
well with test results for the yield stress level, the
experimental evidence suggests higher values of K for the
ultimate strength level. The empirical constant K in
Eq. (4.l5.b) has been found to be 0.7 to 0.75 for rivets 3:. a and
even higher for high strength bolts.
It is advantageous and usual to compare theor~tical and
experimental results in a conveniently normalized form
containing only dimensionless variables.
Normalizing Eqs. (3.68) and (3.125) with respect to rTu =
LAsfu and substituting Eqs. (3.121), (4.15) and (A.3) into the
result yields,
= (4.l6.a)
where,
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(4.16.b)
aVy = aK = __u
Tu
(4.16.c)
..
Substituting Eq. (3.8) for Va and Eqs. (4.15) and (A.3)
into Eq. (3.17) yields,'
2' vlksf::/ f ua = 'f 1
31t22+1 kf'/f3'2K 2"V 1 s c u
and inserti~g Eq. (4.16.b) into Eq. (4.16.c) gives,
vksf::Lfu
(4.16. d)
(4.16.e)
Notice that the normalized interface shear strength as
defined by Eqs. (4.16) only contains the following
dimensionless parameters: K, v, ks ' kw' fc' /fu ' Il, dw/ ds ' hw/ ds '
While the concrete strength fe' is typically known for
each individual test specimen, only an average value of the
stud strength, f u ' for all or a series of specimens is often
known, although f u seems to scatter quite a bit, too.Since, as
noted in Section 4.1, the remaining parameters of the model
have typically not been measured during the pushout test or
determined in auxiliary tests, the normalized.theoretical and
experimental interface shear strengths are compared in the
following two ways. First the normalized theoretical interface
shear strength, Eq. (3.16), is evaluated for high, medium, and
low estimates of the unknown parameters and plotted against
the ratio of concrete and steel strength in Fig. 4.7. These
graphs are superimposed on the experimental data points and
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allow the range of the theoretical model to be compared to
that of the experimental data. The high, medium, and low
estimates for the unknown parameters used in this range
comparison are summarized in Table 4.1 and justified'below.
high medium low
v 1 0.95 _ 0.9
1C 0.75 0.70 0.577
I.l 0.55 0.45 0.20
ks 6 5 4
kw 4 3 2
TjlVj 10% 5% 0%
dw/ds 1.5 1.3 1.1
hw/ds 0.5 0.325 0.15
Table 4.1
parameters.
High, medium, and low estimates for model
Second, the theoretical interface shear strength,
Eq. (3.16), is evaluated for each individual test and compared
to the experimental ,value in Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.8 the ratio
of experimental and theoretical shear strength is plotted
against a normalized measure of the stud aspect ratio. The
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values of the parameters used in this individual comparison
are the medium estimates in Table 4.1 unless measured values
are reported or indicated otherwise below. Since some of the
most-relevant parameters, such as the friction coefficients,
are not known and their value could lie anywhere between the
low and h~gh estimate, significant scatter is to be expected.
The author is not aware of tests to determine the
constant K for studs. As noted pefore, for rivets and bolts
K = 0.7 to 0.75 or even higher. However, in the tests[,l
friction was not eliminated. As low, medium and high
estimates, therefore, 1/[3, 0.7, 0.75 are selected, the low
estimate corresponding to the von Mises criterion.
The constant, v, il} Eq.(3.14) for ~ can be evaluated
with a strain-compatibility analysis for a given stress-strain
diagram of the stud steel. For the present purposes the high,
medium, and low estimates for v are set at 1.0, 0.95, and 0.9.
The values of ks and kw' which primarily reflect the
ratios of confined concrete compressive strength to uniaxial
concrete compressive strength along the flexible stud shank
and the rigid weld collar, respectively, and include several
other factors as mentioned in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3, are
poorly known quantities. No pushout tests or other tests are
known to the author which separated the mechanisms of shear
resistance, so that ks and kw could be back calculated as in
Section 4.2. Therefore, these variables will be set equal to
high, medium, or low values based on the results of Section
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4.2, Fig. 4.1 even though the concrete confinement conditions
may differ. Since the concrete slabs have often been observed
to separate from the steel shape, concrete close to the
interface, at the 'rigid section of the weld collar, may be
less confined than at some distance away from the interface,
at the flexible portion of the stud shank. Therefore, the
value of kw is assumed to be lower than the value of ks and the
selected high, medium, and low values are 6, 5, 4 and 4, 3, 2
for ks and kw respectively.
The dimensions of the weld collar are also needed to
evaluate Eq. (4.12) . While some researchers attempted to
measure the weld collar dimensions, 19,32,56 most notably
Oehlers32 , most researchers neglected to quantify these
dimensions. For the individual comparisons the measured weld
collar dimensions are used where available, otherwise the
typical values reported by Nelson Stud60 and tabulated in Table
4.2 for the stud diameters used by the researchers are used.
The medium estimate of the weld collar dimensions listed
in Table 4.1 for the range comparison correspond to the
average values for all diameters listed in Table 4.2, while
the low and high estimates seem reasonable in light of the
characteristics of the welding process. Since the welding
equipment (ferrule) fixes the diameter of the weld collar, its
variability should be small. The high estimate is only 5%
higher than the average value for :l-4" studs in Table 4.2, while
the low estimate is only 4% smaller than the lowest value
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ds (in.) rN-J/ds hw/ds
0.500 1.37 0.31
0.625 1.40 0.30
0.750 1.42 0.33
0.875 1.29 0.36
mean 1.37 0.33
-Table 4. 2 Typical weld collar dimensions. 60
measured by Oehler. Oehler32 measured values ranging between
96% and 103% of the mean. For the depth of the weld collar,
however, Oehler32 reports a much larger variability, not only
in the mean depth of different weld collars, but also in the
depth within an individual weld collar as illustrated in Fig.
4.3. In light of the fact that his measurements of the mean
depth of weld collars ranged from 73% to 128% and the depth
wi thin an individual weld collar often varies further, the low
and high estimates for hw/ds in Table 4.1 seem reasonable.
The coefficient of friction, ll, between the concrete
slabs and the steel I~beams is an important parameter of the
model, yet its value was never measured. It was certainly not
the same in the different test series, since some researchers
applied a layer of grease on the I-beams prior to casting the
concrete,4,19,32,56 while others did not .10,38 Grease was applied
primarily to eliminate bond, but likely also reduced the
friction between the concrete and steel. Since it is unlikely
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Figure 4.3 Closeup of ~eld collar.
that friction was completely eliminated, a reduced coefficient
of friction is assumed for greased specimens for the
individual comparisons, llc;y = 0.2. For ungreased specimens the
coefficient of friction between concrete and steel is assumed
to be ll::.;n = 0.45, the average value measured by Cook and
Klingner 9 •
These two values, 0.2 and 0.45, al~ represent the low
and medium estimates in Table 4.1 for the range comparison.
The high estimate of 0.55 reflects the fact that the
measurements by Cook and Klingner 9 relate to fabricated
connection plates where the mill scale may have been removed,
while the slabs of the ungreased pushout specimens may have
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been cast against beams with intact mill scale. Of course the
"shear friction" value specified by the ~CI Code cannot be
used since it lumps the shear resistance provided by dowel
action together with material friction.
Figure 4.4 shows a schematic drawing of a typical pushout
test setup. Figure 4.4(a) shows the entire test setup, while
Fig. 4.4(b) depicts a free body diagram of one concrete slab
and indicates the interface. The embedded studs and the steel
shape are shown dashed. Due to the likely eccentricity
between the interface and reaction, Ry , and due to the likely
presence of a reaction Rx' an interface moment, MJ , is present.
However, from Fig. 3.18 it can be concluded that the presence
of MJ probably does not affect the value of VJ , since it likely
lies between the moments MA and MB between which VJ stays
constant VJ = VJo '
It was noted by all of the researchers mentioned in this
section that the concrete slab separated from the I-beams
prior to ultimate load. Lewis and Menzies24 , who also
/
. conducted pushout tests, actually measured this rotation and
tied the slabs together at the base in an attempt to minimize
the rotation (see Fig. 4.5). Oehlers32 also tied the slabs
together at the base in some of his tests. This outward
rotation of the slabs implies that an inward reaction Rx must
be present at the base. However, horizontal equilibrium of
the free body shown in Fig. 4.4(b) requires that this base
reaction be balanced by a compressive axial force in the
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Figure 4.5 Pushout test specimen with ties to prevent slab
rotation.
interface T j = -Rx •
Although Mj probably does not affect the maximum
interface shear resistance, the presence of a compressive
axial force in the interface, T j = -Rx' increases the value of
This is evident from Fig. 3.18(b) which shows
that v j increases for negative values of n j •
Quantifying the increase and substituting T j
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-Rx into
Eq. (3.64) yields,
(4.17)
where V"jo is given by Eq. (3.125) if the weld collar is
considered.
The magnitude of Rx can be calculated for a test for
which it is known that the slab separates form the beam and
slipped on the test floor provided the vertical reaction Ry
-
and the coefficients of friction between the concrete slab and
the test bed are known. For specimens that did not actually
slide only an upper bound can be estimated,
(4.18)
Vertical equilibrium of the free body diagram of Fig. 4.4(b)
;r:-equires,
(4.19)
l
i.
SUbstituting Eq. (4.19) into (4.18) and the result in (4.17),
and solving for V"j yields,
.~ VjO (l+lJ.lJ. s Ws / Vjo)VJo ::;
l-!J.!J. s
Thus, if the second term in the bracket relating to the
weight of the slab, Ws ' can be neglected, axial compression of
the interface can increase the interface shear resistance by
a factor of (l-1111s ) -1. Assuming the coefficient of friction
between plaster or similar support material and the steel of
the test bed to be lls = 0.45 the increase amounts to 10% and
25% for interface friction coefficients II of 0.2 and 0.45,
respectively.
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Since not necessarily all specimens actually slipped, the
high and .medium estimates in Table 4.1 for the' range
comparison are set at half those values, i.e. an increase of
J
10%- and S !),.0, while the low estimate is no increase
corresponding to zero" axial load.
The relevant test q parameters and test data for all
pushout tests considered in this section are tabulated in
Table C.1 of Appendix C in the columns to the left of the
double line. [,4' As noted earlier, this table only includes
results that were recorded as stud failures since this is the
failure mode to which the model applies. An exception is the
test series of Ollgaard et. al. 38 with stud H/ds ratios at the
limit to cone pullout failure, Fig. 1.J~b. It is noted in
Ref. 38 that often stud failures and cone pullout failu~es
occurred simultaneously in the same specimen. However, the
failure mode of individual specimens is not reported. This
series is nevertheless included because it is the basis of a
widely reported and used empirical formula, Eq. (4.23), and
because it supplies additional data for smal~ H/ds ratios.
Also, test data for lightweight concrete specimens are
included. These tests are denoted by a prime attached to
,
those particular specimens.
The column denoted" surface preparation" refers to either
greased (gy) or ungreased (gn) specimens as discussed earlier
in this section. The height of the stud in this table, Hs ' is
defined as the length of the flexible shank between the weld
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stud stud
shank head
1dB t
h \" Hs -
Figure 4.6 Typical stud includinq weld collar dimensions.
collar and the stud head as shown in Fig. 4.6 in contrast to
the total height H. If H rather than Hs was reported, it was
converted to Hs • It is believed that this is the relevant
stud length from the point of view of both the beam on elastic
foundation concept and anchor~ge or cone pullout. The stud
diameter is ds ; if the weld collar diameter and depth, d~ and
hw, were not recorded, the values reported by Nelson Stud60 and
tabulated in Table 4.2 are used. VJuP represents the ultimate
interface ~hear force resisted by one stud in the pushout test
and was found by dividing the ultimate load recorded at
failure by the number of studs welded to the steel beam .
. Notice that this is in agreement with the theoretical
interface model according to which the state of stress is the
same in each row of studs in yield regime I. Usually only
this. value is reported and thus it· could not be checked
whether the weight of the beam- and loading assembly was added
193
where this might be significant;
Figure 4. 7 compares the range of the theoretical and
experimental interface shear strength. The normalized
theoretical interface shear strength, Eq. (4.16), is plotted
against the ratio of concrete and stud strength for the high,
medium, and low parameter values of Table 4.1 and superimposed
on the similarly normalized experimental data points. The
theoretical numerical data, decomposed into the components of
shear resistance - dowel action of the flexible stud shaft and
rigid weld collar and friction due to st;ud tension and
compressive axial force across the interface - is given Table
C.2 of Appendix C, while the experimental data is summarized
in Table C.1 as discussed above. Notice in Table C.2 that the
sum of columns 2 and 4 is (Vs' + ~Ts') /Asfu = .[ (y2 + ~2) •
As far as the test data is concerned a tremendous scatter
is obvious in Fig. 4.7 similarly as in Fig. 2.5. Clearly,
variables other than f 'c and f u must have a significant
influence such as the model parameters in Table 4.1: Figure
4. 7 shows that if the model parameters scatter within the
reasonable range indicated in Table 4.1, the range of the
scatter of the theoretical interface shear strength covers the
range of experimental scatter.
However, there are other important variables besides
those discussed, which cause part of .the scatter visible in
Fig. 4. 7 and the influence of which must be eliminated or
/
considered before an individual test by test comparison is
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meaningful. The most important is the aspect ratio of the
stud Hs/ds which ranges from 3 to 9.
For long studs or large Hs/ds ratios the interface fails
in the failure modes of Figs. 1.3(d) or possible 1.3(e). As
noted in Section 3.1.2 these are the failure modes to which
the model developed in this study applies. As the Hs/ds ratio
decreases the failure mode changes to that of Figs. 1.3(c)
and/or 1. 3 (b). While .the failure-mode' of Fig. 1. 3 (b) would be
reported as a concrete cone pullout, the failure mode of Fig~
1.3(c) would be reported as a stud failure. Therefore, the
test data in Fig. 4.7 also includes failure mode Fig. 1.3(c)
and in the case of the test series of Ollgaard et. al. 38
failure mode Fig. 1.3(b). He stated that in some spec~mens
these two failure modes occurred simultaneously some studs
pulling out of the slabs and others shearing off at the
interface at failure as discussed earlier.
The author is not aware of any theoretical criterion
defining the transition from failure mode Fig. 1.3(d) to that
of Fig. 1.3(c). Figure 2.4 from Viest56 and Fig. 2.5 by
Driscoll and Slu.tter12 indicate that not only is the stud
aspect ratio HI ds a reasonable empirical measure to
distinguish between the failure modes, but also that the
strength in the other modes can be related to that for long
studs (i. e. for failure mode Fig. 1.3 (d)) by an empirical
transition function in terms of Rids' Recall that the purpose
of this study was to develop a model for the horizontal
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portion of the graphs in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5.
,
However, the
scatter is large probably because material properties such as
the concrete strength and modulus of elasticity should also
playa role.
Studying the behavioral differences between normal weight
and light weight concrete specimens may shed some light in
this direction. In a light weight concrete specimen (Fig.
2.7 (c)) sawed by Ollgaard et. al., 38 the stud exhibited no
interior plastic deformations similar to that of Fig. 2.7(d)
and corresponding to failure mode Fig. 1.3(c). In the normal
weight concrete specimen the stud exhibited interior plastic
deformations similar to that in Fig. 2.7(b) corresponding to
failure mode Fig. 1.3 (d) . However, in their regression
analysis Ollgaard et. al. found that strength correlated
better with the concrete modulus of elasticity, Ec ' than with
the concrete tensile strength and that including Ec allowed
.
them to develop one strength expression that is valid for both
normal and light weight concrete (see Table· 2.1 and
Eq. (4. 23) ) . Thus, the empirical evidence seems to suggest
that the development of failure mode Fig. 1.3(c) is as much or
more influenced by concrete stiffness than by concrete
strength.
For these reasons and since many researchers including
Viest,56 Millard, 31 and Vintzeleou and Tassios 49 report good
agreement between beam on elastic foundation models and
experimental results for the initial elastic dowel stiffness,
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the .- two variables, Hs / ds and Ec ' are combined into one
dimensionless parameter based on the concept of elastic beam
on elastic foundation. If the governing differential equation
is formulated in terms of a dimensionless space coordinate,
which assumes the values 0 and 1 at the ends of the stud
shank, it is controlled by a single dimensionless parameter
which is proportional to,
if the
( E lY4 - (E )% H11 = __c_ .H='2.12S-E -EEsIs Es ds
foundation spring stiffness is set proportional
(4.2,0 )
to the
concrete modulus of elasticity. Normalizing the stud shank
height, Hs ' in this manner is analogous to normalizing time
with respect to the natural period of a vibrating structure.
The ratio of the experimental to the theoretical
interface shear resistance is plotted against the normalized
,
measure of the stud aspect ratio ~ in Fig. 4.8. The numerical
data relating to Fig. 4.8 is tabulated in Table C.1 of
Appendix C. Since Fig. 4.8 is analogous to Figs. 2.4 and 2.5
by Viese6 and Driscoll and Slutter12 , the data should scatter
along a function that increases with increasing normalized
aspect ratio, ~, and then levels off for large ~ to a constant
value corresponding to the interface shear resistance, VJo , for
a long, fully embedded stud. While such a trend is noticeable
in Fig. 4.8, the scatter is tremendous and there seem to be
systematic deviations between the test series of different
researchers.
In part, this scatter must be attributed to the lack of
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knowledge about important variables that either were not
measured or reported by many investigators (fu ' T), M), ~, dw,
hw) or that cannot.be deduced because no auxiliary tests were
conducted that separated the mechanisms of shear resistance (~
ks' kw' K). Even though auxiliary tests indicated significant
differences in the strengths of the studs used, most
investigators do not report the stud strength for individual
specimens in contrast to the concrete strengths. Test setup
and specimen should be modified and instrumented such that the .
location of all reactions is known and their magnitude can be
measured and used to report T) and M) in addition to V).
As noted above, the data in Fig. 4.8 seems to indicate"
systematic deviations between the test series of different
investigators, notably between Refs. 4 and 56. It is clear
from Fig. 4.2 that many variations of the pushout test were
"
used to obtain these results. These include various materials
between the slab and the test bed (plaster, steel, hydrostone,
plywood, etc. ) with various stiffnesses and friction
coefficients, ~s' various eccentricities between the reaction
and the interface due to different dimensions of the concrete
slabs, and or various types of light to heavy reinforcement.
Pushout test setups and specimens and specimens should be
standardized to produce reliable empirical design data.
If, due to small edge distance. or slab thickness in
relation to the stud, the bearing strength under the stud is
controlled by concrete splitting (Fig. 1.3(a)) rather than
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yielding of the stud and concrete crushing (Fig. 1.3(d)), the
dowel strength becomes dependant on variables such as concrete
tensile strength and modulus, edge distance, dimensions of the
concrete slab or block, stiffness (and/or friction
coefficient) of the support material, and most importantly,
amount of reinforcement. 28 With sufficient transverse
reinforcement close to the 'dowel an interface bearing stress
under the dowel of several times the uniaxial compressive
"-
strength can still be reached. The experimental data
displayed in Fig. 4.8 stems from specimens which had no
reinforcement, reinforcement only on the exterior face
opposite to the stud and interface or on both faces. If the
maximum load of some of these specimens was actually
controlled by a primary concrete splitting or cracking failure
mode and the reported stud (steel) ruptures occurred on the
descending branch of the load-slip curve and was therefore a
secondary failure 32 , the scatter and systemic deviations in
Fig. 4.8 would become understandable. Indeed some
researchers 38 ,56 report that stud shearing and cone pullout
occurred after the maximum load had bee~ passed.
. If good agreement between theoretical model and
experimental results is to be achieved, failure modes must be
clearly defined, properly distinguished, and carefully
identified during or after the test. The typical distinction
between steel failure and concrete failure or between stud
(steel) failure, concrete/slab cracking/failure and cone-
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pullout failure is not sufficient. At least the failure modes
f
of Fig. 1.3 should be distinguished and in the failure mode of
Fig. 1.3(a) it should be further distinguished whether cracks
are longitudinal cracks radiating from the dowel and
indicating a local concrete splitting failure of the dowel or
rather flexural or diagonal tension cracks indicating a global
flexural or diagonal tension/shear failure of the slab. The
method used by Ollgaard et. al. 38 of sawing a specimen in half
which has reached the maximum load but not yet failed, along
a line of studs, seems to allow for proper identification of
the controlling failure mode. Whether one or two plastic
hinges or a crack indicating an imminent cone pullout failure
could easily be identified
While this method is obviously not feasible for all
specimens, it is also not necessary. Taking a specimen apart
after attainment of maximum load but before rupture of the
studs or cone pullout on the other hand is, and has been, done
-by several investigators (see Fig. 2.7). It allows not only
for inspection of the plastic deformations of the stud and
better identification of the failure mode but also for the
measurement of the actual ultimate tensile strengths of the
studs of each specimen in coupon tests and, hence, for more
accurate calculation of the theoretical interface resistance
for the observed failure mode.
As noted by Oehler,32 the concrete splitting and stud
shank failure modes may be difficult to distinguish unless the
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test is conducted in displacement control. In contrast to the
\
typical load controlled testing, displacement controlled
testing would allow for closer inspection of the test
specimens at ultimate load as well as on the decreasing branch
and for a better distinction~ between primary and secondary
failures.
'"It is concluded that the - experimental data neither
contradicts (Fig. 4.7) nor exactly supports (Fig. 4.8) the
theoretical model and that validation or invalidation of the ~
model- and calibration of its parameters requires a test series
of less numerous but better planned, controlled, and
documented specimens.
It remains to compare the theoretical model of Chapter 3
to existing empirical models that form the basis of past or
existing code provisions. Viest56 suggested,
Vj • er = 1.38d;Jf~fu ( 4. 21)
Driscoll and Slutter12 developed,
Vju = 930d;If?: 1- Asfu ( 4 . 22 )
where V)' ds ' and fc' are in lbs., in., and psi. while qllgaard
et. al. 3B found from a regression analysis,
V
u
= 1.106Asf~·33/E~.44 1-" Asfu (4.23)
Note that since Ec is approximately proportional to (fc') 0.5
Eq. (4.23) reduces to,
- d 2 fo.ss' fVju - cons t. s e 1- As u
which is basically of the same form as Eq. (4.22).
Only the expression by Viest, Eq. (4.21), is dimensionally
consistent and recognizes that strength in failure mode Fig.
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1.3(d) is simultaneously controlled by both stud and concrete
. strength. The dimensionally inconsistent expressions
\I _
Eqs. (4.22) arid (4.23), on the other hand, reinforce the view
. .
alao noted in the failure mode reporting, that strength is
controlled either by the concrete or by the st~el. This leads
to the confusing cla~sification of expression Eq. (4.23) under
concrete failure in Table 2.1 together with the cone pullout
-failures even though it clearly also covers the failure modes
of Fig. 1.3(c) and (d). The upper limit in Eqs. (4.22) and
(4.23) is also confusing to the uninitiated, since it is never
explained why the stud shank in a stud-concrete interface caD
have a capacity in pure shear equal to that in pure tension,
while rivets and bolts in a steel-steel interface have only a
shear capacity between 70% and 75% of the tensile capacity.
Assuming that the authors of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23)
considered the steel strength to be a constant and included it
in the constant of the expressio~ it is interesting to note
that all three expressions have the same mathematical form as
the dowel action expression for concrete-concrete ~nterfaces
or cracks, Eq. (4.7). However, this is not the form predicted
by the model of this study for steel-concrete interfaces with
dowels welded to the steel. Equation
nonnormalized form for one stud,
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(4.16), rewritten in
predicts a more
(4.24)
concrete
strength, which reduces only to the form of Eq. (4.21), if one
neglects the shear resistances provided by the dowel action of
the weld collar, dwhw = 0, and by friction, 11. = 0, and neglects
the moment-shear interaction of the dowel corresponding to K
= co
4.4 Comparison of Interface Interaction Diagram to
Experimental Data and Existing Rational Models
In the previous section experimental results_from pushout·
tests were compared to the maximum interface shear strength,
VjO ' predicted by the model developed in Chapter 3. Section
4.4 compares the results from tests in which the interface was
subjected to combined moment, shear, and tensile axial forces,
MJ' VJ' and TJ' to int-erface interaction equations predicted by
the model of Chapter 3. In particular, the axial-shear force
interaction equations and the moment-shear force interaction
equations predicted by the model will be compared to
experimental data from several test series.
Experiments on the axial-shear force interaction of
steel-concrete interfaces with bolts and welded studs were
conducted by Cook and Klingner9 and by McMackin, Slutter, and
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Fisher26 , respecti!vely, and on the moment-shear force
interaction by Cook and Klingner9 and by Hawkips, Mitchell
and Roeder20 , respectively.
The report by Cook and Klingner9 is particularly
interesting, since they conducted, guided by a rational model,
a well conceived anq executed test program that allowed to
separate the mechanisms of shear resistance and to determine
the shear resistances provided by dowel action and friction in
a steel-concrete interface individually.
@ @
Figure 4.9 Schematic drawing of test setup used by Cook and
Klingner. 9
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While the tests conducted by Cook and Klingner~ focused
on cast-in-place anch9rs bolted to rigid plates as shown in
Fig. 4.9, their results are nevertheless relevant to this
study which focuses on welded headed studs. The main
difference between bolted anchors and welded studs is the
absence of a weld and, hence, weld collar in the former. The
lack of a weld collar and, hence,- additional source of shear
resistance actually simplifies fhe situation and allows to
determine the shear resistance provided by the shank alone.
The boundary conditions at the interface of the bolted anchor
and of a welded stud appear to be equivalent, since rotation
of both the anchor and the studs .is constrained at the
interface. Relative rotation between the studs is prevented
by the weld, while the relative rotation between the anchors
and the plate is constrained by the snug tight or preloaded
washer/nut assembly. That the washer-nut assembly can develop
the plastic moment of the anchor at the interface is clearly
\
visible in the post-test photograph of Fig. 4.10 which shows
that two plastic hinges do indeed form prior to failure.
However, the washer-nut assembly does appear to provide a much
less rigid connection than the weld in tension as discussed
later.
The method used by Cook and Klingner9 to separate the
mechanisms of shear resistance is as ~ollows. They replaced
the nut on each bolt by a load cell which allowed them to
measure the tension in each anchor bolt continuously both in
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Figure 4.10 Photograph from Cook and Klingner9 test series
demonsrtating formation of plastic hinges prior to failure of
anchor bolt.
a pre-test and the main test. Prior to the main test, they
preloaded the anchors in tension and conducted tests to
determine the coefficient of friction. Slotted holes in the
plate allowed it to be pos'itioned for the friction test such
that it could move relative to the bolts, while it was placed
into a position of bearing against the bolts in the main test.
Knowing the tension in each bolt and the friction coefficient,
the frictional resistance could be calculated and subtracted
from the total interface shear resistance measured in the
ultimate load test yielding the dowel action resistance of the
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stud group. The following equation summarizes this procedure,
rVs = Vj-I.l.~ Tsi
where r is the number of anchor rows in the connection and ~
is the coefficient of friction measured in the aforementioned
friction tests. Shortcomings of the method are that it does
not'account for possible differences between the coefficient
of friction at the ultimate load stage and that at the working
load level of the friction tests and that it does not provide
the distribution of the dowel shear forces between several
anchor rows.
Using this procedure Cook 'and Klingner 9 deduced the dowel
end axial-shear force interaction relationship'for cast-in-
place anchors bolted to a steel plate from tests of an
interface subjected to a moment and shear force (rather t~
axial and shear force). A graph of their results is shown in~
Fig.4.11. Based on this data they suggest empirically an
(4.25)
elliptical interface interaction relationship of the following
form,
(~)2+( Ts )2 '= 1yTu Tu
where y is the ratio between the dowel end shear strength,
Vsmax ' and the tensile strength of an anchor Tu • Cook and
Klingner 9 considered y to be an empirical constant to be
L
determined experimentally and recommend y = 0.5 for cast-in-
place anchor bolts. Except for one large deviation the data
appears to agree well with the elliptical interaction. It
should be noted that the data in Fig. 4.11 stems only from
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- tests with one row of studs so that the aforementioned
distributio~ proble~ does not arise.
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Figure 4.11 Tension-shear interaction for interface
reproduced from Ref. 26.
One of the most important results of Ctlapter 3, Sections
3.3 to 3.6, is that the optimum state of stress of dowels
constrained to translate and rotate with the interface steel
plate always lies on the curve of intersection E and F of the
I
yield surface for an embedded dowel, Eqs. (3.15) (this is not
necessarily the case if no plate is present, see Section 4.2
for concrete-concrete interfaces and cracks, Eq. (4.7)).
Therefore, the dowel end axial-shear force interface
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interactionrelat~onship for this case is,
(3.15.a/d)
where V s and ns are by Eqs. (3.1) and (~.15)defined as,
T
n =----!?
S T
u
(4.26)
Substituting Eq. (4.26) into Eq. (3.15.a) yields together
with Eqs. (4.16.c) and (4.16.e),
<XK = y
(4.27)
(4.16.c)
(4.16.e)
31t2 /32 +~vksf~/f u2K2
Thus, the theoretical dowel action model of Section 3.2
is in complete agreement with the empirical model of Cook and
Klingner and show~tha~ their empirical constant y depends on
concrete and steel strength-as indicated by Eq. (4.16.e).
In the present context, Eq. (4.16.e) can be used to
determine the empirical constant ks f?r a concrete-steel
interface with anchor bolts.
yields,
Solving Eq. (4.16.e) for ks
k = 31t 2 fu/(vf~) (4.28)
s 32 1/y2-1/ (2K2 )
Substituting the value of y = 0.5 suggested by Cook and
Klingner,9 the medium estimates 1C = O. 7 and v = 0.'9-5 along
with the average value of the concrete strength in these tests
fe' = 5.75 ksi. and the tensile strength of the cast-in-place
anchor bolts of f u = 103.3 ksi. into Eq. (4.28) yields,
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k s = 5.9
This agrees surprisingly well with the value of ks :::: 5
determined by Dulacska14 , Vintzeleou and Tassioss7,s8 and implied
by Rasmuss.en42 for .concrete-concrete interf?-ces and dowels
embe.dded in concrete blocks, and lies well within the range of
scatter displayed in Fig. 4.1, Section 4.2.
However, the experimental data di§lplayed. in Fig. 4.11
does disagree with the theoretical model in one respect.
According to the model. the tension in any anchor at ultimate
is never less than ns'Tu ' According to Eq. (3.27) ns' = ll(y2 +
/
Substituting y = 0.,5 and the average friction
coefficient measured by Cook and Klingner9 II = 0.44 yields n s '
= 0.66. Thus, none of the data points should plot below an
axial tension of Ts = 0.66*31.7 = 20.9 kips., while actually
one plots at Ts = 13 kips. This may help to explain a trend
observed and discussed later.
Since according to Cook Klingner 9 y is an empirical
constant and the, data points in Fig. 4.11 are plotted in
physical units, variations in the concre~e and ste,el strengths
associated with different data points (each data point
represents a different test) are not reflected. However,
according to Eq. (4.16. e) 'Y is a function of the strength ratio
fe' /fu ' Therefore, the data s~ be plotted ,in a normalized
plot which allows the mate,rial strengths to be considered
individually for each test/data point. This might reduce the
scatter present. Unfortunately this is not possible, since
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concrete strengths are reported for batches which are not
correlated to test specimens.
There is a subtle, yet significant, difference between
the tests conducted by Cook and Klingner 9 and by MacMackin et.
al. 26 Since Cook and Klingner9 directly measured the internal
axial force, Ts ' and indirectly measured the internal shear
force, Vs ' in the anchor bolt of a plate-anchor bolt system
that was subjected to an external_moment, MJ , and shear force,
VJ , they determined the end shear-ax~l force interaction, Vs
= f (Ms ) , of an isolated- embedded dowel, i. e. the yield
.conditions, Eq. (3.18) , constrained to the curve of
intersection Eq. (3.15) by the rigid interface plate. In
contrast in the tests conducted by MacMackin et. al. 26 a plate-
welded stud system was subjected to combined external shear
and axial forces, VJ and TJ as shown in Fig. 4.12 and it is VJ '
TJ which are reported. Therefore, they determined an
interface shear-axial force interaction VJ = f (MJ) and the
interface interaction equations developed in Section 3.4 and
3.5.7 of Chapter 3 apply.
discussed in Section 3.4.5.
An analogous point is also
Figure 4.13 summarizes test data and compares it to
various interaction equations. MacMackiD et. al. 26 suggest
a curve to fit the data points, which is more conservative
than the elliptic interaction relationship proposed by PCI,39
namely,
(4.29)
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-Figure 4 .12 Schematic drawing of test setup used by MacMackin
et . . al. 26
where,
= Vj
v]" v~]
and,
v; = 1. 106As f co. 3E~·44 '.j> Asfu
Equation (4.29) corresponds to Eq. (1) of Fig. 4.13.
(4.23)
The interface model developed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.7
predicts that the interaction relationship between interface
tension and shear forces consists of a combination of both
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elliptic and linear segments as shown in Fig. 3.21(b). Using
the relevan,t equations of Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 7 the predicted
interaction diagram for the tests series of McMackin et. al. 26
was constructed and superimposed on Fig. 4.13., The relevant
calculations can be found in Appendix D. Notice that the
theoretical model also predicts an interaction curve which
mostly lies within an elliptic interaction curve and that it
predicts the set of data points ~hich lies clearly inside an
ellipse (except for the suspicious point) quite well.
The good agreement with this set of data points is
significant, since the diagonal straight line segment reflects
the influence of friction (the horizontal segment and the
elliptic segment t4at of the dowel action of the weld collar
and shank, respectively) . Thus, the data fn Fig.
I
4.13
provides experimental evidence that friction does play a role
in a steel-concrete interface subjected predominantly to
shear.
Finally, the model developed in Chapter 3, is compared to
the results of steel-concrete interface tests on the moment-
shear force interaction conducted by Cook and Klingner9 and by
Hawkins, Mitchell, and Roede~.20
Since Cook and Klingner 9 test connection interfaces
containing, in the general, more than one row of anchors, the
equations developed in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3 apply except
that there is no weld collar, Cw = o.
A comparison between the normalized interaction diagram
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Figure 4.13 Tension-shear interaction for interface
reproduced from Ref. 26.
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predicted by Chapter 3 and the results of Cook and Kling'ner 9 -
is presented in Fig. 4.14. Also shown in Fig. 4.14 is the
/
interaction diagram predicted by Cook and Klingner's rational
model. 2 tIP refers to tests containing one row· of two
anchors, while 4 CIP and 6JCIP refer to tests containing two
and three rows of two anchors eacg, respectively. The test
setup is depicted in Fig. 4.9. The medium estimates of Table
4.1 were used for the parameters_K, v, and ks along with the
actual coefficient of friction for each specimen as measured
by Cook and Klingner9 • Unfortunately only an average concrete
strength for all specimens had to be used for reasons
explained above.
According to the idealized plasticity model all anchor
bolts reach their capacity Tp = Tu in yield regime II.
However, in applying the model to a real material the plastic
stress level f p = vifu must be chosen considering strain
compatibility and the load stage of interest where i refers to
a specific row of studs. Thus in Section 4.2 the plastic
stress level was set to f p = f y since for reinforcing steel
with a distinct yield plateau a higher stress would imply
unrealistic deformations. In Section 4.3 Vi was set to 1 for
Tp and Vp and to v for ~ for yield regime I for reasons
explained there. As noted there the strain environment for
different loading conditions is different and thus the
empirical factor Vi is not necessarily the same in yield
regime I and II.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of predicted moment-shear interface
interaction equations to experimental data from Cook and
Klingner. 9
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The empirical factor v1 is determined from a flexural
........
strain compatibility analysis. Since the plate is rigid and
the flexural compression block depth is negligibly small as
measured by Cook and Klingner,9 the plate rotates about the
leading compression edge.
Assuming that the row of anchor bolts farthest from the
leading plate edge is at a strain Cu at ultimate moment, the
remaining rows will be at a tensile stress corresponding to
'cu (t 2/tJ and Cu (t3 /t 1 ) for anchor rows 2 and 3, respectively,
where t is the distance from the anchor row centroidal axis to
the leading edge of the plate. The maximum moments predicted
by this conventional strain compatibility analysis are
represented by the line at mJ' in Fig. 4.14 while the line at
mJ = 1.0 indicates the result obtained if v1 for all anchor
rows equals 1. Appendix E contains all the relevant
calculations.
There are two notable differences between the model
developed by Cook and Klingner9 and that developed in this
report. The first relates to the anchor bolt boundary
conditions. Cook and Klingner9 appear to assume that the end
moment, ms , is zero. It was shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
that ms is not necessarily zero and that it cannot be
neglected in yield regime I, i.e. for evaluating VJo , since
setting ms = 0 implies that the parameter a in Eq. (3.125)" is
replaced by ~ resulting in a maximum dowel resistance reduced
by a factor ~/a. For y = 0.5, K = 0.7, a = 0.71, and ~ =
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0.59, this implies a 22% reduction. Since Cook and Klingner,1
experimentally measure rather than calculate y this
observation is only of theoretical significance. On the other
hand, it is shown that ms =0 in yield regime II (since there
is no weld collar) and that neglecting ms in the moment
equilibrium equation for yield regime V leads to negligible
errors in comparison to the exact interaction equations, as
shown in Fig. 3.14. Thus there is little disagreement here.
Major differences between the two models relate to
differently assumed combinations of shear and axial forces in
the anchors which result in significant differences in yield
regime I and minor differences in yield regime V. Cook and
Klingner9 assume that the compression row of anchors is always
in pure dowel action, while the shear and axial forces in the
tension row(s) are equal and vary from pure tension for a pure
interface moment to pure dowel action for a pure interface
shear force. The anchor axial forces vary proportionally to
the moment and the associated shear forces follow from the
elliptical interaction relationship. This implies that the
flexural lever arm remains constant, the compression resultant
C is always located at the leading edge of the plate, and the
flexural compression and tension res~ltants and, hence, the
frictional shear resistance, reduce to zero for an interface
subjected to pure shear and no moment. Therefore, the shear
resistance decreases in yield regime I towards M) = O.
Mathematically this means that for the tension row(s) the
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equations defining yield regime V, Eq. (3.56), apply past point
B in Fig. 3.12 in the range of validity of the yield regime
denoted as I in this report.
In contrast, according to our model, the stud end forces
assume certain optimum values, vs ', ns ', ms ', which maximize
the interface shear resistance through an optimum combination
of dowel action and frictional resistance. This frictional
/~; resistance implies a nonzero comP-fessive resultant which must
be balanced by nonzero tension in the studs even if the
interface is in pure shear and the moment is zero. The stud
ends remain in this optimum condition for a range of interface
moment values, MA :5: MJ :5: Ma, as shown in Fig. 3.12. Within
this range the stud tension and the concrete compressive
resultant remain constant and the changing moment implies a
changing flexural lever arm and, hence, location of the
compressive resultant. Only as the interface moment increases
past point B in Fig. 3.12 does interaction occur between
interface shear and moment. This interaction occurs because
the compressive resultant had reached the compression edge of
the plate, the flexural lever arm can no longer increase and,
hence, the tension in the studs must increase with further
increasing moment.
From the point of view of the theory of plasticity, the
solution of Cook and Klingner9 represents a statically
admissible state of stress and, hence, a lower bound solution.
The assumed state of stress also makes sense from the point of
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view of flexural strain compatibility. However, it leads to
a non-convex interaction diagram if the solution is continued
I
to the right into the fourth quadrant. According to the
theory of plasticity interaction diagrams derived from convex
yield conditions must be convex and non-convex failure
surfaces are rare in nature. The interaction diagram
developed in this study, in contrast, can be shown to
represent a so-called exact or_ complete solution and is
convex.
Figure 4.14 indicates that both the model developed in
this study and that reported by Cook and Klingner9 agree
fairly well with the test results. However, there is a trend
in the test data which seems to favor the model of Cook and
Klingner;9 and the theory of plasticity does not necessarily
apply to friction.
It appears then, that there might be a fundamental
difference in behavior between steel-concrete interfaces with
welded headed studs and with bolted anchors. There must be a
mechanism which induces tension in the anchors that must be
balanc~d by a concrete compressive resultant which finally
allows for friction. ~n a rough crack transferring shear,
this tension is created by protruding aggregates which ride up
on each other and dilate the crack. The protruding weld
collar of welded headed studs may play a similar role.
Furthermore, the weld provides a very rigid connection in
tension and the stud head a good anchorage. Kinking action
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may therefore induce tension mok readily in the case of
welded headed studs than in the case of bolted anchors. The
connection provided by a nut on a washer on a slotted hole
appears to be significantly more flexible in tension that a
weld. Indeed, it was observed in Fig. 4.11 that one data
point plotted at a lower tension than predicted by this model.
The question raised must remain open until test results for
nearly pure shear become availaj:lle, since data points are
missing in this area in Fig. 4.11.
In light of the previous results it is interesting to
compare the model to test results for steel-concrete
interfaces which employ welded headed studs and are subjected
to a moment and shear force. Hawkins, Mitchell, and Roeder20
have conducted such tests. The specimens tested in this
series are shown in Fig. 4.15. The results of Section 3.6
again apply, now, however, including the weld collar
resistance.
A comparison between the normalized interaction diagram
predicted by these equations and their test results is shown
in Fig. 4.16. Again, the medium estimates in Table 4.1 were
used for the model parameters le, v, !!, ks ' k... , dw, and hw' The
only difference in calculating the maximum interface moment,
M)o' and the parameter Vi was that the case of a flexible
interface plate had to be considered. The stress-strain curve
for a typical stud is shown in Fig. 4.17. Only the specimens
which exhibited stud failures were included in this
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comparison. Therefore only the 7 specimens loaded with a 3"
eccentricity are included from group I. The other 5 specimens
loaded at 4.5", 6", 9", and 12" eccentricities failed by cone
pullout. This was to be expected, since the reinforcement in
the disturbed (D) region between the symmetrically placed
connection interfaces did not have sufficient capacity to
transfer the stud tension from the right to left interfac~
required by equilibrium. This reinforces the observation in
Ref. 40 and repeated in Chapter 1 that connection design
comprises not only the design of the connection proper, i.e.
the interface, but also the design of the O-region on either
side. Truss models or strut-and-tie models provide a simple
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yet powerful tool. 40,43 Of group. II with increased stud
embedment length, 8 out of 10 specimens are included; one
failed by cone-pullout and one was tested cyclically. All
relevant calculations are shown in Appendix F.
Figure 4.15 shows that the specimens of Group I did not
provide a wide range of applied interface moments. Hence,
only the maximum interface shear predicted by Eq. (3.131) can
be checked against these results.- It seems that the predicted
\
value is conservative in most cases. Specimens 1-5 of Group
II provide the opportunity for a comparison of the model over
a wider range of moments. It seems that the model predicts
some points well but is overly conservative for others.
Finally, specimens 7 and 8 of Group II appear to have attained
failure capacities slightly lower than the predicted results.
The pifference between Group I and Group II was that the
embedment lengths were increased from 4" to 6" to prevent
concrete cone pullout failures. The difference between the
first five specimens of Group II and specimens 7 and 8 is that
7 and 8 had two additional studs in the compression zone near
the ·leading plate edge.
Overall, when the model developed in Chapter 3 is applied
to the test series conducted by Hawkins et. al. 20 and relating
to welded headed studs, it appears to be somewhat conservative
in contrast to the results for anchor bolts; but more
controlled tests of this kind are needed to fully verify or
disprove this model.
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5. Summary, Conclusions and Future Research Recommendations
5.1 Summary
",'
The objective of this study was to develop a rational
model for the interface strength of connections ,with welded
headed studs that is simple enough to be understood and used
in design. The model was developed in Chapter 3 and compared
to existing models and experimental data in Chapter 4.
Some simplifications and idealizations were made in order
to make the model simple enough to understand and rigorously
analyze. Two assumptions were made regarding the specific
failure modes studied. First of all, only interface shear
failures are considered which exclu~s several other
/
possibilities of connection failures. Secondly, only long
studs are considered in the analysis which means that, in
general, two plastic hinges form in the stud at failure.
Another assumption is that the materials, concrete and steel,
were both considered to behave as elastic-ideally plastic
materials. Lastly, the theoretical basis of the proposed
model is the theory of plasticity. In particular, the lower
bound theorem or statical method of analysis is used. The
relevant assumptions and idealizations are discussed in
Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 3.
Since the general connection considered, Fig. 3.1(a), is
fairly complex, the solution of the problem was broken down to
several steps. In the first step the interface interaction
equations, Eqs. (3.15) and (3.18), and yield figure, Fig. 3.9,
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for one row of long dowels embedded in concrete are developed
(Section 3.2). This step considered an isolated row of studs
without a plate attached at the interface. A plate is added
to the system of Section 3.2 and resulting system is analyzed
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Again, interface interaction
equations and a yield figure, Figs. 3.16, and 3.21, are
developed. In Section 3.5 the affects of a weld collar are
included. It was found in Chapter 4 that these affects are
needed to explain the experimentally obtained values of
interface shear resistance. Finally, a complete interface
including a plate, weld collars, and multiple rows of studs is
developed in Section 3.6. It was found that once the behavior
of a single row of studs is clearly understood that an
interface containing several r9ws of studs can be easily
understood as well.
In an attempt to verify or disprove the model developed
in Chapter 3, it was compared to existing theoretical and
experimental results in Chapter 4. Since the model is
general, it can be, as was, adapted to predict several
different types of existing rational models and experimental
results. It was first compared to research done in the area
of shear transfer across concrete cracks. Next it was
compared pushout test results. Lastly, the interface
interaction relationships developed in Chapter 3 were compared
to existing rational and empirical models and experimental
data. Overall, it was found that the existing results do not
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contradict the model. More controlled tests are needed to
fUlly verify or disprove the model as discussed in Chapter 4.
5.2 Conclusions
It was noted in Chapter 4 that more sophisticated tests
are needed to gain a full understanding of concrete-steel
interface behavior. It was also stated by Oehler32 that,
\
"most research workers only_cdnsidered as important the
compressive strength of the concrete and the cross-
sectional area of the stud. The height of the weld
collar was never measured, the tensile strength of the
concrete and that of he stud and the stiffness of the
concrete were rarely measured and the transverse
reinforcement was seldom fully anchored and the amount
and position rarely st~ted; although most of these
parameters were kept constant during a series of tests
the effect they had on the magnitude of the strengths
could not be determined. The mode of failure was rarely
stated possibly because it is difficult to distinguish
between splitting and shank failure in a laterally
reinforced specimen."
It was found that the value of many other variables, in
addition to those stated by Oehler, 32 must be reported in order
to accurately predict the interface capacity of welded headed
studs including T), MJ' ks ' kw' ctw/ds ' !!, 1(, and v. Auxiliary
tests are needed to measure all parameters that are not
readily available from primary tests.
The idea of various failure modes occurring at ultimate
loading conditions is not new but there seems to be much
uncertainty or disagreement as to what failure modes can occur
and under what conditions each occurs.' A clear understanding
of all possible modes is needed. to produce better interface
designs. It is felt that all of the possible failure modes
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that can occur when an embedded stud is subjected to tension
or shear loading were covered in Chapters 1 and 2. This study
only focused on two of those failure modes, Figs. 1.3(d) and
(e), but the in-depth treatment seems to have provided a much
deeper understanding of embedded studs in general than was
available in the literature.
As stated in Chapters 1 and 2 and theoretically derived
in Chapter 3, the concepts of eitber dowel action or friction
actin acting alone at the interface to resist shear is not
~rrect. It was derived in'Chapter 3 that a combination of
these m~chanisms actually works to resist interface shear and
that an optimum combination of the two mechanisms provides the
ultimate shear resistance. The derivation of this optimum
combination became much easier once an embedded stud without
an attached plate is understood. The interaction equations
and yield figure for this system are relatively simple and
lead to a better physical understanding of embedded studs. It
was found that the differences between failure modes Figs.
1.3(d) and (e) can be easily quantified by a single variable
ao which depends on the relative material strengths, fc'/fp ,
the ratio of the concrete confinement under the stud shank to
the uniaxial concrete compressive strength, kg, and the
material capacity in pure shear and moment relative to pure
tension, K and v, respectively. Simply stated, if ao ~ 1, the
failure mode of Fig. 1.3(e) occurs rather than Fig. 1.3(d).
The general interface interaction equations and yield
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figure were developed as well but, more importantly, a
, ,
physical unde~standing of the interface Vfas gained which
provides many more insights into the interface behavior. By
understanding the physical meaning the model can be adapted to
herp gain an understanding of various other interface systems
including reinforcement crossing concrete cracks.
It was found in this study that the interaction of
interface shear and moment, Vj and. Mjf only occurs over a small
range (yield regime V) which means that they are independent
of each other over large ranges (yield regimes I and II). But
both VJ and Mj are dependent on the interface axial force, Tj
as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. This dependance on
the interface axial force must be considered since increasing
values of Tj impose decreased limits on the ranges of validity
of yield regimes I and II. It should be state that subjecting
an embedded stud, without a plate, to combined forces is not
the same as subj~ecting a stud and plate assembly, i. e. an
interface, to the same forces. This is important when
studying the results of various test setups as discussed in
Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 3 and Section 4.4 of Chapter 4.
It was also found that the affects of the weld collar
play a significant role in the interface shear resistance of
welded headed studs. This stems from the concept that the
stud is composed of both rigid and flexible dowel segments.
Since the weld collar can be considered to behave as a rigid
dowel, and the typical failure surface occurs at the stud
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shank-weld collar interface, the shear resistance of the
enlarged weld collar cross-section can be superimposed on top
.~ of the shear resistance of the stud shank. This concept is
studied in more detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.
5.3 Future Research Recommendations
Several areas need further research before this model can
be used in design. As noted in Chapter 4 controlled tests are
needed where all relevant variables are measured to completely
verify the model. One restriction of this study was that only
the failure modes of long studs were considered (Figs. 1.3(d)
and (e». But to thoroughly understand the interface strength
and behavior of welded headed studs, the remaining failure
modes, Figs. 1.3(b) and (c), must also be analyzed. Failure
mode Fig. 1.3(a) is a O-region failure and can be avoided by
40proper reinforcement detailed on the basis of truss models.--
As discussed in Section 3.2'.1 of Chapter 3, cone pull-out
failures imply reliance on the concrete strength and therefore
require a completely different model while failure mode Fig.
1.3(c) involves rotation of the stud head and, hence, appears
to require the inclusion of deformations in the model.
Once all failure modes are clearly understood theoretical
cutoff limits between them can be established. This may not
be possible if "neighboring" failures rely on common
influences which cannot be distinguished. Ultimately, though,
it is certain that testing will be needed to verify the
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theoretical models.
Finally, a primary motivation of this study was to
produce information on the mechanisms of shear transfer
present at the interface since various combinations of
mechanisms produce different truss models in the neighboring
~
D-regions which are__ being studied for several diffe-rent
generic connections here at Lehigh University. It is felt
that the knowledge gained in tnis study has produced the
needed information. All that remains now is to quantify the
results for both studies.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Yield Condition for a Circular Cross Section
Subjected ,to Moment, Shear, and Axial Force
Consider the stress distribution for a circular steel
cross section shown in Fig. A.l. We assume that the outermost
fibers of the cross section are resisting flexure, while the
central fibers are resisting axial and shear forces.
s
fIfp 2d sin3<1>I 3(2<1> -sin2<l»
-r
l ~
0- 1 ~ d -- -Uy centroidalaxisfp 2A = d /8"(2<j>-sin2<j»
a- T ·1a- 2<1>= s = 2(cos d-2y)
d d
Flexure Axial Shear
Figure A. 1 Assumed stress distribution for circular steel
cross-section.
The normal and shear stress, cr and ~, satisfy the yield
condition,
a2+(~/K)2 ~ f~ (A.l)
where K = 1/~3 or K = 1/2 corresponds to either the von Mises
or the Tresca yield conditions, respectively.
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From equilibrium,
d 2 1T = fadA = a'rr.- (1-- (2<1>-sin2<1»)4 rr.
, d 2 1
V = f-rdA = -r'rr.- (1-- (2<1>-sin2<1»
. 4 rr.
M = JaydA = (d 3 j6) f psin3 <1>
Normalizing with respect to ·the capacities in pure tension,
shear, and moment,
where,
yields,
where,
Tp = At;
Vp = KAt~
Mp = zt~
(A. 2. a)
(A. 2 .b)
(A. 2. c)
(A.3.a)
(A.3.b)
(A. 4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
O~<I>~~
2
Solving Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) for cr' and ~', respectively, and
inserting into Eq. (A.I) yields,
n 2 +v 2 ~ (1- (2<!>-sin2<1» ht) 2
while sin~ follows from Eq. (A.6),
sin<l> = Im11/3
Inserting Eq. (A.S) into Eq. (A.7) finally yields,
v 2 +n 2 ~ (1-(2sin-1\mI1/3-sin(2sin-1Im\113) /rr.)2
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(A.7)
(A. S)
(A.9)
Eq. (A.9) can be closely approximated by,
Iml+v2 +n 2 ~ 1 (A.IO)
Figure . (A.2) compares the approximate and exact yield
conditions.
r.
1.2'-.----------------------------,
0.2
1.0
0.8
rJ~
... 0.6 £'\.,.(A.q)
,.l
? )0.4 ~.tA.'o)
O.O-+------r----..----....----------,.---~----l
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Figure A.2 Comparison of exact and approximate yield
conditions for circular cross-section.
In view of the close agreement between the approximate
and exact solutions, Eq. (A.IO) is used throughout the body of
this report for the sake of simplicity and mathematical
convenience. The value of the parameter K can either be
selected theoretically from the von Mises or Tresca yield
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conditions or experimentally from
K =: Vp
Tp
\.
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, .
t-
(A. 11)
(
Appendix,B
Proof of Critical Section Location
Referring to Fig. B.1 the equations for the shear and
moment diagrams are,
v = -Vs~
M = M - (M -M ) 1:2
r r 5"
or, in the normalized variables of Eq. (3.1),
v = -vs~
m = mr (1-~2) +ms~2
where ~ = X/Xl' a ~ ~ ~ 1.
(B .1)
(B.2)
Assuming vs ~ 0, ~ = ~o ~ 1 and inserting mr from
equilibrium Eq. (3.9.a) into Eq. (B.2) yields,
2~ . 3m=m+-(1-~2) (B. )
s ~2
Inserting Eqs. (B.1) and (B.3) into the yield condition
for the stud cross-section, Eqs. (3.3.a) and (3.3.b) gives,_
(B.4.a)
in Eqs. (B. 4 . a) andNote that
-m +v2 +n 2 -v2 (L+1) (1-1:2)~ 5 5 5 ~2 ..
the first three terms
~ 1 (B. 4 .b)
(B.4.b) equal the left hand side of yield condition
Eqs. (3.18.a) and (3.18.d), respectively, and that the fourth
term is always negative since ~2 ~ 1, ~2 ~ 1. Hence, if yield
condition Eqs. (3.18.a) and (3.18.d) are not violated, the stud
yield condition Eqs. (B.4) for any section between sections r
and s are not violated, either.
For ~o > 1, ~ = 1 the stress state in the concrete and
stud is not uniquely determined except for the controlling
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V M
~T
Note: Moments plotted on
compression side
v
M
x
Vs
Note:
Moments plotted
on compression
f-L...L.-!.~....£-~,-t
side
~ x *' x ~ M s~ ~
2 2
Figure B.1 Free body diagrams and moment and shear force
diagrams for stud segment between sections rand s.
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section \s. However, the stress state corresponding to ~ = 1
'is also statically admissible for ~o> 1 and, hence, the above
conclusion also extends to this case.
An analogous conclusion can also be 'drawn for V s ~ a
based on the symmetries of the yield surfaces of Fig. 3.9. If
yield condition Eqs. (3.18.b) and (3.18.c) are not violated,
the stud yield condition equations for any section between
sections rand s are not violated, either.
x
Note: Moments plotted on
compression side
r s
Figure B. 2 Moment diagram of stud segment between sect~ons r
and s for ~o = f3 = 1.
Finally, it is interesting to note that for the special
case f30 = f3 = 1 all sections between sections rand s yield
simultaneously for IDs ~ a as shown in ,Fig. (B.2) 'where,
2 2m + v = const. = ms + v s '
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Ref Spec. Surf. Hs ds Hslds dw hw fe' fu Ee Vjexp Vfth 11 fe'l!u VjexplAsfu . VJ8xplVjth
Prep On.) (in.) (in.) On.) (psi.) (psi.) (psi.) (kip.) (kip.)(1 , (2' "(3\ (4\' 15\
38 AA+1 gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 5350 70000 3770 29.31t "'26.14 4.15 0.075 0.94 1.12
38 AA+2 gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 5200 70000 3850 32.50 25.93 4.17 0.073 1.04 1.25
38 AA+3 gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4695 70000 3600 30.63 25.13 4.10 0.066 0.98 1.22
38 AA+4 gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4167 70000 3570 27.50 24.27 4.00 0.059 0.88 1.13
38 BB gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4m 70000 3177 26.07 25.27 3.97 0.067 0.63 1.03
38 CG-' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4693 70000 1505 20.72 25.13 3.29 0.066 0.66 0.82
38 GC+' gn 2.44 0.750 ,3.25 1.062 0.188 4275 70000 2063 21.74 24.45 3.57 0.060 0.69 0.89
38 DO.' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4724 70000 2433 23.23 25.18 3.72 0.067 0.74 0.92
38 D0+1' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4880 70000 2530 21.60 25.11 3.75 0.066 0.69 0.86
38 D0+2' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4920 70000 2530 23.34 25.49 3.75 0.069 0.75 0.92
38 D0+3' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 5160 70000 2530 24.38 25.86 3.75 0.073 0.78 0.94
38 EE-1' gn 2.44 0,750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4115 70000 1840 19.63 24.18 3.46 0.058 0.63 0.81
38 EE-2' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 3599 70000 1840 19.19 23.28 3.46 0.051 0.61 0.82
38 EE-3' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 3083 70000 1840 17.75 22.33 3.46 0.043 0.57 0.79
38 EE+1' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4443 70000 2177 23.06 24.73 3.61 0.063 0.74 0.93
38 EE+2' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4298 70000 2189 22.50 24.49 3.62 0.061 0.72 0.92
38 EE+3' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4153 70000 2200 21.56 24.24 3.62 0.059 0.69 0.89
38 EE+4 gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 3860 70000 1880 21.50 23.74 3.48 10.054 0.69 0.91
38 FP gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4572 70000 1997 19.55 24.94 3.54 0.064 0.62 0.78
38 2BB gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4m 70000 3177 25.52 25.27 3.97 0.067 0.81 1.01
38 2EE' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 4397 70000 2208 22.34 24.65 3.63 0.062 0.71 0.9138 LA.A gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 3674 70000 3508 25.25 23.41 4.07 0.052 0.81 1.08
38 LBB gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 2674 -70000 2190 17.92 21.53 3.62 0.038 0.57 0.63
38 LEE' gn 2.44 0.750 3.25 1.062 0.188 3222 70000 1879 19.28 22.59 3.48 0.045 0.62 0.85
38 SAA+1 gn 2.44 0.625 3.90 0.875 0.188 3737 70200 3584 19.50 16.53 4.91 0.053 0.91 1.18
38 SAA+2 gn 2.44 0.625 3.90 0.875 0.188 4017 70200 3584 20.78 16.88 4.91 0.057 0.96 1.23
38 SAA+3 . gn 2.44 0.625 3.90 0.875 0.188 4297 70200 3584 19.94 17.23 4.91 0.061 0.93 1.16
38 SBB gn 2.44 0.625 3.90 0.875 0.188 4027 70200 3170 17.97 16.90 4.76 0.057 0.63 . 1.0638 SEE' an 2.44 0.625 3.90 0.875 0.188 4004 70200 2055 16.11 16.87 4.27 0.057 0.75 0.96
56 6F gy 4.27 0.750 5.69 0.960 0.251 4900 71700 3990 34.80 21.89 7.37 0.068 1.10 1.59
56 6G gy 6.23 0.750 8.31 0.970 0.251 4590 73200 3862 31.50 21.56 10.66 0.063 0.97 1.4656 7H nv 7.64 0.840 9.10 1.140 0.312 3440 82200 3343 45.00 26.00 11.26 0.042 0.99 1.72
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Ref Spec. Surf. Hs ds Hslds dw hw fe' fu Eo Vjexp V~h 11 fc'lfu VjexplAsfu VjexplVjlh
Prep 0n.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (psi.) (psi.) (psi.) (kip.) (kip.)
!1\ 12\ (3) (4\ (5)
4 N48484 gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 6550 78300 4120 10.80 11.60 9.05 0.084 0.70 0.93
4 N58484 gy 3.44 0.625 5.50 0.875 0.187 5600 64200 4080 17.70 15.08 7.16 0.087 0.90 1.17
4 N5B4C4 gy 3.44 0.625 5.50 0.875 0.187 5600 64200 4080 18.70 15.08 7.16 0.087 0.95 1.24
4 N584A4 gy 3.44 0.625 5.50 0.875 0.187 6000 64200 4510 19.20 15.54 7.34 0.093 0.97 1.24
4 N584D4 gy 3.44 0.625 5.50 0.875 0.187 3570 64200 3540 17.50 12.41 6.91 0.056 0.89 1.41
4 N4B4C4 gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 6550 78300 4120 13.00 11.60 9.05 0.084 0.85 1.12
4 N484A2 gy 1.47 0.500 2.94 0.687 0.156 3910 75500 3600 11.20 9.09 3.70 0.052 0.76 1.23
4 N484A3 gy 2.47 0.500 4.94 0.687 0.156 4130 67800 4120 12.80 8.75 6.44 0.061 0.96 1.46
4 N484D4 gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 4300 78300 3910 11.10 9.67 8.93 0.055 0.72 1.15
4 N484B2 gy 1.47 0.500 2.94 0.687 0.156 5210 75500 4140 12.50 10.29 3.84 0.069 0.84 1.22
4 N484A4 gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 6000 78300 4510 12.20 11.17 9.26 0.077 0.79 1.09
4 L48484' gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 5050 78300 2030 10.70 10.36 7.58 0.064 0.70 1.03
4 L484C4' gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 4940 78300 2180 11.60 10.26 7.72 0.083 0.75 1.13
4 L484D4' gy 3.47 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 7740 78300 2330 13.10 12.49 7.85 0.099 0.85 1.05
4 L484E4' gy 3"7 0.500 6.94 0.687 0.156 8080 78300 2640 12.40 12.73 8.10 0.103 0.81 0.97
4 L484A2' gy 1.47 0.500 2.94 0.687 0.156 4270 75500 1900 9.20 9.44 3.16 0.057 0.62 0.97
4 L4B4G4' av 3.47 0500 6.94 0.687 0.156 3040 78300 1690 10.70 8.35 7.24 0.039 070 1.28
10 P8 gn 2.34 0.500 4.69 0.687 0.156 3063 67700 3155 12.10 9.75 5.72 0.045 0.91 1.24
10 P5 nn 2.34 0.500 4.69 0.687 0.156 3600 (66800) 3420 12.10 10.12 5.84 0.054 0.92 1.20
19 M4689 nv 340 0750 453 1000 0.100 8990 65000 5404 33.40 2310 6.33 0138 1 16 1.45
32 USS1 gy 2.23 0.512 4.36 0.661 0.126 4854 92719 3918 11.48 11.31 5.61 0.052 0.60 1.01
32 USS2 gy 2.23 0.512 4.36 0.661 0.126 4854 92719 3918 12.61 11.31 5.61 0.052 0.66 1.11
32 USS3 gy 2.23 0.512 4.36 0.661 0.126 3577 92719 3773 9.45 10.01 5.56 0.039 0.50 0.94
32 USS4 gy 2.23 0.512 4.36 0.661 0.126 4411 92719 3845 11.48 10.88 5.58 0.048 0.60 1.05
32 USS5 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 8497 89962 5949 31.74 30.43 6.58 0.094 0.80 1.04
32 USS6 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 9055 89962 6094 38.04 31.26 6.62 0.101 0.96 1.22
32 USS7 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 8775 89962 6022 36.69 30.85 6.60 0.098 0.93 1.19
32 USS8 gy 3.46 0.866 4.00 1.142 0.272 9602 83578 6167 46.15 42.42 5.76 0.115 0.94 1.0932 RSs1 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 4854 89962 3918 30.39 24.07 5.92 0.054 0.77 1.26
32 RSs2 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 4854 89962 3918 29.94 24.07 5.92 0.054 0.76 1.24
32 RSs3 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 3832 89962 3773 27.46 21.84 5.87 0.043 0.69 1.26
32 RSs4 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 3832 89962 3773 29.49 21.84 5.87 0.043 0.75 1.35
32 RSs5 gy 3.44 0.748 4.60 1.020 0.197 4557 89962 3918 29.94 23.45 5.92 0.051 0.76 1.28
32 R!"AR nv ~44 074R 4RO 1.020 lliA7 4.""7 =? ~AiR 31.96 234S S9? n051 n Ri 1.36
Notes:
1.1 (gy) = 0.2
~ 1.1 (gn ) = 0. 45
v = 0.70
T/Vjo = 5%
Values in parenthesis a~e estimates.
(1) Lightweight results denoted by primes.
(2) gy = greased specimens.
gn = ungreased specimens.
(3) Reported values available for Refs. 19, 32, and 56.
Used Nelson Stud60 specifications for Refs. 4, 10,
and 38.
(4) Reported values available for Refs. 19, and 56.
Used Nelson Stud60 specifications for Refs. 4, 10;
38, and 56.
(5) Reported values available for Refs. ~, 32, and 38.
Used ACr 6 recomm~nd~d relationship,
Ee = 57fi?:
for Refs. 10, 19, and 56.
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Oowa 1 IIction Friction Totals:
Iligh chin to: duo to:
stud waltl stud inter(aco
-
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Table C. 2 (c)
resistance.
Low theoretical estimate of interface shear
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Appendix D
Proposed Interface Interaction Equation Corresponding to the
MacMackin et. al. 26 Test Series
The limiting variables needed to construct the proposed
model are shown in Fig. (4.14). By knowing that,
d s = 0.75 n.
f~ = 5.27 ksi.
f p = 64 ksi.
and assuming typical values for the following variables,,
k s = 6
k w = 4
~ = 0.50
le = 0.70
v = 0.95
djds = 1.40
hjds =.0.40
the values needed in Fig. (4.14) can be calculated.
(D. 2)
Inserting the values from Eqs. (D.1) and (D.2) into
Eq. (4.16) yields,
and,
IX = 0.83 (D. 3)
Y = lea = 0.58
Inserting Eqs. (d.1) to (D.3) into Eqs. (4.15), (3.29),
(3.31), and (3.121) yields,
Tp = TjO = 28. 3 kip.
Vp = 19. 8 kip.
/n s = 0.65
I '\
V s = 0.63
CWlllax = 6.6 kip. (D. 4)
Finally, inserting Eqs. (D.2) to (D.4) into Eq. (3.125) gives,
Vjo =28.3kip.
Therefore, the limiting values of Fig. (4.14) are,
258
rn~Tp/As = 41.6 ksi.
Cwmax/ As = 14.9 ksi.
(v~Vp + (:'wmax)/As = 43.2 ksi.
Vjo/A s :::: 64.0ksi.
Tjo/ As = 64.0 ksi.
Notice that this interaction equation consists of three
parts, an upper, horizontal s~~tion, an intermediate,-
~lliptical section and a lower, linear section corresponding
~-
to the weld collar effects, dowel action mechanism and
friction mechanism, respectively.
curve is given by,
The elliptic interaction
where,
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Appendix E
Proposed Interface. Interactio~Equations Corresponding t9~the
\",,-.----/i
Cook and Klingner9 Test Seri~s
The following ·values are reported from the investigation,
d = 5/8/1s .
f~ z 5.75 ksi. (average)
f u =103.3ksi.
assuming,
and inserting, along with the given values of Eq.XE.l), into)
K = 0.7.-0
v = 0.95 (E. 2)
Eq. (4.15) yields,
Tp = 63. 4 kip.
Vp = 44.4 kip. (E.3)
Mp = 8. 0 n . kip.
All relevant quantities needed to construct the
theoretical moment-shear interface interaction equations for
this investigation are given in Table E.l. Here again, r
refers to the number of·rows of studs. Each row contained two
studs (s = 2) .
Assuming ks is equal to the medium value of ks = 5 and
.. inserting into Eq. (3.8) yields,
Va = 34. 0 kip.
and inserting the value of Va into Eq. (3.17) yields,
ex = 0.67
(E. 4)
(E.5)
Notice that since only the average concrete strength is
known, Eg. (E.l), the value of Va and a used to calculate all
values in Table E.l is constant.
The values of ns ' and ms' are obtained from Eqs. (3.29) and
(3.32) and Vu and Mu correspond to the interface shear and
260
,moment recorded at failure. The following formulas are the
general formulas used to calculate the remaining values of
Table E.l,
(E.6)
rvjO = rJ(ctVp )2+(llTp )2
rVc = rllT
V c = rvc!rvjO
"'EMjO = ~ tiv iTp
'/ \ I
"'EME = ~ (tiviTpn s) +rMrf'ls
mE = ~ME/"'EMjO
V exp = Vexp / rvjO
lTiexp = Mexp/ "'E Mj"O
for each stud row are calculated using aIf values of v
linear strain compatibility analysis assuming stud row t 1 is
at its maximum t~nsile stress, Tp/As ' at failure, then the
following formulas are used to calculate the maximum iI1terface
moment resistance,
"'EMJo = ~tiviTp
VI = "'EM;o/"'EMjo
Note that the curved part of the interaction,
(E. 7)
yield
regime V, can be found via the methods discussed in Chapte~ 3,
Section 3.6.
The following are the equations used by Cook and
Klingner9 to predict the maximum interface shear resistance
for each test series,
2 CIP,
(E.8.a)
4 CIP,
(E.8.b)
6 CIP,
(E.8.c)
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where,
y = 0.5
and,
o S; mj S; 1.
The ratio of Cook and Klingner' S9 predicted interface
interaction equations, Eqs. (E. 8), to that predicted by our
model, Eq. (E.5), was made using average ~ values for each test
series.
/
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Appendix F
Proposed Interface Interaction Equations Corresponding to the
Hawkins et.. al. 21 Test Series
In this investigation ekther two or three rows containing
. ~
s = 2 1/2" diameter welded headed studs each were tested under
combined interface loading conditions to failure. All
relevant quantities needed to construct the theoretical
"
moment-shear interface interacl:ion equations' for this
investigation are given in Table F.l. The following weld
collar dimensions, corresponding to the values proposed by
Nelson Stud6°are used,
dw/ds = 1.37~
twl d s = 0.312
while the remaining unknown variables were set to,
(F. 1)
~ = 0.5
v = 0.95
k s = 5 (F. 2)
k = 3w
The values of Vo,' (J., ns', and ms' are obtained from
Eqs. (3.8), (3.17), (3.29), and (3.32), respectively, and Vu
and Mu correspond to the interface shear and moment recorded
at failur~. The following formulas are the general formulas
used to calculate the remaining values of Table F.l,
(4.15)
264
•(F. 3)
where,
The procedure outlined in Section 4.4 was followed to
determined Vi'
It was unclear in this investigation whether or not the
plate remained rigid throughout the testing procedure.
Therefore, a check was made to determine if the plastic-moment
capacity of the plate was exceeded at the ultimate Loading
conditions. By referrlng to Fig. 3.37 we note that the value
of eN ~t the ultimate loading conditions is,
c.vmax = :EviTp (F.4)
And, therefore, the maximum moment applied to the plate at
ultimate occurs at the location of the first stud row and is
evaluated as follows,
M = CNmaxtr (F. 5)
(F.6)
,
It is known that for a rectangular cross-section;
M = bh 2 (J
P 4 y
where b is the width of the section and h is the height.
Knowing that in this investigation the plate cross-section
dimensions were b = 8 in. and t = 0.5 in., assuming f y = 68
265
· ksi. for f u = 80 ksi. and f y = 64 ksi. for f u = 73 ksi. and
inserting into Eq. (F.6) yields,
MpBO = 34 n.kip.
Mp73 = 32 n.kip.
For the specimens in Group 1 v l = 1.0 and Vz = 0.85 if t l
= 9 in. and ti = 1 in.
Eqs. (E.4) and. (E.5) yields,
But inserting these values into
M = 58.1 n.kip. > Mp80 '" 34 n.kip.
Since M ,> t\so the plate yi~lds at the tip forcing the
location of the concrete resultant in towards the nearest stud
row. It was found that if t l = 0.2 in. and t z = 8.2 in. that
\ V z :::: 0.10 and therefore, inserting into Eqs. (F.4) and (F.5)
yields,
M = 34. 6 ;:; MpBO
Follwing the same procedure it was found that the
concrete resultant is actualy closer to the stud rows in Group
2 specimens 1-5 and 7-8 at ultimate loads. It was found that
if for Group 2 specimens 1-5 t l = 0.3 in. and t z = 8.3 in., Vz
= 0.12 and M = 35.2 in. kip. :::: t\so.
Finally, it was found that for Group 2, specimens 7-8,
stud row one must be subjected to a tensile stress less than
f u at failure. If t l = 12.2 in., t z = 2.2 in., and t 3 = 0.2
in., and vl = 0.90, Vz = 0.22, v3 = 0.02, M = 32.7 in.kip. ::::
t\73' The values of Vi for the various concrete resultant
locations were used to calculate the theoretical moment
resistances in Table F.1.
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On.) (kip) (kIp) fin.kin.) rlll.kln.) (kin.) in.klp.) fin.kIP')
2CIP6 1 0.50 0.73 ·0.02 43.5 31,7 0.73 1076 765 0.73 37,0 0.65 222 0.21 1078 1
2CIP 12 1 041 0.66 ·0.02 30.5 26.0 0.66 1076 700 0.00 41.0 1 1.00\ ~03 OAO 1076 1
2CIP 16 1 1=17 043 0.67 ·0.02 40.4 27.=\ 0.67 1070 727 0.67 51.2 1.27 022 0.60 VI c 1.0 1076 1,
2CIP 30 1 046 0.71 -0.02 42.6 30A 0.71 1070 760 0.71 30.0 0.65 1000 1.00 1070 1
2 CIP 36 1 040 0.65 -0.02 39.1 254 0.05 1070 090 0.65 20.0 0.70 1000 0.09 1076 1
Avereoo 044 0.60 0.60 0.60
4 CIP6 2 046 0.71 -0.02 65.2 60.0 0.71 1141 615 0.71 744 0.07 464 . 041 1110 0.96
4 CIP 12 2 1,= 17 0.'15 0.60 -0.02 02.5 57.0 0.60 1141 760 0.69 76.7 0.03 020 0.61 v, = 1.0 1119 0.96
4CIP 16 2 1",1 036 0.61 -0.02 1[i.l 45.0 0.61 1141 603 0.61 50.3 0.76 1040 0.92 v,=O.Ol 1119 0.96
Avernoe 0.43 0.67 0.67 0.67
I
6CIP6 3 IF 17 0.71 -0.02 12604 6904 0.71 1711 1209 0.71 107.6 0.65 647 0.38 v, = 1.0 1633 0.95
6CIP 16 3 Ir 9 0047 0.71 -0.02 12604 89.4 0.71 1711 1209 0.71 86.8 0.69 1562 0.91 vJ = 0.9< 1633 0.95
1,= 1 v, =O.fX
AlIOrooe 047 0.71 0.71 0.71
"
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